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Abstract
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV's) need to work in shallow water to complete
oceanographic missions, coastal engineering surveys, and in military operations that involve
reconnaissance and the location of mines along hostile coastlines. Control in the vertical plane is
mandatory so the vehicle does not hit the bottom or broach the free surface. Control in the
horizontal plane is necessary for planned missions and for returning to the "pick-up" location.
The control of AUV's in shallow water is made more difficult by the effects of ocean waves. In
deep water, most AUV missions take place at depths below the region of surface wave effects,
but this is impossible in shallow (littoral) waters.
At present, empirical control system parameters are altered for better shallow water behavior,
and a minimum depth of operation is assigned, based largely on empirical grounds, for each
wave condition.
With a thorough understanding of the forces and moments on vehicles due to sea waves in these
waters, improved control systems and vehicle designs can be achieved so that the AUV's will be
able to operate in shallower waters and in larger waves than is now commonly done.
For this thesis, experiments were conducted to determine wave forces and moments in shallow
water. In addition, numerical results were collected using a panel method program that
determines the forces and moments in various sea conditions neglecting lifting surfaces. The
variation of these forces and moments with changes in water depth and vehicle submergence was
studied to the extent that was possible. These results were used to model the wave forces and
moments based upon selected input parameters. The resultant model is proven to accurately
capture the collected data.
Thesis Supervisor: Jerome Milgram
Title: Professor of Ocean Engineering, MIT
Thesis Supervisor: Ain A. Sonin
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering, MIT
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV's) are currently employed for a multitude of
operations. While most AUV's have been created and designed for deep-sea oceanographic
purposes, there has been a recent need for these vehicles to work in shallow water. AUV's
operate in shallow water conditions to complete several missions. The first mission involves
oceanographic uses, such as pollution analysis and coastal water sampling. The second mission
entails coastal engineering, which encompasses everything from dynamical studies to the
sampling of sediments. Finally, the AUV's can be used in military operations that involve
reconnaissance and the location of mines along hostile coastlines.
A major factor in the effectiveness of an AUV is its ability to explore new territory
without human control and return to the point at which it was inserted into the water. Therefore,
a capable control system that can anticipate and adapt to its surroundings is crucial. For example,
control in the vertical plane is mandatory so the vehicle does not hit the bottom or broach the free
surface. In addition, control in the horizontal plane is necessary for planned missions and for
returning to the "pick-up" location.
The control of AUV's in shallow water is made more difficult by the effects of ocean
waves. In deep water, most AUV missions take place at depths below the region of surface wave
effects, but this is impossible in shallow (littoral) waters. Wave effects can drastically change
the heading, speed, and location of the AUV. As such, AUV's that operate in shallow waters
must be able to adapt to an ever-changing environment so as to remain on course and complete
its desired mission objective.
1.2 Current Standards
The current practice for determining the operation and control system of most AUV's is based
upon empirical methods. When an AUV is first created, it is run through a series of tests in a
controlled environment to determine how it responds to various operating and sea conditions.
The empirical control system parameters are altered for better shallow water behavior, and a
minimum depth of operation is assigned for each wave condition. This assignment is purely
based upon the water depth and the wave size, rather than the operation of the vehicle in these
conditions.
1.3 Purpose
With a thorough understanding of the dynamics of AUV's in shallow water and of the forces and
moments on vehicles due to sea waves in these waters, improved control systems and vehicle
designs can be achieved so that the AUV's will operate in shallower waters and in larger waves
than is now commonly done. This understanding will increase the mission effectiveness of the
vehicles.
For this thesis, experiments were conducted to determine wave forces and moments in
shallow water. These experiments were performed in a tow tank with waves generated by a
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wave-maker. In addition, numerical results were collected using two panel method programs
that determine the forces and moments in various sea conditions. While these programs did not
incorporate lift forces due to lifting surfaces, a method was developed which integrated these
lifting forces into the numerical results. The variation of these forces and moments with changes
in water depth and vehicle submergence was studied to the extent that was possible. In addition,
mathematical models were made to relate sea and operating conditions to forces and moments.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is presented in the following manner. Chapter 1 provides an introduction and
motivation for this thesis. Chapter 2 describes the vehicle used and all characteristics associated
with the vehicle. This chapter outlines all appendages associated with the vehicle, including the
sonar transducers, ballast weights, and control fins.
Chapter 3 explains the experimental aspects of this thesis. The selection of test
parameters, done using orthogonal arrays, provides the necessary number of experiments
necessary to capture the experimental trends. In addition, the experimental testing apparatus and
methodology used to collect the data is described.
Chapter 4 illustrates the MATLAB program used to process the data. The data is
transformed from micro-volts to force and moments and analyzed using Fast Fourier Transforms.
The data is then complied to form a complete test result matrix.
Chapter 5 details the numerical programs selected for the computation of the forces and
moments on the underwater vehicle. One of the programs, SWAN 2, has not been proven for
underwater vehicles, and needs to be validated using another program, WAMIT.
Chapter 6 demonstrates a method to add fin lift forces to the forces and moments
calculated in the numerical results. Because the numerical programs did not include lift
generated by the fins, the significant force and moment created by the fins must be added to the
numerically calculated total forces and moments on the vehicle.
Chapter 7 details the results of both the experimental and numerical results. The trends
apparent in the results are presented and analyzed to determine the effect of operating parameters
on the forces and moments.
Chapter 8 describes a way to curve fit the data to provide a model to predict the forces
and moments on the vehicle. This mathematical model, created for both head and stern seas, is
an accurate representation of the experimental and numerical results.
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Chapter 2: The REMUS Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
In order to calculate and determine the forces and moments effecting AUV's, it is necessary to
detail the vehicle used and all associated hydrodynamic properties of the vehicle. The REMUS
AUV is a small, low-cost platform serving in a range of oceanographic applications, and will be
used as the test subject of this thesis.
2.1 Vehicle Profile
The REMUS is a modular vehicle that can be used at a variety of lengths with different mission
modules imbedded in the hull. The midship section can be interchanged, and the mission
modules adapted to meet varying mission requirements. The REMUS outboard profile for
experiments and numerical calculations performed in this thesis of the vehicle is shown below in
Figure 1 with all characteristics listed in Table 1. During normal vehicle operation, a two bladed
propeller extends out of the conical section in the stern. The influence of this propeller on the
hydrodynamic modeling of the heave and yaw forces, and the sway and pitch moment of the
vehicle is neglected here. The surge force and roll motion of the vehicle are effected, but will
not be considered in this thesis, since the predominant forces and moments caused by waves are
not in these directions. This assumption will be validated later in this thesis.
1 8Q.
0 m 0. 3 05m 0, 3-55m
FZIHXZI
G0
.1 0'Mn
0, ~ 2 5-
E
205m 0 Im
D B
0. 2 5m C
Figure 1 REMUS Outboard Profile
Table 1 Geometric Characteristics of REMUS. All Dimensions are the maximum values.
Component Length (X) Width (Y) Height (Z)
A. Total Vehicle 1.58 m 0.23 m 0.21 m
B. Nose Section 0.225 m 0.19 m 0.19 m
C. Forward Transducer 0.255 m Varies Varies
D. Transducer Ring 0.17 m 0.19 m 0.19 m
E. Parallel Mid-body 0.63 m 0.19 m 0.19 m
F. Side Transducer 0.355 m 0.02 m 0.04 m
G. Ballast 0.205 m 0.04 m 0.02 m
H. Tail Section 0.305 m 0.19 m 0.19 m
I. Fin Section 0.25 m 0.15 m 0.15 m
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2.2 Sonar Transducers
The REMUS is equipped with a forward and downward looking transducer on the bow, and two
side scan transducers, located just aft of midships. The forward transducer is faired to reduce
drag. The vehicle used in experiments for this thesis has wooden blocks the same size and shape
as these transducers. These wooden blocks are flush with the hull and simulated the transducers
in all hydrodynamic considerations.
2.3 Fins
The REMUS is equipped with four identical control fins, mounted in a cruciform pattern near the
aft end of the hull. These fins have a NACA 0012 cross-section. The dimensions of the fins are
shown in Figure 2. These fins were modified with internal control pins, which could lock the
fins at desired angles. This is necessary to determine the effect of a constant fin angle on the
forces and moments of the vehicle.
Q .0508m I
0.0892m
0.106D2m
0,2602m 047I7r) I 0.0988m
0.0889m
Figure 2 Close-up of tail-section
2.4 Weights and Ballast
During the normal operation of the REMUS vehicle, a ballast plate is attached to the midship
section for stability. REMUS normally has positive buoyancy, so that in case of failure of the
electrical or mechanical systems, the vehicle would float. In emergencies, the external ballast
plate is dropped as well. These wooden blocks match the hull shape on their inner surface and
simulate the transducers in their pertuberances.
To reduce the weight of the vehicle, all electronic systems are removed from the interior,
and foam is injected into a majority of the body. This foam was added until the vehicle was
considered neutrally buoyant when flooded, or as close to neutrally buoyant as could be
observed. This is done for practical considerations, such as reducing the load on the force and
moment transducer described in the following chapter, and allowing easy manual maneuvering
in the tank. Since the hydrodynamic forces and moments generated by waves are not influenced
by the static stability or the weight of the vehicle, these modifications have no effect on the
forces and moments due to waves the vehicle sustains.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Testing
With an accurate representation of the REMUS vehicle, experiments can be performed which
will determine what forces and moments the vehicle experiences when subjected to various sea
conditions.
3.1 Testing Parameters
Prior to performing experiments, it is necessary to develop the test conditions under which the
vehicle would be subjected. To do this, and to minimize the total number of test runs, an
orthogonal array of test experiments is performed.
3.1.1 Orthogonal Array and Taguchi Method
As illustrated in [6], [7], and [8], the technique of laying out the conditions of experiments
involving multiple factors is popularly known as the factorial design of experiments. A full
factorial design will identify all possible combinations for a given set of factors. However, this
approach would result in an excessively large number of experiments. To reduce the number of
experiments to a practical level, only a small set from all the possibilities is selected. The method
of selecting a limited number of experiments that produces the most information is known as a
partial fraction experiment.
Taguchi [8] has created a method of conducting the design of experiments that are based
on well-defined guidelines. This method uses a special set of arrays called orthogonal arrays.
These standard arrays stipulate the way of conducting the minimal number of experiments that
could give the information about all the factors that affect the performance parameter. While
there are many standard orthogonal arrays available, each of the arrays is meant for a specific
number of independent design variables and levels.
However, an assumption that is made is that the individual or main effects of the
independent variables on performance parameters are separable. Under this assumption, the
effect of each factor can be linear, quadratic or of higher order, but the model assumes that there
exists no cross product effects (interactions) among the individual factors. That means the effect
of independent variable on a performance parameter does not depend on the different level
settings of any other independent variables and vice versa. If at anytime, this assumption is
violated, then the additivity of the main effects does not hold, and the variables interact.
The design of an experiment involves the following steps
1. Selection of independent variables
2. Selection of number of level settings for each independent variable
3. Selection of orthogonal array
4. Assigning the independent variables to each column
5. Conducting the experiments
6. Analyzing the data
15
7. Inference
The details of the above steps are given below.
3.1.2 Test Parameter Selection
When selecting the actual test parameters for the experiment, it is necessary to look at how the
vehicle operates. Under standard operating, the vehicle will troll at speeds of half a meter per
second, cruise at 1 meter per second, and reach the maximum speed of 2 meters per second.
Therefore, the speed parameters could be based upon the vehicle operating conditions.
From [3], the wavelength is another larger factor in the forces and moments on an
underwater vehicle. As shown in [4], a wave will create the maximum and minimum forces and
moments on an underwater vehicle when the wavelength is either a multiple or a divisor of the
vehicle length. Therefore, the wavelengths need to be a function of the length of the vehicle.
The submergences selected are functions of the water depth. Because the testing
apparatus, which will be discussed in the following section, can operate at only one water depth,
vehicle submergence is chosen as a function of the water depth and of vehicle length. The
largest submergence tested is half the water depth.
Table 2 Taguchi Method for 4 Parameters at 3 Levels
Experiment No] Column 1Coiumn 2jolun 3
-2 1 - 2 2
3 1 3 3
4 1 .. 4 4
I 2 J[__ 1 2
6 2 2 ]IZIZZEIIEIZ
7 2 3 ..Ei4
8 2 4 3
.9 3 1 ............. 3 1
10 3 2 4
[ 11 3 3 1[ 12 3 4 2
13 4 1 4
14 4 2 31
15 4 I 3 2
16 4 ... 4 1
Table 3 Dimensional Test Parameters
ndex Waelength Speed Submergence to
-_1_-.79_m _0.52-m-s 0L __ .285 m
2 j 1.59 m 1.03 m/s 0.476 m
LT L_.1m__L.6ms J 0.857 m
E E 6.34 m N/A N/A
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Test Parameters for Head Seas
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Figure 3 Test Parameters for Head Seas
Colored Submergences: Blue=0.857, Green=0.4763, Black=0.285
As can be seen in Figure 3, there are certain points from the Taguchi method that are not used,
which is based upon practical reasons. For example, the short wavelength and large
submergence tests are eliminated, as they would cause very little force and moments on REMUS.
Also, test points were added at the corners of the depth, wavelength, and speed space to cover the
range. Therefore, data fit equations would then only have to interpolate and not extrapolate on
the data. Points were added in the center of the parameter space to be sure there were no
excessive gaps in parameters in any direction within the space.
3.2 Test Apparatus
The testing apparatus for the collection of the experimental data is a fresh water tow tank at the
United States Naval Academy. The tank is 38.1 meters long, 2.44 meters wide, and 1.52 meters
deep. As shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the tow tank has a dual flap servo-hydraulic control
wavemaker, manufactured by MTS at one end of the tank. This flap can produce waves in the
range of frequencies of .25 to 1.25 hertz. On the other end of the tank, there is a beach made of 7
layers of rectangular bars, 16 ft long on one to three slope. The tank also has an unmanned
carriage that has a cable drive motor, with a 7 HP digital speed control, and can be manual or
computer controlled. Additionally, the Naval Academy tank personnel set up a wave gauge and
velocity measurement system, which were critical for the experiment in order to determine the
tested speed, wave amplitude, and phase. Both the Naval Academy computer and the testing
team's computer record this information simultaneously.
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Figure 4 Profile view of testing apparatus
Figure 5 Naval Academy Tow Tank
In order to mount REMUS and conduct successful experiments, the vehicle had to be
modified. A square hole is cut into the top center of the hull, which allowed the model to flood
when submerged. In addition, a specially designed strut was manufactured which was faired to
reduce wave creation and strut drag. In addition, it could be adjusted for various vehicle
submergences and set three different pitch angles. The top of the strut was attached to a bracket
that could be adjusted any yaw angle, if desired.
Figure 6 Mounting of REMUS
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3.3 Measurement Equipment
The total measurement system is shown in Figure 7. Each portion of the experiment will now be
described.
Amplifier
Computer
with A/D
Card
Transducer
Figure 7 Measurement Equipment
3.3.1 Transducer
The transducer selected for the experiment is one manufactured by Advanced Mechanical
Technologies, Inc (AMTI). The UDW3 force/torque sensor is designed for underwater
applications requiring simultaneous measurement of several forces and moments, or
measurements of forces that change with time. The sensor measures the three orthogonal force
components along the X, Y, and Z axes, and the moments about these axes, producing a total of
six outputs. The characteristics of this strain gage sensor are that it has high stiffness, high
sensitivity, low cross-talk, excellent repeatability and long term stability. For the purposes of
these experiments, the 250-pound vertical capacity transducer has been selected. The body of
the load cell is manufactured from heat treated 17-4 PH stainless steel, with mounting surfaces
equipped with threaded holes. The unit is sealed and a pressure compensation element is used to
equalize the internal and external pressures. This allows operation underwater with little effect
on the measurement due to water pressure. The transducer is filled with mineral oil and the
pressure compensation bladder is made of ether grade polyurethane rubber.
Figure 8 AMTI's UDW3 Transducer
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An internal bulkhead was added to the interior of REMUS in order to attach the
transducer on one end. The other end is attached to the faired strut, which is then attached to the
movable carriage. The load cell was located at the locations shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Distance from center of load cell to midships/centerline of vehicle
Coordinate Distance
X Location .01 m forward
Y Location 0 m
Z Location 0 m
Prior to performing any experiments, there were several independent verifications of the
transducer's accuracy. First, AMTI conducted several bench tests of the load cell to ensure all
the channels were functioning correctly. Second, the load cell was inserted into a 0.4334 scale
model of the vehicle, which was constructed for the measurement of the vehicle dynamics, to
experimentally test the load cell. With the load cell zeroed to no load, a known weight was hung
a know distance from the center of the load cell. Knowledge of how the voltages translated into
loads, which is described in a later section, made it possible to verify that the load cell was
correctly measuring the applied force and moment. All these measured calibrations were found
to be in agreement with the manufacturers calibration data.
3.3.2 Amplifier
Because the output from the transducer is in micro-volts, an amplifier with high gain is required.
Therefore, AMTI's MSA-6 instrument was selected. It is a 6-channel strain gage amplifier
designed for use with the multi-component force/torque transducer. It is a compact instrument
suitable for high-resolution measurements. The MSA-6 features easy bridge balancing with a
single push button auto zero, a low-pass fixed filter, jumper-selectable precision bridge
excitation voltages, and jumper-selectable gains for each channel. The low-pass fixed filter
operates at 1000 Hz, and has no effect upon data collection at water wave frequencies.
Figure 9 AMTI's MSA-6 Amplifier
The MSA-6 inputs and outputs are provided through connectors. The output signal is
rated up to 1OV and suitable for input into an A/D converter or other devices. The amplifier is
designed primarily for use with a computer aided data acquisition system and requires very little
user interaction. Gain and voltage excitation are selectable via internal jumpers.
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3.3.3 Computer with A/D Converter
Paul D'Ambra of D'ambra Technologies wrote a computer program in Visual Basic for the
collection of data. As shown in Figure 10, the user starts the program and is prompted to either
set the run conditions or begin data collection First the run conditions must be set.
......................
...... . ..... .. . . . . .
.... .. . . .~. . .. ..... .... . . . . . . . . . .
............................ ~  ~ ............... . ... ' 4 .
the computer to set up the time and number of samples to be created. By accepting these
conditions, the user is brought back to the first screen. The user must then select "Data
Collection", and the screen shown in Figure 12 will appear.
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Figure 11 Data Acquisition Program Run Conditions Screen
Figure 12 Data Acquisition Program Data Collection Screen
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From this screen, the user can click on start data collection when the experiment is ready
to begin. The user can also see the data as it appears in real time on the right side of the screen.
When the experiment is complete, the user can then display the total accumulated data. The file
contains the forces and moments from the transducer, the encounter wave time-varying surface
elevation, vehicle velocity, time, date, and time difference. The output data boxes give time-
varying values of forces and moments in micro-volts.
3.4 Data Collection
With the test equipment set up, data collection could begin. First, a series of no-wave tests were
conducted, with various rudder and stern plane angles at various submergences. The vehicle was
also yawed and pitched at constant angles and run at steady speeds at various submergences.
Next, a series of constant speed, wave tests was conducted in both head and stern seas. Finally,
zero speed tests with waves was conducted. The vehicle could then be set at large angles of
attack to the waves. The complete test matrix and test results are included in Appendix E.
Figure 13 REMUS in Wave Action
3.5 Coordinate System
For the purposes of this thesis, one consistent coordinate system will be defined and used for all
data reduction and analysis. Figure 14 shows the coordinates used for this thesis, with X positive
forward, Y positive to port, and Z positive up, in accordance with a right handed coordinate
system. While experimental and numerical results may have had different coordinate systems,
results presented in this thesis have been converted to the system shown below.
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Figure 14 Coordinate System of Thesis with top view (top) and side view (bottom)
An additional point for clarification is the phase angle of the waves. For this thesis, a
force or moment is represented as
Force = ReL A-e e t+O) (3.1)
with the phase angle, 0, being the difference between the phase of the force or moment minus
the phase of the wave. For example, if a force maximum occurs at a time slightly greater than
zero, then the phase of the force is negative. If the time the crest of the wave is at the center of
the vehicle, and the force is also a maximum at this time, then the phase is zero. If the maximum
force occurs at a time slightly less than zero, then phase of the force is positive.
3.6 Test Limitations
Limitations existed in the experiments that were both mechanical and human error. First, the
depth of the water could not be varied, and therefore, allowed for only one depth to be tested. In
addition, it was not possible to set the vehicle to yaw or pitch angles greater than ten degrees for
tests with speed. Therefore, it was only possible to collect speed data for head and stern seas.
Second, there was a miscommunication between the MIT testing team and the Naval
Academy personnel. When determining span settings for the wave maker, our team specified
our desired amplitudes, but the Naval Academy personnel interpreted this as desired wave height
and our team set their equipment accordingly. Therefore, all the experimental results were done
at half the height we desired. Luckily, as shown in the results section of this thesis, the forces
and moments were linear with the amplitude of the waves, so the results are valid except for
having a signal to noise ratio that was higher than necessary.
Third, the axial force channel in the load-cell malfunctioned, and did not capture any
data. While this did not allow the testing team to determine the drag of the vehicle, the surge
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force is of little consequence for the control system and can be well approximated by the
theoretical Froude-Krylov force if it is required. The important wave data of heave force and
pitch moment was captured, as were the sway force and yaw moment at zero forward speeds in
waves as well as with the vehicle at a non-zero angle of attack in calm water.
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Chapter 4: Data Reduction
With data collection completed, it was necessary to transform the data to forces and moments,
located at the center of the vehicle. To do this, an initial MATLAB script was written by LT
Erik Oller, USN, and refined by this author. The complete script is included in Appendix A.
The logic of the program will be described in this chapter.
4.1 Data Importation
The data is written in a table form by the program developed in the previous chapter. The data
consists of 12 channels and arranged in the following order: Y force, Z force, X force, Pitch
Moment, Yaw Moment, Roll Moment, Encounter Surface Elevation, Velocity, Time, Date, and
Time Difference. The program firsts asks the user to input the name of the data file. All of the
runs are named based upon the run conditions. An "N" prefix to the test meant no waves. An
"S" prefix to the test runs meant speed with waves. A "Z" prefix meant zero speed tests with
waves. Therefore, the user would type the name of the run. There are additional questions that
can be activated in the program, which allows the user to view the raw data, the converted data,
and the Fast Fourier transform of the data.
A MATLAB script called "Converter" is then implemented. This program, shown in
appendix B, uses the run number provided by the user to determine the run conditions, such as
angle of attack, speed, submergence, wavelength, frequency, and amplitude. Next, the program
reads in the data file and the wave data file. The wave data file was provided by the Naval
Academy personnel, and was what their computer showed as the time, velocity, stationary wave
gauge output, and encounter surface elevation. The program then sets the data acquisition times
to a common time base.
When the data collection program was in progress, the gains on the amplifier were
changed on some days. Therefore, the computer program had to be able to apply the correct
gains to the correct data runs. A short script, which uses the date of the test to determine the
correct gains to apply, is included in the program.
If the user wishes, the program next graphs the raw data as shown in Figure 15. This raw
data is in micro-volts, and is the pure readings from the transducer before any data modification
takes place. These raw data graphs are the first look at the data and can be used to determine if
the program and equipment are operating correctly. However, these graphs also contain a large
amount of noise, and can be difficult to read.
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Figure 15 Raw Data
The data then had to be interpolated to produce an even time interval for good Fast
Fourier analysis. This process interpolates the input data matrix into a final data matrix. Next,
the velocities are converted to meters per second, and the wave elevations are converted from
volts to centimeters. Prior to testing, the velocity and wave gauges were calibrated, making it
possible to translate the volts to centimeters and meters per second for the surface elevation and
speed channels, respectively.
4.2 Data Synchronization
The next important stage is the synchronization of the wave and velocity data collected by the
Naval Academy computer with the data collected on our computer. During the course of the
experimentation, the test team realized that for part of the experimental project the channel that
registered the wave data on the MIT computer was malfunctioning although the velocity channel
was working properly. Therefore, some of the data collected did not have wave information.
The Naval Academy computer did collect the correct wave and velocity information, but the two
computers did not start data collection at the same time. It was determined that one could match
the velocity graphs of the Naval Academy computer with those of the testing team's computer.
This would determine the time difference between the two computers, and then one could use the
wave data from the Naval Academy computer, properly time-adjusted, in the analysis.
The first step in the computer program is to determine if the wave data is captured in the
testing team's data. The program plots the graph of the supposed wave data. From visual
inspection, the user can determine if the data is the velocity data or the wave data. If the wave
data exists, then there is no need to synchronize the data. If the wave data does not exist for a
run, then the two velocity probes must be synchronized. As shown in Figure 16, the two
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velocities are plotted on the same graph. The user must first horizontally align the graphs through
the computer program, and then match them in the time domain. When this is completed, a
close-up view of the two graphs is displayed to prompt the user if the match is exact. If it is not
exact, then the user is given another opportunity to align the graphs.
Select a height difference between the plots. Blue line first.
0.6
0.5 -
0.4
0.3 /
0.2
0.1 -
0 ~ J
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MIT - blue USNA-red
Do these plots match?
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Figure 16 Matching the velocity readings
With the time synchronization completed, the program then imports the wave data and
uses the time difference to put the Naval Academy wave data at the same time as the
experimental data. This allows for later comparison between the phase of the wave and the
phase of the forces and moments.
Next, the data must be filtered to capture the steady state velocity of the vehicle. For the
test runs without speed, this step is skipped. The velocity probe data is plotted as shown in
Figure 17, and the user selects the time when the vehicle is up to constant speed. The user
selects the start and stop time of the experiment.
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Figure 17 Velocity Probe Data to select Steady State condition
Because the goal of this process is to perform a Fast Fourier Transforms on the data, it is
necessary to select an integer number of wave periods. Therefore, the program plots the wave
probe data for the time frame selected and asks the user to pick the beginning and end of an
integer number of periods. As shown in Figure 18, the user will then select these points with a
mouse driven cursor, and all data not included in this range are discarded. This selected time
frame is the only data that is used.
Find the period. Select the beginning of the first period and the end of the last
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Figure 18 Integer Wave Selection
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4.3 Translation from Volts to Forces and Moments
With an integer number of waves selected, the program then translates the data from volts to
forces and moments. Electrical filters were installed in the A/D board to reduce the amount of
noise in the system. Using the equation:
Data unfilterec
Data Filtered = 1 (4.1)
e+i(O -C-R
where w0e is the encounter circular frequency, C is the capacitance, and R is the resistance, the
program can account for the electrical filters and any phase shift caused by these filters. An
equation that relates the force to voltage is:
V = F-G -V exc-Sens load.10- 6  (4.2)
where V is the output voltages, F is the load measured in Newtons, G is the gain, Vexc is the
strain gauge bridge excitation voltage, and Sensload is the sensitivity in micro-volts per Vexc-N.
Therefore, to determine the force from the output volts, simple division will provide the force in
Newtons. During the course of experimentation, it was determined that the total sensitivity
matrix was required, rather than the diagonal terms of the matrix because the off-diagonal terms
provided a significant impact to the total force. The equation for translating the volts to the
moments follows the same procedure described above, except that the sensitivity matrix is
different for moment.
With the data converted to forces and moments about the center of the load cell, it is then
necessary to translate the forces and moments to midship. While the forces translate with no
change in amplitude, the moments change, depending on the distance from the center of the load
cell to the center of the body. The equations for translating the pitch and yaw moments are
shown as
Pitctibenter = Pitclloadcell- Heaveloadcelldistance (4.3)
Yawcenter = Yawloadcell+ Swayloadcell distance (4.4)
With the forces and moments translated to the center of the vehicle, the user may then
view the converted data as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19 Converted Data
4.4 Fast Fourier Transform
With the data converted to forces and moments, and with the wave data synchronized with these
forces and moments, the data must now be conditioned to find the frequencies of the forces and
moments. The program first builds a frequency column based upon the number of points. Next,
the program performs a Fast Fourier Transform on the forces, moments, and wave probe. If the
user desires, the program then plots the FFT's of the data, with examples shown in Figure 20.
Figure 20 Fast Fourier Transforms of the Heave Force and Pitch Moment
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4.5 Selection of frequencies of interest
With the data now converted to the frequency domain, the wave needs to be shifted from the
wave probe reading ahead of the front of the vehicle to the center of the vehicle. To shift the
wave, the following equation can be used:
center probee k (4.5)
where (probe is the FFT amplitude at the wave probe, (center is the FFT amplitude at the center of
the vehicle, k is the wave number, and d is the distance from the wave probe to the center of the
vehicle. Next, the program selects only peaks of the data for analysis. Because the forces and
moments at the encounter wave frequency are desired, it is necessary to select only the forces
and moments at the encounter frequency or any multiple of that encounter frequency. The
program then uses the encounter frequency of the wave to select the maximum amplitude at that
frequency for the forces and moments. If for some reason the program cannot find a maximum
at that frequency, the program displays the peaks of the FFT with their respective frequencies
and asks the user to find the correct frequency. These selected frequencies and amplitudes are
written to a summary file. In addition, the phase of the wave is subtracted from the phase of the
forces and moments to determine the phases of the force relative to the phase of the wave. These
phases are then conditioned so that they lie between -7c and 7r. Finally, the program performs an
inverse FFT of the data. The program also shows an enlargement of the wave, heave force, and
pitch moments, and displays the results as shown in Figure 21.
Figure 21 Final Force and Moment Graphs
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Figure 22 Close-up of the Heave, Pitch, and Wave signals
4.6 Data Compilation
With the test run completed, the user has the opportunity to write these results to a complete
matrix of all the test runs. A MATLAB m-script called "resultssummary," which is shown in
Appendix C, takes the selected data and integrates it into a matrix of all the test conditions.
These results can then be opened in an Excel Spreadsheet for future data analysis.
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Chapter 5: Numerical and Computational Testing
During the course of this thesis, more computer software became available for the computation
of forces and moments on the REMUS vehicle. One computer program, SWAN2, has not been
validated for submerged vehicles with forward speed. In addition, this computer program cannot
calculate lift forces. However, a second computer program, WAMIT, has been validated for
offshore structures and immobile underwater structures without forward speed. Therefore, these
forces will be added into the forces and moments computed in this chapter.
5.1 SWAN 2
From the SWAN 2 reference manual [13], SWAN2 (which will be referred to as SWAN for this
thesis) is a computer program for the analysis of the steady and unsteady zero-speed and forward
speed free surfaces flows past ships which are stationary or cruising in water of infinite or finite
depth or in a channel.
SWAN solves the steady and unsteady free surface potential flow problems around ships
using a three-dimensional Rankine Panel Method in the time domain by distribution of
quadrilateral panels over the ship hull and the free surface. The free surface conditions
implemented in SWAN linearizes the steady and unsteady wave disturbances about the double-
body flow. The numerical solution algorithms were derived after a rational stability analysis,
which leads to convergent, accurate, and efficient wave flow simulations free of numerical
dissipation.
Because SWAN was not initially designed for vehicles that are completely submerged,
the program had to be modified in order to accommodate REMUS. After several iterations, a
SWAN model of the vehicle has been created, as shown in Figure 23. Several changes to the
geometry of REMUS had to be made in order to create the mesh required for the program. First,
the tail section is extended to end smoothly, rather than abruptly, where the propeller would
normally be located. Second, the appendages are streamlined to eliminate sharp edges. The bow
and side transducers are faired, along with the bottom ballast section.
Dr. Sunguen Kim, one of the developers of SWAN, performed extensive modifications
to the SWAN output files, and was able to simulate the same conditions tested at the Naval
Academy. In addition, because he was not limited by wavelength, submergence, or angle of
attack, he conducted additional tests runs with larger wavelengths and submergences, and for
various angles of attack. These results will be shown in a later chapter. However, it is important
to understand this revised version of SWAN is new and not validated, and will need extensive
testing to be considered valid.
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zFigure 23 SWAN Model of REMUS
5.2 WA MI T
In order to validate the results provided by REMUS, a computer program called WAMIT, which
has been validated multiple times for underwater structures (Ref [14] and [15]), has been
selected to analyze the forces and moments on the vehicle. From the WAMIT user manual [16],
WAMIT is a radiation/diffraction program developed for the analysis of the interaction of
surface waves with offshore structures. WAMIT is based on a three-dimensional panel method.
The main program consists of two top-level sub-programs that evaluate the velocity potentials
and desired hydrodynamic parameters. The water depth can be infinite or finite, and either one or
multiple interacting bodies can be analyzed. The bodies may be located on the free surface,
submerged, or mounted on the sea bottom. A variety of options permit the dynamic analysis of
bodies that are freely floating, restrained, or fixed in position. The flow is assumed to be ideal
and time-harmonic. The free-surface condition is linearized. This is called the 'linear' or 'first-
order' analysis. Mean second-order forces are included in this analysis, since they can be
computed rigorously from the linear solution. The radiation and diffraction velocity potentials on
the body-wetted surface are determined from the solution of an integral equation obtained by
using Green's theorem with the free-surface source-potential as the Green function. The source
strengths are evaluated based on the source distribution method using the same source-potential.
Because WAMIT is not designed for vehicle motion, it has been used to analyze the
REMUS zero speed test runs. WAMIT computations were made for two geometric models of
REMUS: one with fins at the tail and the other without them. The original panel data for the
model with fins consisted of 676 panels on the half of the body. The model without fins is
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obtained after removing the fins and closing the gaps in the places where the fins intersected the
hull. The latter model consists of 612 panels.
Computation with finer panels wa s done in order to confirm numerical convergence of
the computation results. These finer discretizations are obtained by subdividing each panel into 4
smaller panels. Two discretizations are made with 2704 and 2448 panels, with and without fins.
The results using the original panels and finer panels are close - mostly identical to two
significant digits - indicating that the original panel data are sufficiently accurate for the wave
lengths considered in this computation. The resultant REMUS computer model is shown in
Figure 24.
Mr. Chang-Ho Lee of WAMIT, Inc., conducted a series of zero speed runs that covered
all three submergences, and, in addition, angles of attack that could not be tested at the Naval
Academy. Like SWAN, WAMIT does not include lift forces due to hydrodynamic circulation
on the fins.
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Figure 24 WAMIT Model of REMUS
5.3 Initial Validation of SWAN
Before SWAN is to be used to compare to experimental results, it is necessary to validate and
compare an initial test run with the experimental results. As shown in Table 5 and Table 6, and
non-dimensionalized by a method described in a later chapter, there is a strong correlation
between the WAMIT results and the SWAN results. The heave and pitch magnitudes are non-
dimensionally generated from dimensional results in the manner subsequently described. While
the results are not exactly identical, there is a moderate 5 to 15% error between the two
programs. However, there is a large difference between these numerical results and
experimental results. This difference is 10% to 20% for the heave force and 20% to 25% for the
pitch moment. Additionally, the experimentally determined phases are much different than the
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numerical ones. The phases turn out consistently for both SWAN and WAMIT. In order to get a
better picture of the difference, the numerical results will be used for comparison, and if the
trends of the experimental data and the trends of the numerical data are identical, then the
experimental results are valid.
Table 5 Data Comparison for Test Run Z2, a=180*, L/ =0.25, L/d=2.0
Heave Phase (deg) Pitch Phase (Deg)
Experimental 0.539 -144.60 0.072 116.82
WAMIT 0.616 -177.02 0.059 71.86
SWAN 0.637 -186.00 0.068 86.70
Table 6 Data Comparison for Test Run Z8, a=180*, L/X=0.25, L/d=4.0
Heave Phase (deg) Pitch Phase (Deg)
Experimental 0.504 -225.06 0.077 213.75
WAMIT 0.633 -177.47 0.060 71.52
SWAN 0.645 -186.001 0.061 86.701
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Chapter 6: Fin Force Addition to Numerical Results
Because the numerical results presented in the previous chapter did not include lifting surfaces, a
method to add the fin lift forces and moments into the numerical results is outlined. These
additions will improve the ability to compare theoretical results with experimental results. In
coordination with Prof. Jerome Milgram, the following chapter details this lift force addition to
the numerical results.
6.1 Coordinate System and Wave Potential
In order to determine the fin lift force due to forward speed and wave action, a coordinate system
must first be established. Using the system shown in Figure 25, the velocity potential for a plane
progressive wave with depth effects considered is given as:
= B-e- (--o-t)-cosh[k.(z+ h)] (6.1)
where B is the amplitude of the velocity potential, k is the wave
radians per second, z is the depth, and h is the depth of water.
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Figure 25 Coordinate System of REMUS Vehicle
In order to evaluate waves at different angles of attack, it is necessary to transform the
coordinate system to be in line with the incoming waves. Using this transformation:
x' = x-cos(x) + y-sin(oc)
y = x.sin(o) + y-cos(O)O
In addition, to simplify the writing, we will define the following functions
cos(OC) = c sin(cc) = s
Therefore, from substitution, the velocity potential can be redefined as:
= B-ei-(k-c -x-ks -y+w-t)-cosh[k.(z+ h)]
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(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)
X'3
6.1.1 Vertical Fluid Velocity
In order to determine the vertical fluid velocity due to the incoming wave, the derivate of the
potential must be taken with respect to z:
d i.(- k-c -x-k-s -y+o-t) (6.6)
-- = k-B-e -sinfk.(z+ h)]
dz
Because the force at the location of the quarter chord of the fin is desired, the equation is
evaluated at the following points:
x = -q y = o z = -d (6.8)
d i-(k-c-q+ot) (6.9)
-0 = k-- ifk-( d)]
dz
where q is the distance to the quarter chord of the fin from midships and d is the depth of the
water.
6.1.2 Horizontal Transverse Fluid Velocity
In as similar manner, the horizontal transverse fluid velocity due to the incoming wave is the
derivate of the potential with respect to y:
d ~.(- k-c *x-k-s -y 0o.t) (6.10)
$ = -i-k-s-B-e (cosh[k-(z+ h)]
dy
Because the force at the location of the quarter chord of the fin is desired, the equation is
evaluated at the following points:
x= -q y= 0 z= -d (6.11)
d .i.(k-c q+0-t) (.2
$ = -i-k-s-B-e )cosh[k-(h - d)] (6.12)
dy
6.1.3 Horizontal Axial Fluid Velocity
In as similar manner, the horizontal axial fluid velocity due to the incoming wave is the derivate
of the potential with respect to x and evaluated at the above points:
x= -q y= Oz= -d (6.13)
$ = -i-k-c-B-e i-(k-c-q+O-t)-cosh[k-(h- d)] (6.14)
dx
6.1.4 Determination of amplitude of the velocity potential
In order to determine the constant B, it is necessary to look at the wave elevation at the surface of
the water. This evaluation is done at the wave frequency, rather than the encounter frequency.
At z = 0, the derivative of the horizontal velocity will be equal to the wave elevation:
z t (6.15)
Therefore,
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k-B-ei-(- k-c x-k-s y+o-t)-sinlik-h) = ( t (6.16)
Integration of the above equation yields:
-B i-(k-c-x-k-s-y+o-t)s(6.17)
e- sinkkh)
Since the wave elevation has the form:
( = A-ei-(k-c-x-k-s-y+o-t) (6.18)
where A is the amplitude of the wave, it can be concluded that:
B = i-o-A (6.19)
k-sinlk-h)
Now, evaluation of the heave, sway, and surge velocities yields the following:
d -o-A i.(k.c-q+o.t).
-$ e -smlik -(h - d)] (6.20)
dz sinlik-h)
d 0 *A-s i.(k-c -q+O-t) (6.21)
-$ = -e -cosh[k-(h - d)]
dy sinl~k-h)
d o -A-c i.(k.c -q+o.t) (6.22)
-$ = -e -cosh[k -(h - d)]
dx sinlk-h)
Because the real part of these quantities are important,
d -(o -A
d $ = . -sin k-c-q + o -t) -sinlik.(h - d)] (6.23)
dz sint(k-h)
d = -cos k-c-q+ o -t) -cosh[k.(h - d)] (6.24)
dy sinlk.h)
d o A-c (6.25)
-- $ = -cos k-c q + o -t) -cosh[k .(h - d)]
dx sinlik-h)
With these results, the angle of attack on the fins can be determined.
6.1.5 Angle of Attack
Using a body fixed coordinate system, the upward angle of attack on the fins due to the orbital
wave velocity is:
- $A 
-sin(k -c q + o -t) -sinlfk 
-(h - d)]
=dz sinWk -h) (6.26)
d co-A-cU +- $ U+ sjat-a[ cos(k-c-q + (o-t) -cosh[k.(h- d)]
dx _ silk)
Using small angles of attack and linearization because the forward speed is much greater than the
surge caused by the waves,
-o-A 
.sin(k-c-q + o -t) -sinlfk-(h 
- d)]
sinl(k.h) (6.27)
U
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Because the vehicle is moving, a moving coordinate system that translates with the forward
velocity of the vehicle is defined as:
x = x + U-t
Therefore, from substitution, the velocity potential can be redefined as:
Collecting terms
S= B-e [ k-c -(x v+U-t)-k-s Y+- .cosh[k-(z+ h)]
i- k-c -x V+k-s -y+(o-k-c -U) -t]4)=B-e *cosh[k.(z+ h)]
By definition, the encounter frequency is:
O e = o -k-c-U
Therefore, rewriting the above in terms of the encounter frequency:
i.( k-c-x V+k.s.y+o e-t)
4)=B-e coshik(z+ h)]
From this derivation, the encounter frequency changes the time domain of the velocity potential
only. Therefore, the angle of attack with a coordinate system that translates with the body is:
P =
(6.28)
(6.29)
(6.30)
(6.31)
(6.32)
(6.33)sin~kh) -si( k-c -q + o -t) -sinlik-(h - d)]
U
The side angle of attack on the fins (to port) due to orbital wave velocity is:
d N)
dy I
y=atan = atan
U+d
U+--dx _
o c-A-s
-ik~).Cos (k-c-q + (o e-t) -cosh[k-(h - d)]
(o.A-c
U + .ilkh -Cos (k-c-q + w e-t) -cosh[k-(h - d)]] (6.34)
Using small angles of attack and linearization because the forward speed is much greater than the
surge caused by the waves,
7=
W -A-s
-cos k-c-q + o e-t) -cosh[k-(h - d)]
sinlik-h)
U
6.2 Semi-empirical Lift force
In order to determine the lift force, it is necessary to determine the amount of lift per degree of
rudder angle.
Fin force -p -U2 (57.3-FinLiftperdegreb-
(6.35)
(6.36)
To do this, it is necessary to first calculate an area that the fins will act over. This is an
approximation that is shown to be close to correct for the experiments with a fin deflection in the
absence of waves. From Figure 26, the entire fin area to be considered is the blue line, and
therefore, the fin area is:
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Hcenter := .0988-m
Hfin:= .2602-m
Lminfiff= .0508-m
Lmaxfin- .0889-m
Afin:= HcenterLmaxfin+ -Lmaxfin+ Lminfin H Henter)
Afin= O.0200&n2
The aspect ratio is then:
Semispan:= .127-m
24-SemispanAspectratio:=
Afin
Aspectratio = 3.217
0.1062m
.6 02m <
0,0892m
0,0477m 0,0988m
0.0889m
Figure 26 Effective Fin area used for fin lift calculations
From experimental results, the lift coefficient is: (6.39)
C L = .0711.B d = 4.0-B
where Bd is the angle of incidence in degrees, and B, is the angle of incidence in radians.
Because the real flow will be viscous and the hull will not deflect in the middle of the fin, the lift
coefficient will be reduced by about 25%. The objective is to obtain the real lift slope
approximation from experiment with fin deflection, but the center of the hull section will not
deflect so the measured results should be slightly less than actual real effect of lift due to flow
incidence angle. Using the no wave tests conducted at the Naval Academy, the semi-empirical
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(6.37)
(6.38)
lifts and moments are about in the center of the data, so they are used to determine the lift per
degree. The value determined after analyzing the data is 0.0011 M2.
6.3 Integration of SWAN with lifting forces
The output of the SWAN program provides forces and moments with their respective phases. In
order to integrate these forces and moments into our fin force model, the forces and moments are
decomposed into components:
Force = ReLA-e(e) (6.40)
Force = A-cos(oe-t -0) = A.(cos( oe-t) -cos(0) + sin(O)e-t) -sin(0)) (6.41)
Redefining variables:
A-cos(0) = Swancos (6.42)
A-sin(0) = Swansin (6.43)
SWANforce = SwancoscsOS (o et) + Swansin-sir( We 't) (6.44)
This same derivation can be done for the moments.
6.3.1 Fin Lift Force
From semi-empirical results, the lift force due to the fin is:
Fin force = -p -U2-(57.3-FinLiftperdegre. (6.45)
Substitution of equation (6.33) into the above equation yields:
Fin force = I p -U2-57.3-FinLiftperdegreejo -A -sik(h - d)) -(sin(k-c-q)-cos(w e -t) + cos(k-c-q)-sinw e(-t)) (6.46)
2 U-sinr(k-h) t)
Redefining variables and substituting:
1 2 -o -A -sin(k(h - d))
- -p U . 57.3-FinLiftperdegree 
.sin(k.c.q) = Fincos (6.47)2 U-sin~k -h)
1 2 -o -A -sin(k(h - d))
- - -.U -57.3-FinLiftperdegree -cos(k.c.q) = Fint (6.48)
2 U-sin(k.h) in
Finforce = Fincos-cos(oe-t) + Fifsin-sir(O)e-t) (6.49)
With both fin and SWAN forces broken down into sine and cosine components, the simple
addition of the two will give the total force in two components:
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Ftotal = SWANforce+ Finforce (6.50)
Ftotal= Swancos-cos(w e.t) + Swansinssin(w Wet) + Filcos-cos(o et) + Finsinsin(we-t) (6.51)
Ftotal = (Swancos + Filcos) -cos( We-t) + (Swansin+ FiWi ) -sir(oe-t) (6.52)
For simplicity, the variables can be redefined as:
A = Swancos + Fios B = Swansin+ Fisir (6.53)
Ftotal = A-cos( 1e-t) + B-sin(We-t) (6.54)
Because we want the final result to be in terms of an amplitude and a phase,
F total= C-cos(W e-t+ C) = Cscos(x) -Cos(o e-t) - C-sin(u) -sino) e-t) (6.55)
Therefore, it can be shown that:
B = C-cos(cx) A = -C-cos(x) (6.56)
(6.57)
A2+ B2 = C2
C = A2+ B2(6.58)
A -sin(a) (6.59)
B cos(x)
= -atan( (6.60)
B
where C is the final amplitude of the force, and oc is the phase angle of the force.
6.4 Force and Moment Non-dimensionalization
In order to select the appropriate non-dimensionalization of the forces and moments, it is
necessary to determine which factors influence the forces and moments. Because it would be
ideal to non-dimensionalize by the Froude-Krylov force, a force in the form of
F -p-ndxdy (6.61)
is desirable. Using Gauss's theorem,
+ d + (6.62)
F =k -P-ndxdy = - grad(P) dx dy d2
Using substitution,
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F z=- d P dx dy d2 (6.63)
dz
where the pressure is represented as:
d (6.64)
(dt
If the variation of the pressure from the top of the body to the bottom of the body is very small,
and the pressure at the midline is desired, a constant volume integral exists as:
I dxdydz = L-D2  (6.65)
The non-dimensional force can be represented as:
F
F nd = 2( Ad_ (6.66)
dtdz
where $ is the velocity potential, p is the density of water, L is the length of the vehicle, and D is
the diameter of the vehicle. Additionally, the Froude-Krylov force is doubled to account for the
inertial force, which is approximately equal to the Froude-Krylov force. Therefore, since
d i-o-A i.(- k-c -x-k-s+o-t) .
- = -e Asinltk.(h -d)] (6.67)
dz sinlk-h)
For head seas,
C = 0
cos(O) = 1 sin(O) = C (6.68)
Therefore,
d iko A i.(- k.x+o-.t) .
-$ = -e -slik -(h - d)] (6.69)
dz sintk.h)
and,
2
dd w A _i.(- k-x+o-t) (6.70)$ = -- sni ( )
dtdz sinlk-h)
Because the goal is to determine the maximum force,
ei.(- k.x+-o.t) (6.71)
Therefore, the expression for the non-dimensional force is:
F
Fnd- 2 (6.72)
2-0 A-sinlfk-(h - d)] 2
sinl(k.h)
From this derivation, it can be show that the non-dimensional moment is:
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M
M nd 
- 2
20 -A-sinltk-(h - d)] -(p -L2-D2) (6.73)
_ sinik -h)
6.5 Neglecting Lifting Forces for WAMIT
In order to determine the wave effects on a vessel with zero speed, a similar analysis will be
carried out. All equations until (6.25) are valid, however, the wave frequency is used instead of
the encounter frequency. Therefore, equation (6.26) now becomes:
d --o -A
-0 -si~ k-c -q + (o -t) -sinltk -(h - d)]
dz Isinl(k -h) (6.74)
$ zerospeed = atan - = atan .sin~k-c) + )s74dd o A-c
-$ Lcos(k-c-q + o .t -cosh[k-(h - d)]
dx L sint(k-h)
And cannot be linearized, as there is no forward speed. For small angles of attack, the upward
angle of attack reduces to
$ zerospeed = -c-tanh[k.(h- d)]-tan(k-c -q+ co-t) (6.75)
Similarly, the side angle of attack is
d o -A-s
-$ . -cos(k-c.q+ w -t -cosh[k-(h - d)] (6.76)
Y zerospeed = atan - - atand co -A-c
-$ .)cos(k-c-q + (o-t) -cosh[k-(h- d)]
s dx _sminkk-h)
which reduces to
7 zerospeed = atan ) (6.77)
or the incident wave angle. Since WAMIT uses
F3  = Re A.ej(O-t+o) 
(6.78)
F3 = A-cos(o -t+ 0) = A.(cos(wO.t)-cos(O) -sin(o -t)-sin(O)) (6.79)
or redefining
A-cos(O) = Wamibos (6.80)
A-sin(O) = Wamitin (6.81)
Wamitorce = Wamibos -cos(o -t) - Wamitin-sin(o -t) (6.82)
To find the lift force created by the wave, we can use the equation
Fin forcezerospeed= -pU 2-(57.3-FinLiftperdegreO*- zerospeec (6.83)
where U is
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U = -cos(k-c.q + o.t) -cosh[k.(h- d)] (6.84)
sinlk-h)
Using substitution and trigonometric identities, the equation reduces to
1 -02 A 2c3
Finforcezerospeed= - 2- 2 pcosh[k.(h - d)]-sinlik-(h - d)]-57.3-FinLiftperdegreecos(k.c.q + w .t) -sin(k.c.q + o .t) (6.85)
(sinl(k -h))2
Redefining terms
Coeff1 -o *A -cCo zerospeed -0 '2 -cosh[k.(h - d)] -sinlfk.(h - d)] .57.3-FinLiftperdegre (6.86)
(sinlk-h))
Finforcezerospeed= Coeffzerospeed-(cos(k.c.q + o -t) -sin(k.c.q + 0 -t)) (6.87)
Since maximum force produced is desired, (6.88)
(cos(k.c.q + o) -t) -sin(k-c-q + o -t)) = .5
Therefore, the maximum force will be
Fin forcezerospeedmax= .5-Coeffzerospeec (6.89)
Computations are performed on all of the WAMIT results with the inclusion of the fin forces and
moments. As shown in Table 7, the average of the lift force divided by the total force computed
by WAMIT is less than half of one percent, and the standard deviation is also less than one
percent, with a maximum percentage of 1.7%. In addition, the average lift moment divided by
the total lift moment computed by WAMIT is less than one percent, the standard deviation is
slightly larger than one percent, and the maximum percentage is 5.4%. After viewing these
results, it is easy to see that the lift on the fins caused by the wave motion is insignificant when
compared to the total force the vehicle experiences at the forward speed. Therefore, WAMIT
test results have no need to include a fin correction.
Table 7 Lift Forces and Moments on Fins due to Wave Motion Alone
Heave Pitch
Variable Force Moment
Average
Percentage 0.398% 0.768%
Standard
Deviation 0.434% 1.079%
Maximum
Percentage 1.715% 5.402%
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Chapter 7: Theoretical, Experimental and Numerical Results
A comparison of the experimental forces and moments with numerical results is important both
for the validation of the experimental results and for future numerical computation. If there is a
strong correlation between the experimental and numerical results, further experiments would
not be necessary, and numerical computations can be made for all operating conditions.
7.1 Theoretical Results
Work accomplished by Willy 1994 [10], Riedel [11], and Hajosy [12], on a vehicle, shown in
Figure 27, with dimensions very similar to REMUS can be applied for this thesis. In his work,
Willy presents a method for estimating the water wave disturbances on five of the six axes of a
stationary, slender body underwater vehicle in an inertia dominated wave and force regime, in
head and beam seas. He uses strip theory, neglecting forward speed effects and wave diffraction,
to develop a transfer function phase and magnitude between the surface water waves and the
slender body pitch, heave, and surge forces and moments. While his strip theory development
does not account for forward speed, many of the experiments performed on REMUS were zero
speed and can be compared.
In his strip theory, he derives expressions for the heave force as
L
2
Z H(t) = -K M3-A 3. sin(kx+ o -t) dx (7.1)
2
where A3 is the wave amplitude, L is the length of the vehicle, k is the wave number, w is the
radians per second, and
KM3 = -n -D C (7.2)
where D is the diameter of the vehicle, and Cm is the Keulegan-Carpenter parameter. In his
work, he assumes that this number is approximately 2 for inertia-dominated fluids. He also
derives an expression for the moment as
L
2
MH(t) = -KM3-A3- x-sin(kx+ -o.t) dx (7.3)
2
From these expressions, and using numerical integration, approximations using strip theory can
be determined for REMUS for the heave force and pitch moment in zero speed conditions.
While not shown here, a computer program has been written which performs these integrals.
The theoretical results agree closely with the numerical results for the zero speed cases.
However, since this theoretical method is very approximate, it will not be used for further
analysis.
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Figure 27 21UUV Model Used in Testing Performed by Christopher Willy 1994
7.2 Experimental Initial Findings
During the data analysis, several key points can determined which greatly simplified the data
reduction and analysis, and later the development of the empirical formulae that models the
forces and moments on the vehicle for various sea conditions.
7.2.1 Irrelevance of Higher Order Terms
The first major result of the data analysis is the determination that the non-linear, higher order
frequency forces and moments are insignificant compared to the first order forces, regardless of
submergence or speed. As shown in Table 8, and with quantities non-dimensionalized as shown
in the previous chapter, the higher order terms are insignificant compared to the first order
forces. This relation is upheld for all depths tested, with slightly larger third order forces
appearing when the submergence was less. However, the third order force is still less than 2% of
the total force, and therefore, could be discarded. This result is also important for the validation
of the numerical results. Because both SWAN and WAMIT are linear programs, any substantial
non-linear results would have negated the relevance of these programs.
Table 8 Higher Frequencies of Heave Force for Run S6
Fundamental 2x 3x
Parameter Frequency Fund. Freg. Fund. Freg.
Frequency (hz) 0.852 1.705 2.557
Force 0.419 0.006 0.003
Phase 178.232 -50.166 -99.011
The next major result during the data analysis is that the amplitude of the forces and
moments are proportional to the amplitude of the waves. As shown in Figure 28 in dimensional
quantities, with an increase in amplitude, there is a linear increase in force and moment. This is
seen in all test cases. This dramatically saves time in numerical testing, because tests could be
run at unit amplitude, and later be multiplied by the test condition amplitudes for comparison.
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Test Conditions:
L/d=8.377, L/lamda=0.792, U*k/w=.0294
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Figure 28 Linear Increase of Pitch and Heave with Linear Increase in Amplitude. The lines are straight-line
fits to the data.
7.2.2 Phase difficulties
During the course of the data analysis, it was determined that the experimental phases were not
matching with expected results. The heave force should be close to a or 180' out of phase with
the wave motion. This is because when the crest of the wave is exactly over the center of
REMUS, which represents a positive wave height, the heave force on the vehicle should be
downward. The zero force reference is the time the wave crest is over the mid-ship. In addition,
the maximum pitch moment should occur when the crest of the wave is located near the bow of
REMUS, or trough of the wave is located near the stem of REMUS.
However, after careful analysis of the data, there are several errors in experimental
analysis program. The first, which was fixed during the data analysis, is to eliminate filtering the
data. This filtering, while it helped to clearly pick out the frequency of the force and moment,
provides a phase shift to the data that made phase analysis difficult.
While this is a great improvement to correcting the phase problems, the solution is not
perfect. For high wave frequencies, very small errors in the time synchronization through the
velocity functions still led to significant phase errors. Lower wave frequencies had fewer phase
problems.
After careful analysis of the data, and in consideration of the purpose of this thesis, it was
determined that the amplitude of the force and moments were much more important than the
phase of these motions for several of reasons. First, standard ocean engineering practice
involves the use of sea spectra to model wave dynamics. Sea spectra only contain frequencies
and amplitudes. Phase is normally assigned a random variable. Second, in practical usage, the
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actual phase of a given sea state cannot be observed, while the wave height and frequency can.
Therefore, for the fullest extent possible, phases will be analyzed in this thesis, but it is not a
major concern to have an accurate representation of these phases.
However, the numerical results computed phases matched expected Froude-Krylov and
inertial force calculations. The results tended to be highly dependable and reliable. Phase
difficulties in the experimental results will therefore be discarded for the remainder of this
analysis, and the numerical phases will be used. Although the amplitudes of the numerical
results are still questionable, the phases tend to be very sound. While there is no current
explanation for the phase difficulties in the experimental data, future experiments may resolve
this problem.
7.2.3 Submergence Dependence
After studying the data, it became apparent that because of the method used to non-
dimensionalize the force and moments, the depth effects have been effectively removed from the
non-dimensional data. Figure 29, Figure 30, Figure 31, and Figure 32 show a very small
dependence of normalized force and moment on the parameter L/d. The data are for various
U*k/o. Because of the wavelength and speed variations, there are variations of the data from
graph to graph. However, there is little change over the three submergences. The lines in the
figures are straight line fits to the data. This trend was present in the cases of L/X=.25 and
L/X=0.5. For values of L/A-1.0 and L/X=2.0 there were insufficient points to see this trend,
however, the values at the two comparable depths were similar. From this important finding, the
non-dimensional formulae used to model forces and moments on REMUS will not need to
include depth terms in the equation. This normalization does include the submergence, but not
explicitly. The numerical results also confirmed this trend. While there is a larger spread of the
numerical data a particular point, the overall variation in the normalized results as the
submergence varied was minimal.
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Figure 29 Non Dimensional Heave Force for Varying L/d (L/A=0.25)
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Figure 30 Non Dimensional Pitch Moment for Varying L/d (L/A=0.25)
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Figure 31 Non-Dimensional Heave Force for Varying L/d (L/X=0.5)
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Figure 32 Non-Dimensional Pitch Moment for Varying L/d (L/X=0.5)
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7.3 Head Seas Results
In order to determine the trends and relationships in the results, it is necessary to look at both the
speed and wavelength effects separately. Holding one variable constant, and observing the forces
and moments by varying the other, can provide an effective means of predicting the trends of the
data. Trends of the data are represented as solid lines in all graphs, and do not represent a least
squares fit to the data, which will be made subsequently.
7.3.1 Speed Variation
As shown in Figure 33, for L/X=0.25, there is a notable relationship in the trend between the
normalized force and moment and variations in U*kkco, the ratio of the vehicle speed to the wave
phase speed. Also, the numerical forces are 15% higher than the experimental ones. In addition,
there is a high correlation between the points operating at the same non-dimensional speed. As
the vehicle speed becomes greater than zero, there is an increase in the force, and then a decrease
from a maximum value at still higher speeds. In Figure 34, there is a strong relationship in the
trend between the numerical and experimental moment, and a strong correlation in value at
higher non-dimensional speeds. At lower non-dimensional speeds, the experimental results are
10% greater than the numerical results. A high correlation of points at equal speed exists, and a
speed dependent behavior in the pitch moment similar to what was observed with the force.
As shown in Figure 35, for L/k=0.5, the numerical and experimental trends are identical,
with the experimental forces being 15% lower for higher non-dimensional speed. The force
gradually increases for an increase in the speed. In Figure 36, for the moment at L/X=0.5, the
numerical and experimental trends are very different, with the numerical moments following a
parabolic trend, and the experimental moments following an almost linear trend. At U*k/o)-.06,
the only difference between the two numerical points are depth and wave amplitude. As shown
in the previous section, these two factors should be eliminated in the normalized results.
Therefore, there is suspicion in the accuracy of the submerged vehicle version of SWAN for
some conditions.
In Figure 37, for L/X=1.0, the numerical and experimental trends are similar at moderate
speed, but up to 30% variation between numerical results and experiments at the lowest and
highest speeds. In Figure 38, for L/k=1.0, both the numerical and experimental trends are
similar except at the highest speed. In both the numerical and experimental results, the moment
increases with an increase in the non-dimensional speed.
In Figure 39, for L/X=2.0, the numerical and experimental results are very different at the
highest speed, with the numerical results predicting a linear, almost constant non-dimensional
force, and the experimental results following a parabolic trend. In Figure 40, for the pitch
moment at L/k=2.0, the numerical and experimental results follow the same trend, with an
increase in moment with an increase in speed.
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Figure 33 Head Sea Non-Dimensional Heave Force for Varying U*k/co (L/A=0.252)
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Figure 34 Head Sea Non-Dimensional Pitch Moment for Varying U*k/co (L/X=0.252).
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Figure 36 Head Sea Non-Dimensional Pitch Moment for Varying U*k/o (L/A=0.505)
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7.3.2 Wavelength Variation
Because there were many variations of U*k/o, plotting L/X for constant U*k/o was not possible.
Therefore, the data could be represented varying L/k and by keeping constant the Froude
number, which is
Fr = U (74)
\IZ ~g
where U is the forward speed, L is the length, and g is the gravitational constant.
As seen in Figure 41, for Fr=O, the numerical (WAMIT) and experimental results follow
identical trends, and the non-dimensional forces are within 5% of each other. As the wavelength
and the vehicle length become equal, the force decreases, until it is almost zero when the vehicle
length and the wavelength are identical. As seen in Figure 42, the numerical and experimental
results follow similar parabolic trends, with a maximum moment occurring when the wavelength
and vehicle length are identical. Discarding the one data point, which is much lower than the
others, all of the numerical and experimental moments are nearly identical, with the experimental
results tending to be slightly larger than the numerical results.
As seen in Figure 43, for Fr=0.52, the numerical (SWAN) and experimental results
follow the same parabolic trends over the range of wavelengths. Additionally, the experimental
and numerical results are similar in magnitude, and reach a minimum when the wavelength is the
same as the vehicle length. The experimental forces tend to be slightly lower than the numerical
results when the wavelength is greater than the body length, and higher when the wave is shorter
than the body length. In Figure 44, the numerical (SWAN) and experimental results follow
similar parabolic trends, with a maximum moment occurring when the wavelength and vehicle
length are identical. All of the numerical and experimental moments are similar, with the
experimental results tending to be slightly larger than the numerical results.
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7.4 Stern Seas Results
A similar analysis for the stern seas was done so that trends in the stern seas results can be
observed. Trends of the data are represented as solid lines in all graphs, and do not represent a
least squares fit to the data, which will be done later.
7.4.1 Speed Variation
As shown in Figure 45 of non-dimensionalized force versus speed, for L/X=0.25, the numerical
trend follows a downward opening parabola, while the experimental force follows an upward
opening parabola. Remember that the submerged vehicle version for SWAN has not been
validated. The numerical and experimental results at zero speed (WAMIT) and higher speed are
close, but points in between differ by 25%. When comparing this result to the head seas case,
the numerical trends are similar, but the experimental trends are different. In Figure 46 for the
pitch moment, the numerical and experimental results are drastically different over the range of
speeds. Additional, the numerical results are 100% different for the same non-dimensional
speed. While the zero speed case is consistent in the numerical data, this does not occur over the
range of speeds. Recall that zero speed numerical work was done with WAMIT, which has been
validated, and non-zero speed numerical results were obtained with a new and non-validated
version of SWAN. The numerical moment follows a downward opening parabola, while the
experimental results are nearly constant. These results are dramatically different from the head
seas case, which predicted upward opening parabolic trends.
As shown in Figure 47, for L/X=0.5, the numerical and experimental trends follow a
decreasing linear trend. In addition, the numerical and experimental results are within 5% of
each other. In Figure 48, the numerical and experimental trends are very different, with the
numerical moments following a parabolic trend, and the experimental moments following an
almost linear trend.
In Figure 49, for L/X=1.0, the numerical results follow an upward opening parabola,
while the experimental results follow a decreasing, linear trend. The experimental results tend to
be 10% higher than the numerical results at low speeds, but 50% smaller at larger speeds. In
Figure 50, both the numerical and experimental trends are close to linear, and the moments are
within 5% of each other. In both the numerical and experimental results, the moment decreases
with an increase in the non-dimensional speed.
In Figure 51, for L/X=2.0, the trends of the numerical (SWAN) and experimental results
are different except at zero speed for which the numerical results come from WAMIT, with
different parabolic trends for each. At the ends of the parabola, the experimental and numerical
results correlate, but outside this range, there is a difference of almost 30% at moderate speeds.
In Figure 52, for L/X=2.0, the numerical and experimental are extremely different, except for
zero speed for which WAMIT predicted numerical results, with differences of 50%. The
numerical results predict a downward opening parabola, while the experimental results predict an
upward opening parabola.
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7.4.2 Wavelength Variation
As seen in Figure 53, for the heave force at Fr=0, the numerical (WAMIT) and experimental
results follow identical trends, and the non-dimensional forces are within 5% of each other. As
the wavelength and the vehicle length become equal, the force decreases, until it is almost zero
when the vehicle length and the wavelength are identical. As seen in Figure 54 for the pitch
moment, the numerical and experimental results follow similar parabolic trends, with a
maximum moment occurring when the wavelength and vehicle length are identical. The
experimental results tend to predict moment that are 50% larger than the SWAN numerical
results at longer wavelengths.
As seen in Figure 55 for Fr=0. 13, the numerical and experimental results follow the same
parabolic trends over the range of wavelengths. Additionally, the experimental and numerical
results are similar in magnitude, and reach a minimum when the wavelength is the same as the
vehicle length. The experimental forces tend to be slightly lower than the numerical results
when the wavelength is greater than the body length and higher when the wave is shorter than
the body length. In Figure 56 for the pitch moment, the numerical and experimental results very
different trends, with the numerical results being larger when the wavelength is larger then the
body length, but again the numerical results are from an invalidated program.
As seen in Figure 57 for Fr=0.52, the numerical and experimental results follow the same
parabolic trends over the range of wavelengths. The experimental and numerical results differ in
magnitude by 30% when the wavelength is larger than the body length, and reach a minimum
when the wavelength is the same as the vehicle length. In Figure 58 for the pitch moment, the
numerical and experimental results follow similar parabolic trends, but the numerical moment
from the invalidated program is 70% larger when the wavelength is longer than the vehicle.
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7.5 Results Summary
To have a better understanding of the results presented in this chapter, Table 9, Table 10, Table
11, and Table 12 summaries the results discussed in this chapter. The tables are organized by the
Froude number, the vehicle length to wavelength ratio, the trends of both the numerical and
experimental data, the difference between the experimental and numerical force (with the larger
listed in the same column), and how well the results at one data point agreed for test runs with
same speed and wavelength values, but different submergence and amplitudes. As can be seen,
the head sea forces and moments predicted by the numerical program, SWAN, tend to be very
similar to those in the experiments, and follow similar trends. However, the moment results vary
for both head and stern seas. Also, another key point in the analysis is that the zero speed
numerical results are very similar to the experimental results for all cases. Because WAMIT has
been used for these calculations, this result further validates WAMIT, but casts some doubt upon
the validity of SWAN in calculating the moments.
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Table 9 Head Sea Heave Force Results Summary
Froude L/k Numerical Experimental Force Numerical Experimental
Number Trend Trend Difference Correlation Correlation
Varies 0.25 Parabolic Parabolic 20% Numerical Yes Yes
Down Down
Varies 0.5 Parabolic Parabolic 5% Numerical Yes Yes
Down Down
Varies 1.0 Increasing Increasing 10-20% Yes Yes
Linear Linear Numerical
Varies 2.0 Constant Parabolic Up 80% Yes Yes
Linear Experimental
0 Varies Parabolic Parabolic Up 5% Numerical Yes Yes
Up
0.52 Varies Parabolic Parabolic Up 10% Numerical Yes Yes
Up
Table 10 Head Sea Pitch Moment Results Summary
Froude L/X Numerical Experimental Moment Numerical Experimental
Number Trend Trend Difference Correlation Correlation
Varies 0.25 Parabolic Parabolic Up 10% Not High Yes
Up Experimental Speed
Varies 0.5 Parabolic Constant Linear 30-50% Not Mid Yes
Down Numerical Speed
Varies 1.0 Increasing Parabolic Up 10% Yes Not Low Speed
Linear Experimental
Varies 2.0 Increasing Increasing 10-20% Yes Not High Speed
Linear Linear Numerical
0 Varies Parabolic Parabolic 20% Yes Yes
Down Down Experimental
0.52 Varies Parabolic Parabolic 20% Yes Yes
Down Down Experimental
Table 11 Stern Seas Heave Force Results Summary
Froude L/X Numerical Experimental Force Numerical Experimental
Number Trend Trend Difference Correlation Correlation
Varies 0.25 Parabolic Parabolic Up 25% Numerical Yes Yes
Down
Varies 0.5 Decreasing Decreasing 5% Numerical Yes Yes
Linear Linear
Varies 1.0 Parabolic Up Decreasing 10% Yes Yes
Linear Experimental
Varies 2.0 Parabolic Parabolic Up 25% Numerical Yes Yes
Down
0 Varies Parabolic Up Parabolic Up 5% Yes Yes
Experimental
0.13 Varies Parabolic Up Parabolic Up 5% Yes Yes
Varies
0.52 Varies Parabolic Up Parabolic Up 20-30% Yes Yes
Numerical
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Table 12 Stern Seas Pitch Moment Results Summary
Froude L/X Numerical Experimental Moment Numerical Experimental
Number Trend Trend Difference Correlation Correlation
Varies 0.25 Parabolic Increasing 70% Numerical No Yes
Down Linear
Varies 0.5 Parabolic Constant Linear 30-50% No Yes
Down Numerical
Varies 1.0 Decreasing Decreasing 10% Yes Yes
Linear Linear Experimental
Varies 2.0 Parabolic Parabolic Up 10-20% Varies Yes Yes
Down
0 Varies Parabolic Parabolic 20% Yes Yes
Down Down Experimental
0.13 Varies Parabolic Up Parabolic 20% No Yes
Down Varies
0.52 Varies Parabolic Up Parabolic Up 20-80% Varies Yes Yes
Additionally, as shown in Table 13, the numerical force results are, on average, 20% higher than
the experimental results. Additionally, the numerical moments are 30% higher than the
experimental results. From this analysis, the numerical results, which follow similar trends as
the experimental results, is not as accurate at higher speeds. At the zero speed cases, there is
very little difference between the forces and moments. From this, it can be concluded that the
numerical computations are still not accurate enough to capture the real-life results.
Table 13 Comparisons of Experimental and Numerical Results
Variable Standard Average Maximum Non- Avg. Non- Percentage
Deviation Difference Dimensional Dimensional of Average
Value Value
Head Seas 0.081 0.074 0.772 0.302 24.5%
Heave Force
Head Seas 0.041 0.029 0.233 0.0845 34.3%
Pitch Moment
Stern Seas 0.104 0.075 0.771 0.365 20.5%
Heave Force
Stern Seas 0.021 0.027 0.17 0.0934 28.9%
Pitch Moment
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Chapter 8: Least Squares Mathematical Model
With experimental results and numerical results analyzed, it is now possible to make a
mathematical model for forces and moments.
8.1 Empirical Formula
With the forces and moments non-dimensionalized as described, it is possible to write an
empirical formula that can relate these forces and moments to sea and operating conditions. We
also wish to relate them to the wavelength and vehicle speed. From the analysis of the data
completed in the previous chapter, a non-dimensional force formulation is:
F nd 2 -Qk.(TKJn -C mr
m=0 n=O
And the non-dimensional moment formulation is
Mnd= 2 2n -D mr 
(8.2)
0(
m=O n=O
These equations were formulated after the careful observation of the trends in the data results in
the previous chapter. By setting,
Cmn= Cr (8.3)
Dmn = Dr (8.4)
then it provides the combinations shown in Table 14.
Table 14 Non-dimensional Coefficients for Heave Force and Pitch Moment
m n r (6.89)
0 0 1
1 0 2
2 0 3
0 1 1 4
0 2 15
1 1 6
2 1 7
1 2 8
2 2 9
Because of the phase problems discussed in the previous chapters, the phases will be dealt
separately from the force and moment amplitudes. After observing the data, a formulation for
the heave phase is
F phase L2m( -k 2nE mn (8.5)0010
102n=
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where Emn are unknown constants to be determined from the data. A similar formulation of the
pitch phase is
M phase _ ) -kr) F mn (8.6)
m=O n=O
where Fmn are unknown constants to be determined from the data. By setting,
Emn = Er (8.7)
Fmn= Fr (8.8)
we can create Table 15.
Table 15 Non-dimensional Coefficients for Heave Force Phase and Pitch Moment Phase
m n r
0 0 1
1 0 2
0 1 3
-1 1 4
8.2 Least Squares Fit of Experimental Data
With all the experimental results, this is an over-determined system of simultaneous linear
equations. In order to curve fit these results, a MATLAB program was developed to import the
experimental data and export the results and do a calculation with minimum mean square error.
8.2.1 Program Logic
The complete MATLAB program is detailed in Appendix D. The program reads in an Excel
Spreadsheet with all relevant run information, non-dimensional quantities, and experimental and
numerical results. The program first discards any runs data problems. For example, stern seas
tests when the encounter frequency was nearly zero produced results, which were difficult to
analyze, and provided no useable information. Next, the program calculates the coefficients for
the model factors (Cr, Dr, Er, and Fr) and creates an equation for each test run. The program then
collects the head sea cases and the stern sea cases as different variables. It then computes the
least squares mathematical model for the system of equations, for the head and stern sea cases,
and for both the experimental results and the numerical results.
After the Cmn's have been calculated, the program then uses these values to calculate the
forces and moments for all the run conditions. This provides the opportunity to see the
difference between what the least squares program calculates and what the actual data runs
determined. The standard deviation and average difference are calculated and displayed for the
user. The program then displays figures that allow comparison between the experimental and
numerical results.
The program creates a 3 dimensional graph of the least square fit for both head and stern
seas. These graphs also contain the experimental and numerical results, plotted to show how
well the least-square model agrees with the results.
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8.2.2 Experimental Head Seas Solution
Using the methods described above, Table 16 shows the solutions to the system of equations for
the head seas case. A MATLAB plot of the equation over the test parameters used for
experiments for the head sea heave force is shown in Figure 59, with the corresponding least
squares fit for the phase in Figure 60 (remembering that the phase is determined by the numerical
values for all phase analysis). As shown in Table 21, the model accurately predicts the forces
and moments within 6% of the actual value. From the head seas heave force, the trends observed
in the experimental forces are identical to the trends of the least squares solution. As the
wavelength decreases, there is a decrease in the non-dimensional force, until the wavelength is
equal to the vehicle length. Additionally, the force follows a slightly downward opening
parabola as the vehicle non-dimensional speed increases. The phase of the force shifts from
around being out of phase with the wave motion for long waves, to being almost 90' out of phase
with the wave motion as the wavelength becomes shorter. Both the calculated heave force and
the calculated heave force phase appear to be valid over the entire test range.
In Figure 61, the non-dimensional pitch moment for head seas is plotted. As can be seen,
the calculated values closely follow the experimental value. The moment follows a downward
opening parabola, with a maximum when the vehicle length and the wavelength are the same,
and increases as the non-dimensional speed is increased. However, when the wavelength is very
short, and the non-dimensional speeds are high, the model inaccurately predicts negative non-
dimensional moments. Obviously, the magnitude of the moments would not be negative at these
conditions, so the calculated values in these ranges cannot be considered accurate. Figure 62
shows that the pitch moment phase for head seas is almost always 900 to 1200 out of phase with
the wave. As was the case with the calculated heave moment, the model is highly when the
wavelength is very short, and the speeds are high.
Table 16 Experimental Least Square Coefficients for Head Seas
r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Cr 0.858 -1.003 0.307 0.513 -0.340 -0.500 0.0908 0.234 -0.003
Dr 0.0498 0.140 -0.077 0.0569 -0.117 -0.0923 0.0405 0.290 -0.116
Er 185.15 -36.02 2.310 1.657 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Fr 90.804 -1.124 26.111 -7.987 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
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8.2.3 Experimental Stern Seas Solution
Using the methods described above, Table 17 shows the least squares fit of the stern seas cases.
A MATLAB plot of the equation over the test parameters used for experiments for the stern sea
heave force is shown in Figure 63, with the corresponding least squares fit for the phase in
Figure 64. As shown in Table 18, the model accurately predicts the forces and moments within
4% of the actual value. From the stern seas heave force figure, the trends observed in the
experimental forces are identical to the trends of the least squares solution. As the wavelength
decreases, there is a decrease in the non-dimensional force, until the wavelength is equal to the
vehicle length. Additionally, the force follows a slightly downward opening parabola as the
vehicle non-dimensional speed increases. The phase of the force shifts from around being out of
phase with the wave motion, to being almost 900 out of phase with the wave motion as the
wavelength becomes shorter. The calculated heave force is valid for a majority of the test range,
but there are points when the wave speed and the vehicle speed are identical, and when the
wavelength is equal to the vehicle length, that the force predicted is negative. The phase appears
to be valid over the entire test range.
In Figure 65, the non-dimensional pitch moment for stern seas is plotted. As can be
seen, the calculated values closely follow the experimental value. The moment follows a
downward opening parabola, with a maximum when the vehicle length and the wavelength are
the same, and increases as the non-dimensional speed is increased. However, when the
wavelength is very short, and the non-dimensional speeds are high, the model inaccurately
predicts non-dimensional moments that are extremely large. Obviously, the moments would
increase this dramatically in this area, so the calculated values in these ranges cannot be
considered accurate. Figure 66 shows that the pitch moment phase for head seas is almost
always 90' to 120' out of phase with the wave.
Table 17 Experimental Least Square Coefficients for Stern Seas
r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Cr 1.0474 -1.246 0.380 -1.019 0.734 1.716 -0.613 -1.379 0.512
Dr 0.113 0.0531 -0.046 -0.143 0.379 0.213 -0.080 -0.618 0.220
Er 172.73 -19.06 -7.053 -2.711 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Fr 83.663 4.720 -45.956 16.519 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table 18 Comparisons between Experimental Results and Least Squares Model
Variable Standard Average Maximum Non- Avg. Non- Percentage of
Deviation Difference Dimensional Value Dimensional Maximum
Value
Head Seas 0.029 0.036 0.772 0.302 4.7%
Heave Force
Head Seas 0.012 0.014 0.23321 0.0845 6.0%
Pitch Moment
Stern Seas 0.016 0.025 0.771 0.365 3.2%
Heave Force
Stern Seas 0.005 0.006 0.17 0.0799 3.5%
Pitch Moment
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8.2.4 Numerical Head Seas Solution
Using the methods described above, Table 19 shows the least squares fit of the head seas
numerical results. A plot of the equation over the test parameters used for experiments for the
head sea heave force is shown in Figure 67. As shown in Table 21, the model accurately predicts
the forces and moments within 8% of the actual value. From the head seas heave force figure,
the trends observed in the numerical forces are identical to the trends of the least squares
solution. However, the model inaccurately predicts negative forces when the wavelength is short
and the non-dimensional speed is high.
In Figure 68, the non-dimensional pitch moment for head seas is plotted. As can be
seen, the calculated values closely follow the numerical value. The moment follows a downward
opening parabola, with a maximum when the vehicle length and the wavelength are the same,
and increases as the non-dimensional speed is increased. However, when the wavelength is very
short, and the non-dimensional speeds are high, the model inaccurately predicts negative
moments.
Table 19 Numerical Least Square Coefficients for Head Seas
r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Cr 0.932 -1.145 0.354 1.286 -1.086 -1.764 0.553 1.590 -0.519
Dr 0.0549 0.117 -0.0633 0.471 -0.634 -0.444 0.105 0.828 -0.253
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Figure 67 Numerical Least Squares for Heave Force (Head Seas)
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8.2.5 Numerical Stern Seas Solution
Using the methods described above, Table 20 shows the least squares fit of the stern seas
numerical results. A plot of the equation over the test parameters used for experiments for the
head sea heave force is shown in Figure 69. As shown in Table 21, the model accurately predicts
the forces and moments within 7% of the actual value. From the stem seas heave force figure,
the trends observed in the numerical forces are identical to the trends of the least squares
solution. As the wavelength decreases, there is a decrease in the non-dimensional force, until the
wavelength is equal to the vehicle length. Additionally, the force follows a slightly downward
opening parabola as the vehicle non-dimensional speed increases. However, when the
wavelength is very short, and the non-dimensional speeds are high, the model inaccurately
predicts negative forces.
In Figure 70, the non-dimensional pitch moment for stern seas is plotted. As can be seen,
the calculated values closely follow the numerical value. The moment follows a downward
opening parabola, with a maximum when the vehicle length and the wavelength are the same,
and increases as the non-dimensional speed is increased. However, when the wavelength is very
short, and the non-dimensional speeds are high, the model inaccurately predicts non-dimensional
moments that are negative.
Table 20 Numerical Least Square Coefficients for Stern Seas
r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Cr 0.998 -1.242 0.386 -0.0069 -0.922 1.123 -0.513 0.549 -0.0583
Dr 0.0627 0.0910 -0.0513 1.524 -0.932 -2.105 0.682 1.216 -0.382
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Table 21 Comparisons between Numerical Results and Least Squares Solution
Variable Standard Average Maximum Non- Avg. Non- Percentage
Deviation Difference Dimensional Dimensional of Maximum
Value Value
Head Seas 0.05 0.033 1.004 0.397 3.3%
Heave Force
Head Seas 0.024 0.018 0.246 0.136 7.3%
Pitch Moment
Stern Seas 0.058 0.053 0.804 0.436 6.2%
Heave Force
Stern Seas 0.032 0.023 0.519 0.098 4.4%
Pitch Moment
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Figure 69 Numerical Least Squares for Heave Force (Stern Seas)
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Chapter 9: Conclusions
9.1 Summary and Conclusions
Chapter 1 provided motivation for this thesis, outlining current practices and methods for
improvement. Chapter 2 outlined the vehicle's characteristics. Chapter 3 detailed the
experimental set-up and procedure. Chapter 4 described the experimental data reduction.
Chapter 5 described the two numerical programs used for the data analysis and details some
preliminary theoretical work. Chapter 6 outlined the method used to add the lift forces created
by the wave motion and vehicle speed to the forces and moments computed by the numerical
programs. Chapter 7 detailed the experimental and numerical results, showing the relationship
between the two and the effects of vehicle depth, speed, and wavelength on the forces and
moments. Chapter 8 described the least squares model development of the equations of motion
for the vehicle.
The key findings of this thesis are as follows. First, a linear increase in the wave
amplitude resulted in a linear increase in the force and moment. Second, the higher order terms
in the forces and moments were found to be negligible. Third, through a non-dimensionalization
of the forces and moments by a semi-Froude-Krylov force and moment, the explicit depth
dependence of the vehicle is not evident. Finally, the experimental, theoretical, and numerical
results agreed well for most zero speed tests, but the speed tests showed that the numerical
results tended to be 20% higher than the experimental results. A model was developed which
accurately predicts the experimental forces and moments within 5%.
9.2 Future Work
The following are recommendations for follow on work. Most of this work can be accomplished
with not much difficulty, using the procedures and results discussed in this thesis.
9.2.1 Additional Experimental Testing
As of the completion of this thesis, the numerical and experimental results tend to be
approximately 10 to 20% different. Because SWAN has yet to be proven, additional
experimental and numerical comparisons need to be accomplished in order to fully validate the
program for submerged objects. Also, additional experiments performed at the Naval Academy
could provide better insight into the problem. In these additional tests, a test of the measurement
system can be performed dynamically by hooking to the vehicle a motor with a rotating arm
having a weight on the end of the arm. Then, when the motor rotates at typical wave
frequencies, the inertial force of the weight would give oscillating forces and moments. This
would provide a sound dynamic calibration.
9.2.2 Oblique Sea Modeling
With models developed for head and stern seas, further work must be completed to get a
complete model of the forces and moments in all sea cases. Because of the depth and breath of
this thesis, time was not permitting to study the oblique sea cases. However, there are
experimental results for zero speed test runs at various angles of attack. In addition, there are
numerical results with WAMIT and SWAN for these cases. While there are no experimental
results for the speed tests, with sufficient data analysis, it may be possible to translate the SWAN
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results to usable results, provided that further experimentation reveals that SWAN forces and
moments need to be corrected.
9.2.3 Controller Integration
With the non-dimensional force and moment equations completed for head and stern sea cases, a
controller can be developed which uses the inputted sea conditions to determine the amount of
rudder and stern plane necessary to control the vehicle. A control system, developed using
methods described in [4], could accurately control the vehicle in shallow water.
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Appendix A MATLAB Data Analysis Program
% SabraUSNA.m
% Original Author: Erik Oller
% Finished Nov 16, 2002
% Revised by Gregory Sabra 02Apr03
% This program is intended to import and use data recorded on 8 channels.
% The data is arranged
% as follows:
% Column 1: Y Force
% Column 2: Z Force
% Column 3: X Force
% Column 4: Pitch Moment
% Column 5: Yaw Moment
% Column 6: Roll Moment
% Column 7: Encounter Wave Height
% Column 8: Velocity
% Column 9: Time
% Column 10: Date
% Column 11: Time Difference
%%%%%%%PROGRAM INDEX (approx. line numbers)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%QUESTIONS: Line 50
%FILE COLLECTION: Line 74
%GRAPH OF RAW DATA: Line 122
%PREPROCESSING STAGE: Line 165
%DATA SEQUENCING: Line 204
%DATA MODIFICATION FOR TIME SHIFT AND INTEGER NUMBER OF PERIOD: 480
%DATA CONVERSION FROM VOLTS TO FORCE/MOMENTS AND PHASE SHIFT: 618
%GRAPH OF CONVERTED DATA: 704
%FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM: Line 755
%SELECTION OF FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST: Line 957
%ADD RESULTS TO TOTAL TEST MATRIX: Line 1005
%RESULTS FILE CREATION: Line 1015
% Initialize the system
clear all;
close all;
warning off;
% Initialize certain variables.
NumPoints = 2048;
Results = zeros(4,32);
Summary = zeros(4,24);
[R] = [145600 140100 147400 141000 145000 142800 143300 149100];
[C] = [.113 .102 .119 .109 .103 .085 .081 .104]*10A-6;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%QUESTIONS%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Ask the necessary questions for the program to behave properly. This includes the input file
% name, the raw data, converted data, compiler, and FFT.
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fname = input('What is the input filename: ','s');
%fname = 'dummywaves'
%answer = input('View Raw Data? (y/n) ','s');
answer = Y;
%answer2 = input('View Converted Data? (y/n) ','s');
answer2 =Y;
%Program which takes the file name and provides runnumber, encounterangle, wavefreq, and wavelength
converter
if wavelength==0
wavenum=0;
else
wavenum=2*pi/wavelength;
end
%questionplot = input('Do you wish to plot the transformed data? (y/n)','s');
questionplot='y';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%FILE COLLECTION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Gets the raw data input and the wave data file
% Get the input data and find the length of the file.
infname = strcat(fname,'.txt');
[Datain] = dlmread(infname,'\t');
NumLines = size(Datain,1)-2;
% Get the input data from the wave file.
% Columns: Time(s), velocity (fps), sta wave (in), enc wave (in)
wavefname = strcat(fname,'w.txt');
Wavefid=fopen(wavefname);
for I = 1:10000
linehold=fgetl(Wavefid);
if (linehold ~=-1)
if ((I>6)&(size(linehold,2)-=1))
linehold=str2num(linehold);
WaveDatain(I-6,:)=(linehold);
end
end
if (linehold==-1)
break
end
end
% Write the Datain array to a file for development purposes.
%Datainfname = strcat(fname,'in.txt');
%dlmwrite(Datainfname,Datain,'\t')
% Find the date and time the test commenced.
Date = datestr(Datain(1, 10)+693960);
Time = datestr(Datain(1,9)/86400,16);
% Read data collection parameters.
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SampleFreq = Datain(NumLines+2, 1);
RunTime = Datain(NumLines+2,2);
% Convert the time data to time of run.
TimeStart=Datain(1,9);
Datain(1:NumLines,9) = Datain(1:NumLines,9) - TimeStart;
% Build a date-time string to ensure the correct gains are applied.
% Add 693960 to the date to get number of days from 0000.
% Divide the number of minutes by 86400 to get fractional days.
% MATLAB date serial numbers are in the form:
% days since 0000.fraction of a day
DateNum=Datain(1, 10)+693960+Datain(1,9)/86400;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%GRAPH OF RAW DATA%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Give the user an opportunity to view the raw data (in volts).
if (answer == 'y' I answer == 'Y')
figure(1)
subplot(8, 1,1)
plot(Datain(1:NumLines,9),Datain(1:NumLines,3))
ylabel('X')
title('Raw Data')
subplot(8,1,2)
plot(Datain(1:NumLines,9),Datain(1:NumLines, 1))
ylabel('Y')
subplot(8,1,3)
plot(Datain(1:NumLines,9),Datain(1:NumLines,2))
ylabel(Z')
subplot(8,1,4)
plot(Datain(1:NumLines,9),Datain(1:NumLines,6))
ylabel('Roll')
subplot(8,1,5)
plot(Datain(1:NumLines,9),Datain(1:NumLines,4))
ylabel('Pitch')
subplot(8,1,6)
plot(Datain(1:NumLines,9),Datain(1:NumLines,5))
ylabel('Yaw')
subplot(8,1,7)
plot(Datain(1:NumLines,9),Datain(1:NumLines,7))
ylabel('Wave')
subplot(8,1,8)
plot(Datain(1:NumLines,9),Datain(1:NumLines,8))
ylabel('Vel.')
xlabel('Time (s)')
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%PREPROCESSING STAGE%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Determine the DeltaT from the input file.
DeltaT = 1/SampleFreq;
% INTERPOLATE data points to produce even time intervals and associated
% data. By this process the input datain matrix will be interpolated into
% the data matrix. Start by building even time intervals and the date
% column.
for I = 1:NumPoints;
Data(I,9) = (I-1)* DeltaT;
Data(I,10) = Datain(1,10);
end
% Interpolate each column in turn.
for J = 1:8
Data(1,J) = Datain(1,J);
for I = 2:NumLines;
for K = 1:NumLines;
if (Datain(K,9)>Data(I,9))
break
end
end
KS = K - 1;
if (Data(I,9)<=Datain(NumLines,9))
Data(I,J) = Datain(KS,J) + (Data(I,9)-Datain(KS,9))*(Datain(K,J)-Datain(KS,J))...
/(Datain(K,9)-Datain(KS,9));
else
Data(I,J) = 0.0;
end
end
end
% CONVERT VELOCITY VOLTAGES to velocity in meters per second.
Data(:,8) = (Data(:,8)/.5333)*.3048; % .5333 Volts/fps
% CONVERT USNA Velocity Data from fps to mps.
WaveDatain(:,2)=WaveDatain(:,2)*.3048;
% CONVERT USNA Enc Wave Data from inches to cm's.
WaveDatain(:,4)=WaveDatain(:,4)*2.54;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%DATA SEQUENCING%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Synchronize data from the MIT and USNA computers by using either the
% velocity signal or the encounter wave signal.
%First determine if the wave probe was working
figure(20)
plot(Datain(1:NumLines,9),Datain(1:NumLines,7));
ylabel('Wave')
xlabel('Point Number')
wavequestion=input('Is there a wave probe signal(therefore, no need to synchronize)? ','s');
if wavequestion=='n'
% Synchronize using the velocity
if strncmpi(infname,'z',1)==0
% PLOT the velocity from the MIT data and the USNA data.
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WaveDatain(:,2)=fft(WaveDatain(:,2));
WaveSize=size(WaveDatain, 1);
filterindex=round(1.5*0.01 *WaveSize+ 1);
for k =1:WaveSize/2-filterindex
WaveDatain(round(WaveSize/2) ,2 )= 0.0;
WaveDatain(round(WaveSize/2) + 1.- k,2 )= 0.0;
WaveDatain(round(WaveSize/2) + 1.+ k,2 ) = 0.0;
end
WaveDatain(:,2)=ifft(WaveDatain(:,2));
figure(2)
zoom on
hold on
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,8),'color','blue')
title('Select a height difference between the plots. Blue line first.')
ylabel('m/s')
plot(WaveDatain(:, 1),WaveDatain(:,2),'color','red')
xlabel('MIT - blue USNA-red')
%Find the steady points and take the difference
[ti,amit]=ginput(1);
[tl,ausna]=ginput(1);
heightoffset=amit-ausna;
clf;
%Replot with height difference taken into account
plot(Data( 1:NumLines,9),Data( 1:NumLines,8)-heightoffset,'color','blue')
title('Select a common point in each plot. Blue line first.')
ylabel('m/s')
hold on
plot(WaveDatain(:, 1),WaveDatain(:,2),'color','red')
xlabel('MIT - blue USNA-red')
[tmit,y1]=ginput(1);
[tusna,y 1 ]=ginput(1);
timeshift=tusna-tmit;
if timeshift>0
WaveDatain(:, 1)=WaveDatain(:, 1)-timeshift;
tusna=tusna-timeshift;
else
Data(:,9) = Data(:,9)+timeshift;
tmit=tmit+timeshift;
end
for tmitindex = 1: NumLines
if (Data(tmitindex,9)>=tmit)
break
end
end
for tusnaindex=1:WaveSize
if(WaveDatain(tusnaindex, 1)>=tusna)
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break
end
end
while 1
hold off
close(2);
figure(2)
hold on
lowerplotusna=round(tusnaindex-tusnaindex/4);
if lowerplotusna<1
lowerplotusna=1;
end
upperplotusna=round(tusnaindex+tusnaindex/4);
if upperplotusna>WaveSize
upperplotusna=WaveSize;
end
lowerplotmit=round(tmitindex-tmitindex/4);
if lowerplotmit<1
lowerplotmit= 1;
end
upperplotmit=round(tmitindex+tmitindex/4);
if upperplotmit>NumLines
upperplotmit=NumLines;
end
plot(WaveDatain(lowerplotusna:upperplotusna, 1),WaveDatain(lowerplotusna:upperplotusna,2),'color','red')
title(Do these plots match?')
ylabel('m/s')
xlabel('MIT - blue USNA-red')
plot(Data(lowerplotmit:upperplotmit,9),Data(lowerplotmit:upperplotmit,8)-heightoffset,'color','blue')
match=input('Do these plots match? (y/n)','s');
if (match=='y'Imatch=='Y')
break
end
title('Select a common point in each plot. Blue line first.')
[tmit,y1]=ginput(1);
[tusna,y 1 ]=ginput(1);
timeshift=tusna-tmit;
if timeshift>O
WaveDatain(:, 1)=WaveDatain(:,1)-timeshift;
tusna=tusna-timeshift;
else
Data(:,9) = Data(:,9)+timeshift;
tmit=tmit+timeshift;
end
for tmitindex = 1: NumLines
if (Data(tmitindex,9)>=tmit)
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break
end
end
for tusnaindex=1:WaveSize
if(WaveDatain(tusnaindex, 1)>=tusna)
break
end
end
hold off
end
% END OF SYNCHRONIZATION USING VELOCITY
% BEGIN SYNCHRONIZATION USING ENCOUNTER WAVE
else
WaveDatain(:,4)=fft(WaveDatain(:,4));
WaveSize=size(WaveDatain, 1);
filterindex=round(1.5*0.01 *WaveSize+ 1);
for k =1:WaveSize/2-filterindex
WaveDatain(round(WaveSize/2) ,4 ) = 0.0;
WaveDatain(round(WaveSize/2) + 1.- k,4 ) = 0.0;
WaveDatain(round(WaveSize/2) + 1.+ k,4 )= 0.0;
end
WaveDatain(:,4)=ifft(WaveDatain(:,4));
figure(2)
zoom on
hold on
% Subtract 16.5 cm from the wave height to account for the distance
% of the probe above the water.
Data(:,7) = (2.404*Data(:,7)-11.52)*2.54;
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,7)-14.5,'color','blue')
title('Even the waves out. Blue line first.')
ylabel('Wave Height')
plot(WaveDatain(:, 1),WaveDatain(:,4),'color','red')
xlabel('MIT - blue USNA-red')
%Determine if there is a good signal to use. If so, use, if not,
%skip
if wavequestion=='y'
goodsignal=1;
else
goodsignal=2;%input('Is there a signal? (1=yes,2=no)');
end
if goodsignal==1
[tl,amit]=ginput(1);
[ti,ausna]=ginput(l);
heightoffset=amit-ausna;
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,7)-14.5-heightoffset,'color','blue')
title('Select a common point in each plot. Blue line first.')
ylabel('Wave Height')
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plot(WaveDatain(:, 1),WaveDatain(:,4),'color','red')
xlabel('MIT - blue USNA-red')
[tmit,yl]=ginput(1);
[tusna,y I]=ginput(1);
timeshift=tusna-tmit;
if timeshift>O
WaveDatain(:, 1)=WaveDatain(:, 1)-timeshift;
tusna=tusna-timeshift;
else
Data(:,9) = Data(:,9)+timeshift;
tmit=tmit+timeshift;
end
for tmitindex = 1: NumLines
if (Data(tmitindex,9)>=tmit)
break
end
end
for tusnaindex=1:WaveSize
if(WaveDatain(tusnaindex, 1)>=tusna)
break
end
end
while 1
hold off
close(2);
figure(2)
hold on
lowerplotusna=round(tusnaindex-tusnaindex/4);
if lowerplotusna<1
lowerplotusna= 1;
end
upperplotusna=round(tusnaindex+tusnaindex/4);
if upperplotusna>WaveSize
upperplotusna=WaveSize;
end
lowerplotmit=round(tmitindex-tmitindex/4);
if lowerplotmit<1
lowerplotmit=1;
end
upperplotmit=round(tmitindex+tmitindex/4);
if upperplotmit>NumLines
upperplotmit=NumLines;
end
plot(WaveDatain(lowerplotusna:upperplotusna, 1),WaveDatain(lowerplotusna:upperplotusna,4),'color','red')
title('Do these plots match?')
ylabel('Wave Height')
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xlabel('MIT - blue USNA-red')
plot(Data(lowerplotmit:upperplotmit,9),Data(lowerplotmit:upperplotmit,7)-14.5,'color','blue')
match=input('Do these plots match? (y/n)','s');
if (match=='y'Imatch=='Y')
break
end
title('Select a common point in each plot. Blue line first.')
[tmit,y1]=ginput(1);
[tusna,yl]=ginput(1);
timeshift=tusna-tmit;
if timeshift>0
WaveDatain(:, 1)=WaveDatain(:, 1)-timeshift;
tusna=tusna-timeshift;
else
Data(:,9) = Data(:,9)+timeshift;
tmit=tmit+timeshift;
end
for tmitindex = 1: NumLines
if (Data(tmitindex,9)>=tmit)
break
end
end
for tusnaindex=1:WaveSize
if(WaveDatain(tusnaindex, 1)>=tusna)
break
end
end
hold off
end
end
end
% END OF SYNCHRONIZATION USING ENCOUNTER WAVE
%%%DATA MODIFICATION FOR TIME SHIFT AND INTEGER NUMBER OF PERIODS%%%
% Modify WavaDatain to account for the shift.
% Find where time = 0.
for I = 1:WaveSize
if (abs(WaveDatain(I,1))<=0.01)
zeroindex = I;
break
end
end
% Shift WaveDatain to put the first value after zero at the beginning.
for I = 1:WaveSize-zeroindex
WaveDatain(I,:)=WaveDatain(I+zeroindex,:);
end
WaveDatain(WaveSize-zeroindex:WaveSize,:)=0;
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% Put Wavedatain into WaveData, changing the sample freq to 25 hz
% instead of 100 hz.
WaveData(1,:)=WaveDatain(1,:);
for I = 5:WaveSize
if mod((I- 1),4)==0;
WaveData(((I-1)/4)+1,:) = WaveDatain(I,:);
end
end
filesize=min(size(WaveData, 1),NumLines);
for I=1:filesize
Data(I,7)=WaveData(I,4); % Enc Wave
Data(I,8)=WaveData(I,2); % Velocity
end
Data(filesize+ 1:NumPoints,7)=0;
Data(filesize+ 1:NumPoints,8)=0;
end
% PLOT THE RAW VELOCITY DATA to pick off the good data zone.
% Use the Velocity profile for the speed tests, the heave motion for the
% zero speed
if strncmpi(infname,'z',1)==0
figure(4)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,8))
title(Select the start time.')
ylabel('Velocity Signal (V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
[tstart,y1]=ginput(1);
for indexstart = 1:NumPoints
if tstart<=Data(indexstart,9)
break
end
end
title('Select the stop time.');
xlabeltext=['Time (s)',' Start Time=',num2str(Data(indexstart,9))];
xlabel(xlabeltext);
[tstop,y2]=ginput(1);
for indexstop = 1:NumPoints
if tstop<=Data(indexstop,9)
break
end
end
plot(Data(indexstart:indexstop,9),Data(indexstart:indexstop,8))
title('Velocity Signal vs Time')
ylabel('Velocity Signal (V)')
xlabeltext=['Time (s)',' Start Time=',num2str(Data(indexstart,9)), ' Stop Time=',num2str(Data(indexstop,9))];
xlabel(xlabeltext)
samplesize = indexstop-indexstart;
else
figure(4)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,2))
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title('Select the start time.')
ylabel('Z Force (V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
[tstart,yl]=ginput(1);
for indexstart = 1:NumPoints
if tstart<=Data(indexstart,9)
break
end
end
title('Select the stop time.');
xlabeltext=['Time (s)',' Start Time=',num2str(Data(indexstart,9))];
xlabel(xlabeltext);
[tstop,y2]=ginput(1);
for indexstop = 1:NumPoints
if tstop<=Data(indexstop,9)
break
end
end
plot(Data(indexstart:indexstop,9),Data(indexstart:indexstop,2))
title('Z force vs Time')
ylabel('Z Force (V)')
xlabeltext=['Time (s)',' Start Time=',num2str(Data(indexstart,9)), 'Stop Time=',num2str(Data(indexstop,9))];
xlabel(xlabeltext)
samplesize = indexstop-indexstart;
end
% REBUILD THE DATA ARRAY to contain only the selected data.
for J = 1:8
for I = 1:samplesize
Data(I,J)=Data(indexstart+I- 1,J);
end
meanvoltage(J) = mean(Data(1:samplesize,J));
end
velocity=mean(Data(1:samplesize,8));
% Calculate and use ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY.
g = 9.81;
waveomega = 2*pi*wavefreq;
encounteranglerad = encounterangle * pi / 180;
encomega = abs(waveomega - wavenum*velocity*cos(encounteranglerad));
calcencfreq = encomega/(2*pi);
% Make the time of good data be an integer number of wavelengths by picking
% an integer number of waves
plot(real(Data(1:samplesize,7)))
title('Find the period. Select the beginning of the first period and the end of the last')
[periodstart,y1]=ginput(1);
periodstart=round(periodstart);
[periodstop,y1]=ginput(1);
periodstop=round(periodstop);
perioddifference=periodstop-periodstart;
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%Rebuild the data array with an integer number of periods
for J = 1:8
for I = 1:perioddifference
Data(I,J)=Data(periodstart+I- 1,J);
end
%Data(perioddifference+1:NumPoints,J)=0; % Pad to NumPoints
meanvoltage(J) = mean(Data(1:samplesize,J));
end
NumLines=perioddifference;
%%%%DATA CONVERSION FROM VOLTS TO FORCE/MOMENTS AND PHASE SHIFT%%%%%%%%
% Account for ELECTRICAL FILTERS.
for J= 1:6
for I = 1:NumLines
Data(I,J) = Data(I,J)/(1/(1+i*encomega*C(J)*R(J)));
end
end
% CONVERT LOAD CELL VOLTAGE output to force and moment data.
% The inverse sensitivity matrix (B)
[B] = [ 0.3901 0.0029 -0.0071 -0.0010 -0.0024 -0.0016;
0.0023 0.3887 0.0016 0.0025 -0.0039 0.0019;
0.0139 0.0129 1.5006 -0.0002 -0.0215 -0.0018;
0.0000 -0.0001 0.0016 0.0069 0.0000 -0.0001;
-0.0001 0.0000 0.0018 0.0000 0.0070 0.0000;
-0.0003 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0108];
% Establish Gains and Excitation Voltages
% Gains are adjusted during the test.
if DateNum<731434.61458 % August 6, 2002 1445, when gains were adjusted.
[Gain]= [4000;4000;4000;1000;1000;4000]; % y z x pitch yaw roll
[Vexc] = [10;10;10;5;10;10];
elseif ((DateNum>73143.61458) & (DateNum<731435.5)) % August 7, 2002 1200
[Gain]= [4000;4000;4000;1000;1000;4000]; % y z x pitch yaw roll
[Vexc] = [10;10;10;5; 5;10];
else
[Gain]= [4000;4000;4000;1000;1000;4000]; % y z x pitch yaw roll
[Vexc] = [10;10;10;2.5; 5;10];
end
CFtemp = Gain.*Vexc*10A-6;
CF = zeros(6,6);
CF(1,1)= CFtemp(1);
CF(2,2)= CFtemp(2);
CF(3,3)= CFtemp(3);
CF(4,4)= CFtemp(4);
CF(5,5)= CFtemp(5);
CF(6,6)= CFtemp(6);
% Convert voltages to forces
for I = 1 : NumPoints
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Data(I,1:6) = (CFA-1 *B*Data(I,1:6)')';
end
%Use the encounter angle
%cell to move to midship
switch encounterangle
case 0
ProbeDist = 0.90;
BodyDist = -.088;
case 176
ProbeDist = 1.27;
BodyDist = .189;
case 172
ProbeDist = 1.19;
BodyDist = .187;
case 45
ProbeDist = 0.74;
BodyDist = -.038;
case 90
ProbeDist = 0.98;
BodyDist = 0;
case 135
ProbeDist = 1.04;
BodyDist = .134;
case 180
ProbeDist = 1.35;
BodyDist = .189;
end
to determine the correction to the probe and load
% Translate forces and moments from the load cell location to the midships
% location.
Data(:,4)= Data(:,4) - Data(:,2) * BodyDist; %Pitch Moment
Data(:,5)= Data(:,5) + Data(:,1) * BodyDist; %Yaw Moment
% Account for the phase difference between the transducer and the midships.
%Data(:, 1:6)=(Data(:, 1:6)*exp(i*wavenum*BodyDist));
% Account for encounter wave probe being placed in front of vehicle.
% Reference: Marine Hydrodynamics by J.N. Newman, Sect 6.2
% Assume the wave is travelling in the positive x-direction.
% Use midships as the zero reference location.
% Data(:,7) = (Data(:,7)*exp(i*wavenum*ProbeDist));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%GRAPH OF CONVERTED DATA%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Give the user an opportunity to view the converted data.
if (answer2 == 'y' I answer2 == 'Y')
figure(5)
subplot(8, 1,1)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,3))
ylabel('X')
title('Converted Data')
subplot(8,1,2)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines, 1))
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ylabel('Y')
subplot(8,1,3)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,2))
ylabel('Z')
subplot(8,1,4)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,6))
ylabel('Roll')
subplot(8,1,5)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,4))
ylabel('Pitch')
subplot(8,1,6)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,5))
ylabel('Yaw')
subplot(8,1,7)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,7))
ylabel('Wave')
subplot(8,1,8)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,8))
ylabel('Vel.')
xlabel('Time (s)')
end
%Mean Force Calculation and summary file
MeanAmp(1:8) = real(mean((Data(1:NumLines,1:8))));
MeanAmpOrdered(1) = MeanAmp(3);
MeanAmpOrdered(2) = MeanAmp(1);
MeanAmpOrdered(3) = MeanAmp(2);
MeanAmpOrdered(4) = MeanAmp(6);
MeanAmpOrdered(5) = MeanAmp(4);
MeanAmpOrdered(6) = MeanAmp(5);
MeanAmpOrdered(7) = MeanAmp(7);
MeanAmpOrdered(8) = MeanAmp(8);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Build a frequency column.
%Redefine the data to be just up to the number of lines
NumPoints=NumLines;
NewData=Data(1:NumPoints,:);
clear Data;
Data=NewData;
Interval = DeltaT * NumPoints;
for I = 1: NumPoints
Data(I, 12)=(I- 1)/Interval;
end
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% Transform the force data to the frequency domain
for J=1:7
Data(1:NumPoints,J) = fft(Data(1:NumPoints,J));
for I = 1:NumPoints
Data(I,J) = Data(I,J)* NumPoints/NumLines;
end
end
% Find the max
encfreq=O;
encfreqamp=O;
for I=2:NumPoints
if abs(Data(I,7))>abs(encfreqamp)
Data(I,7)=Data(I,7);
encfreqamp=Data(I,7);
encfreq=Data(I, 12);
end
end
%Shift the phase of the wave to account for position of probe
halfNumPoints=round(NumPoints/2);
for 1=1 :halfNumPoints
Data(I,7)=Data(I,7)*exp(-i*wavenum*ProbeDist);%Account for Phase shift due to wave probe
end
for I=(halfNumPoints+2):NumPoints
Data(I,7)=Data(I,7)*exp(i*wavenum*ProbeDist);%Account for Phase shift due to wave probe
end
Data(halfNumPoints+1,7)=2*Data(halfNumPoints+1,7);
oldencfreq=encfreq;
% Plot the data as an FFT
if (questionplot=='y')
for counter = 1:7
figure(counter+5)
plot(Data(:, 12),abs(Data(:,counter))/NumPoints)
switch counter
case 1
Channel ='Y';
case 2
Channel = 'Z';
case 3
Channel =X;
case 4
Channel ='Pitch';
case 5
Channel = 'Yaw';
case 6
Channel = 'Roll';
case 7
Channel = 'Enc. Wave';
case 8
Channel = 'Vel.';
end
title(Channel);
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xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
end
figure(14)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,8))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('m/s')
title('Velocity')
end
% Filter the force data just above 3* encounter frequency.
skip ='y';
if skip =='n'
indexlow=1;
xhigh = 3.1*encfreq;
if (xhigh ==0)
xhigh = 5;
end
for J=1:7
for indexhigh = 1:NumPoints
if xhigh<=Data(indexhigh, 12)
break
end
end
for k =1:NumPoints/2-indexhigh
Data(NumPoints/2 ,J ) = 0.0;
Data(NumPoints/2 + 1.- k,J) = 0.0;
Data(NumPoints/2 + 1.+ kJ ) = 0.0;
end
filterfreq(J)= Data(indexhigh,12);
end
end
% Find the response frequencies, amplitudes, and phases of the time domain
% sine waves.
% Edited Line 861
for J = 1:7
LocalMax = 0.0;
LocalMaxCounter = 0;
if wavenum==0
Startlook= 1;
else
Startlook=2;
end
for I = Startlook: NumPoints/2
if ((abs(Data(I,J))>LocalMax)&(abs(Data(I+1,J))<abs(Data(I,J))))
LocalMax = abs(Data(I,J));
LocalMaxCounter = LocalMaxCounter + 1;
Summary(LocalMaxCounter,3*J-2) = Data(I,12); %freq
Ampl = sqrt(2.*2.*((abs(Data(I,J))/NumPoints)^2));
Summary(LocalMaxCounter, 3*J-1) = Ampl;
% To get the proper phase angle, take the difference between the phase
% of the force/moment and the phase of the wave.
Summary(LocalMaxCounter, 3*J) = angle(Data(I,J))*180/pi-angle(Data(I,7))*180/pi; % Phase angle
elseif((abs(Data(I,J))<LocalMax)&(abs(Data(I+1,J))>abs(Data(I,J))))
LocalMax = 0.0;
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end
end
end
freqrange=.03;
if abs(calcencfreq-oldencfreq)>.03
showfreq=[Summary(:,4:6),Summary(:, 10:12),Summary(:,19:20)]
warning('The calculated and encounter frequency do not match')
fprintf('The encounter freq is % 1.4f and the calculated value is % 1.4f.\n',encfreq,calcencfreq);
encfreq=input('What encounter frequency do you want to use?');
freqrange=input('What range of frequencies do you want to use?');
end
% Take the zero freq component and divide by two. This accounts for the
% fact that that coefficient only shows up once, vice twice.
for J=1:7
for I = 1:5
if (Summary(LocalMaxCounter,3*J-2) <0.02)
Summary(LocalMaxCounter,3*J-1) =Summary(LocalMaxCounter,3*J-1)/2;
end
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Graph of the FFT Data%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(15)
for counter= 1:7
switch counter
case 1
Channel = 'Y';
case 2
Channel = 'Z';
case 3
Channel =X;
case 4
Channel = 'Pitch';
case 5
Channel ='Yaw';
case 6
Channel = 'Roll';
case 7
Channel = 'Enc. Wave';
case 8
Channel ='Vel.';
end
subplot(8, 1,counter)
sinewavecomplex(1:NumPoints,counter)=(ifft(Data(1:NumPoints,counter)))*NumLines/NumPoints;
sinewave(1:NumPoints,counter)=real(ifft(Data(1:NumPoints,counter)))*NumLines/NumPoints;
phasetest( 1:NumPoints,counter)=angle(ifft(Data(1:NumPoints,counter)))* 1 80/pi;
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),sinewave(1:NumLines,counter))
ylabel(Channel)
hold on
end
%Plot the velocity signal
for counter = 8
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subplot(8, 1,counter)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),Data(1:NumLines,counter))
ylabel('Vel.')
hold on
end
xlabel('Time (s)')
%Plot close-up of heave, pitch, and encounter wave centered around the mean
%value
figure(16)
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),(sinewave(1:NumLines,7)-mean(sinewave(1:NumLines,7))),'r')
hold on
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),(sinewave(1:NumLines,2)-mean(sinewave(1:NumLines,2))),'b')
hold on
plot(Data(1:NumLines,9),(sinewave(1:NumLines,4)-mean(sinewave(1:NumLines,4))),'g')
legend('Wave','Heave','Pitch')
title(['Heave, Pitch, and Encounter wave for ',fname]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%SELECTION OF FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Gather the results at the frequencies of interest.
% Added a way to vary the range of frequencies
for I = 1:size(Summary,1)
for J= 1:7
Results(1,3*J-2) = 0.; % Steady State freq = 0
Results(1,3*J-1) = MeanAmp(J); % Average Force
Results(1,3*J) = 0; % phase
if (abs(encfreq)>0)
if (abs(Summary(I,3*J-2)-encfreq)<=freqrange)%Arbitrary range of frequencies
Results(2,3*J-2) = Summary(I,3*J-2); % oscillation freq
Results(2,3*J-1) = Summary(I,3*J-1); % total force
Results(2,3*J) = Summary(I,3*J); % phase
elseif (abs(Summary(I,3*J-2)-2*encfreq)<=freqrange)%Arbitrary range of frequencies
Results(3,3*J-2) = Summary(I,3*J-2); % first harmonic of oscillation freq
Results(3,3*J-1) = Summary(I,3*J-1); % total force
Results(3,3*J) = Summary(I,3*J); % phase
elseif (abs(Summary(I,3*J-2)-3 *encfreq)<=freqrange)%Arbitrary range of frequencies
Results(4,3*J-2) = Summary(I,3*J-2); % second harmonic of oscillation freq
Results(4,3*J-1) = Summary(I,3*J-1); % total force
Results(4,3*J) = Summary(I,3*J); % phase
end
end
end
end
% Condition the Results array.
% Ensure the phase angles are +- 180 degrees.
% Ensure the amplitudes are all positive.
for I = 1:4
for J = 1:8
if (Results(I,3*J-1) <0)
Results(I,3 *J- 1) = abs(Results(I,3*J- 1));
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Results(I,3*J) = Results(I,3*J) + 180;
end
if (Results(I,3*J) > 180)
Results(I,3*J) = Results(I,3*J) - 360;
elseif (Results(I,3*J) <-180)
Results(I,3*J) = Results(I,3*J) + 360;
end
end
end
%%%%%%%%%ADD RESULTS TO TOTAL TEST MATRIX%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf('The encounter freq is: % I.4f\n',encfreq);
fprintf('The 1st freq encounter wave is %2.2fcm at freq. %1.4f with phase %3.1f
degrees.\n',Results(2,20),Results(2,19),Results(2,2 1));
fprintf('The 1st freq heave force is %2.2fN at freq. %1.4f with phase %3.1f
degrees.\n',Results(2,5),Results(2,4),Results(2,6));
fprintf('The 1st freq pitch moment is %2.2fNm at freq. %1.4f with phase %3.If
degrees.\n',Results(2,11),Results(2, 10),Results(2,12));
compilerquestion=input('Do you want to write these results to file and compile? ','s');
%compiler='n'
if compilerquestion=='y'
%%%%%%%%%%%%%RESULTS FILEE CREATION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
resultsfname = strcat(fname,'results.txt');
warning off
delete(resultsfname)
warning on
resultsid=fopen(resultsfname,'a');
fprintf(resultsid,'%s \t \t %s \t %s',fname,Date,Time);
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t%s %7.4f \t %s %7.4f\t %s %7.4f,'Wave Freq:',wavefreq,'Enc Freq:',encfreq,'Vel:',velocity);
fprintf(resultsid,'\n %s \t %s \t %s \t %s ','***','** *','F***','m***);
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %s V.f\t %s \t %s \t%s\t %s\t %s','Freq','Ampl','Phase');
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(2,7:9));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(2, 7:9));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(3, 7:9));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(4, 7:9));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(2,1:3));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(2, 1:3));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(3, 1:3));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(4, 1:3));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(2,4:6));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(2, 4:6));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(3, 4:6));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(4, 4:6));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(2,16:18));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(2, 16:18));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.If,Results(3, 16:18));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(4, 16:18));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(2, 10:12));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(2, 10:12));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(3, 10:12));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(4, 10:12));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(2,13:15));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(2, 13:15));
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fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(3, 13:15));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(4, 13:15));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(1,19:21));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.lf,Results(2, 19:21));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4.1f,Results(3, 19:21));
fprintf(resultsid,'\n \t %8.5f \t %7.4f \t %7.4f \t %4. lf,Results(4, 19:21));
fprintf('Input File: %s\n',infname)
fprintf('Results File: %s\n',resultsfname)
resultssummary
%fprintf('Summary File: %s\n',sumfname)
status = fclose('all');
end
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Appendix B MATLAB Text Converter Program
%File which reads the run number and test number and finds the appropriate one
testcase= strcat(fname);
[conversionnumber,conversiontext]=xlsread('Run Information');
[m,n]=size(conversionnumber);
allrunnumber=[conversionnumber(1:m, 1)];
alltestnumber=[conversiontext(1:m,2)];
allheading=[conversionnumber(1:m,3)];
allwavelength= [conversionnumber(1:m,6)];
allfrequency=[conversionnumber(1:m,7)];
for w=1:length(alltestnumber)
if strcmp(alltestnumber(w),testcase)
startrun=allrunnumber(w);
encounterangle=allheading(w);
wavefreq=allfrequency(w);
wavelength=allwavelength(w);
end
end
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Appendix C MATLAB Results Compiler Program
%Code to open result files and write to file
%numresults=input('How many files do you wish to analyze?');
%answer=input('Do you wish to use previous starting file (1=yes,2=no)?');
numresults=1;
answer= 1;
q= 1;
sequence='y';
%if numresults==1
% sequence='y';
% startrun=input('What is the run number?');
%else
% sequence=input('Is the analysis sequential?','s');
% if sequence=='y'
% startrun=input('What is the starting run number?');
% end
%end
%To determine which start file the computer uses
if answer==2,
start=[];
fid=fopen('input.txt','r');
for n=1;
tline = fgetl(fid); %Skip first line of info
end
while(-feof(fid) & q <= 50000) %Creates loop to read in all the lines of data and stop when none left
tine = fgetl(fid);
if(tline ~= -1)
start = [start;str2num(tline)]; %Converts data to number strings
end;
q = q + 1;
end
else
fid=fopen('totalresults.txt','r');
tline=fgetl(fid);
start=[];
while(-feof(fid) & q <= 50000) %Creates loop to read in all the lines of data and stop when none left
tline = fgetl(fid);
if(tline ~= -1)
start = [start;str2num(tline)]; %Converts data to number strings
end;
q = q + 1;
end
end
fclose(fid);
counter=0;
%Loops to pull the data from the result files
for n= 1: numresults
%fname = input('What is the results filename: ','s');
infname = strcat(fname,'results.txt');
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fid=fopen(infname,'r');
for n=1:8;
tline = fgetl(fid);
end
q = 1;
data=[];
while(-feof(fid) & q <= 50000) %Creates loop to read in all the lines of data and stop when none left
tline = fgetl(fid);
if(tline ~= -1)
data = [data;str2num(tline)]; %Converts data to number strings
end;
q = q + 1;
end;
%Translates data from results to a row vector
q= 1;
[m,p]=size(data);
for k=1:m
for j=l:p
datanew(q)=data(k,j);
q=q+1;
end
end
fclose(fid);
%Translates the data to the start matrix based upon the run number
if sequence=='y'
runnum=startrun+counter;
else
runnum=input('What is the run number?');
end
if answer== 1
[m,n]=size(start);
n=70;
for q=l:m;
if runnum==start(q, 1);
for j= 1:24;
start(q, 10+j)=datanew(j);
end
for j=37:72
start(q,j-2)=datanew(j);
end
else
start(q,j-2)=start(q,j-2);
end
end
else
[m,n]=size(start);
for q=1:m;
if runnum==start(q, 1);
for j=1:length(datanew);
start(q, 10+j)=datanew(j);
end
else
start(q,j)=start(q,j);
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end
end
end
counter=counter+ 1;
end
totalrunnum=start(:, 1);
encounter=start(:,2);
speed=start(:,3);
depth=start(:,4);
wavelength=start(:,5);
wavefreq=start(:,6);
waveamp=start(:,7);
sp=start(:,8);
pitch=start(:,9);
yaw=start(:, 10);
yfreq0=start(:, 11);
yforO=start(:, 12);
yphaseO=start(:,13);
yfreq I=start(:, 14);
yfor 1 =start(:, 15);
yphase 1=start(:, 16);
yfreq2=start(:, 17);
yfor2=start(:, 18);
yphase2=start(:, 19);
yfreq3=start(:,20);
yfor3=start(:,2 1);
yphase3=start(:,22);
zfreq0=start(:,23);
zfor0=start(:,24);
zphaseO=start(:,25);
zfreq I=start(:,26);
zforl=start(:,27);
zphaseI=start(: ,28);
zfreq2=start(:,29);
zfor2=start(:,30);
zphase2=start(:,3 1);
zfreq3=start(:,32);
zfor3=start(:,33);
zphase3=start(:,34);
%Loop to read in the right values depending upon the situation
if answer==2
pitchfreqO=start(:,47);
pitchfor0=start(:,48);
pitchphaseO=start(:,49);
pitchfreq 1 =start(:,50);
pitchforl=start(:,5 1);
pitchphasel =start(:,52);
pitchfreq2=start(:,53);
pitchfor2=start(:,54);
pitchphase2=start(:,55);
pitchfreq3=start(:,56);
pitchfor3=start(:,57);
pitchphase3=start(: ,58);
yawfreq0=start(: ,59);
yawfor0=start(:,60);
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yawphaseO=start(:,61);
yawfreql=start(:,62);
yawforl=start(:,63);
yawphase 1=start(:,64);
yawfreq2=start(:,65);
yawfor2=start(:,66);
yawphase2=start(:,67);
yawfreq3=start(:,68);
yawfor3=start(:,69);
yawphase3=start(:,70);
encfreqO=start(:,7 1);
encforO=start(:,72);
encphaseO=start(:,73);
encfreq I=start(:,74);
encforl=start(:,75);
encphaseI=start(:,76);
encfreq2=start(:,77);
encfor2=start(:,78);
encphase2=start(:,79);
encfreq3=start(:,80);
encfor3=start(:,8 1);
encphase3=start(:,82);
else
pitchfreqO=start(:,35);
pitchforO=start(:,36);
pitchphaseO=start(:,37);
pitchfreq 1=start(:,3 8);
pitchforl =start(:,39);
pitchphase I=start(:,40);
pitchfreq2=start(:,4 1);
pitchfor2=start(:,42);
pitchphase2=start(:,43);
pitchfreq3=start(:,44);
pitchfor3=start(:,45);
pitchphase3=start(:,46);
yawfreqO=start(:,47);
yawforO=start(:,48);
yawphaseO=start(:,49);
yawfreql=start(:,50);
yawfor 1=start(:,5 1);
yawphasel=start(:,52);
yawfreq2=start(:,53);
yawfor2=start(:,54);
yawphase2=start(:,55);
yawfreq3=start(:,56);
yawfor3=start(:,57);
yawphase3=start(:,58);
encfreqO=start(:,59);
encforO=start(:,60);
encphaseO=start(:,6 1);
encfreq l=start(:,62);
encforI=start(:,63);
encphase 1=start(:,64);
encfreq2=start(:,65);
encfor2=start(:,66);
encphase2=start(:,67);
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encfreq3=start(:,68);
encfor3=start(:,69);
encphase3=start(:,70);
end
fid=fopen('totalresults.txt','w');
fprintf(fid,'%s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t%s \t%s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %S
\t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t
%s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %S \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s
\t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s \t %s\n','Run
number','Encounter','Speed','Depth','Wavelength','Wavefreq','Waveamp','Sp','Pitch','Yaw','Yfreq0','YforceO','Yphase
O','Yfreq 1','Yforce l','Yphase l','Yfreq2','Yforce2','Yphase2','Yfreq3','Yforce3','Yphase3','Zfreq','Zforce0','ZphaseO','
Zfreq 1','Zforce 1','Zphase 1','Zfreq2','Zforce2','Zphase2','Zfreq3','Zforce3','Zphase3','Pitchfreq','PitchforceO','Pitchph
aseO','Pitchfreq 1','Pitchforcel ','Pitchphase l','Pitchfreq2','Pitchforce2','Pitchphase2','Pitchfreq3','Pitchforce3','Pitchpha
se3','YawfreqO','YawforceO','YawphaseO','Yawfreq1','Yawforcel','Yawphasel','Yawfreq2','Yawforce2','Yawphase2','
Yawfreq3','Yawforce3','Yawphase3','EncounterfreqO','EncounterforO','EncounterphaseO','Encounterfreq 1','Encounter
fort','Encounterphase 1','Encounterfreq2','Encounterfor2','Encounterphase2','Encounterfreq3','Encounterfor3','Encoun
terphase3');
for q=1:m
fprintf(fid,'%3.0f\t %3.0f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t
%6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t
%6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t
%6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f \t
%6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t
%6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t %6.3f\t
%6.3f\n',totalrunnum)(q),phase (q),speed(q),depth(q),wavelength(q),wavefreq(q),waveamp(q),sp(q),pitch(q),yaw(
q),yfreqO(q),yforO(q),yphaseO(q),yfreq 1 (q),yforr (q),yphasel (q),yfreq2(q),yfor2(q),yphase2(q),yfreq3(q),yfor3(q),yp
hase3 (q),zfreqO(q),zforO(q),zphaseO(q),zfreqlI(q),zforl (q),zphase I(q),zfreq2(q),zfor2(q),zphase2(q),zfreq3 (q),zfor3 (
q),zphase3(q),pitchfreqO(q),pitchfor(q),pitchphaseO(q),pitchfreq 1 (q),pitchforl (q),pitchphase 1 (q),pitchfreq2(q),pitc
hfor2(q),pitchphase2(q),pitchfreq3(q),pitchfor3(q),pitchphase3(q),yawfreqO(q),yawforO(q),yawphaseO(q),yawfreqlI(
q),yawforl (q),yawphasel (q),yawfreq2(q),yawfor2(q),yawphase2(q),yawfreq3(q),yawfor3(q),yawphase3(q),encfreq
(q),encforO(q),encphaseO(q),encfreql(q),encforl (q),encphasel(q),encfreq2(q),encfor2(q),encphase2(q),encfreq3(q),e
ncfor3(q),encphase3(q));
end
fclose(fid);
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Appendix D MATLAB Least Squares Calculation
%Nonlinearmodel.m
%Written by: Greg Sabra
%Last updated: 21Apr03
%Code that reads in the results and provides a least squares fit
%Column 1: Run Number
%Column 2: A/dispA/3
%Column 3: L/lamda
%Column 4: L/depth
%Column 5: U/(omega/k)
%Column 6: Non-dimensional heave force
%Column 7: Heave Phase angle
%Column 8: Non-dimensional pitch moment
%Column 9: Pitch Phase angle
%Column 10: Non-dimensional heave force (Numerical)
%Column 11: Heave Phase angle (Numerical)
%Column 12: Non-dimensional pitch moment (Numerical)
%Column 13: Pitch Phase angle (Numerical)
clear all
%Collect the necessary files
filename=input('What file would you like to least squares fit?','s');
infname = strcat(filename,'.txt');
[data] = dlmread(infname,'\t');
%Relate the columns to names for easier understanding; Use phasefit to fit
%either the data phases (Use 7) or the numerical phases (Use 11).
ndlamda=3;
ndspeed=5;
phasefit=1 1;
quantity=('L/lamda');
quantity2=('U/w/k');
%Discard all zero runs and Run 37, which had 4 degrees angle of attack
datacounter=1;
for k=1:length(data)
if and(data(k,6)-=0,data(k,1)-=37)
newdata(datacounter,:)=data(k,:);
datacounter=datacounter+ 1;
end
end
clear data;
data=newdata;
%Create a coefficient matrix. These coefficients will be then collected
%and used according to the model desired.
for m=1:length(data)
Coeffl(m)=1;
Coeff2(m)=data(m,ndlamda);
Coeff3(m)=data(m,ndlamda)*data(m,ndamda);
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Coeff4(m)=data(m,ndspeed);
Coeff5(m)=data(m,ndspeed)*data(m,ndspeed);
Coeff6(m)=data(m,ndlamda)*data(m,ndspeed);
Coeff7(m)=data(m,ndlamda)*data(m,ndlamda)*data(m,ndspeed);
Coeff8(m)=data(m,ndlamda)*data(m,ndspeed)*data(m,ndspeed);
Coeff9(m)=data(m,ndlamda)*data(m,ndlamda)*data(m,ndspeed)*data(m,ndspeed);
end
%Collecting above terms and grouping according to model desired. The
%suffix "Pre" is used to designate the coefficients before they have been
%sorted.
[PreCoefficientHeadForce]=[Coeff 1;Coeff2;Coeff3;Coeff4;Coeff5;Coeff6;Coeff7;Coeff8;Coeff9];
[PreCoefficientHeadForce]=[PreCoefficientHeadForce]';
[PreCoefficientHeadMoment]=[PreCoefficientHeadForce];
[PreCoefficientSternForce]=[PreCoefficientHeadForce];
[PreCoefficientSternMoment]=[PreCoefficientHeadForce];
[PreCoefficientHeadForcePhase]=[Coeffl ;Coeff3;Coeff5;Coeff9];
[PreCoefficientHeadForcePhase]=[PreCoefficientHeadForcePhase]';
[PreCoefficientHeadMomentPhase]=[PreCoefficientHeadForcePhase];
[PreCoefficientSternForcePhase]=[PreCoefficientHeadForcePhase];
[PreCoefficientSternMomentPhase]=[PreCoefficientHeadForcePhase];
%Divide to find the least square fit to the data
%First need to sort data and coefficients by run case
%Runs 25-76 were speed tests
% Runs 25-50 were head sea cases
% Runs 51-76 were stern sea cases
%Runs 77-151 were zero speed tests
% Runs 77-90 were head sea cases
% Runs 137-151 were stern sea cases
counter=1;
subcounter= 1;
for m=1:length(data)
%Head Sea Case Coefficients
if (data(m,1)<51)(data(m,1)<51)(data(m,1)>=77&data(m,1)<=90)
headrunnumber(subcounter)=data(m, 1);
headforce(subcounter)=data(m,6);
headforcephase(subcounter)=data(m,phasefit);
headmoment(subcounter)=data(m,8);
headmomentphase(subcounter)=data(m,phasefit+2);
numheadforce(subcounter)=data(m, 10);
numheadforcephase(subcounter)=data(m, 11);
numheadmoment(subcounter)=data(m, 12);
numheadmomentphase(subcounter)=data(m, 13);
CoefficientHeadForce(subcounter,:)=PreCoefficientHeadForce(m,:);
CoefficientHeadMoment(subcounter,:)=PreCoefficientHeadMoment(m,:);
CoefficientHeadForcePhase(subcounter,:)=PreCoefficientHeadForcePhase(m,:);
CoefficientHeadMomentPhase(subcounter,:)=PreCoefficientHeadMomentPhase(m,:);
subcounter=subcounter+ 1;
else
%Stern Sea Case Coefficients
if (data(m,1)>=51&data(m,1)<=76)I(data(m,1)>=137)
sternrunnumber(counter)=data(m, 1);
sternforce(counter)=data(m,6);
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sternforcephase(counter)=data(m,phasefit);
sternmoment(counter)=data(m,8);
sternmomentphase(counter)=data(m,phasefit+2);
numsternforce(counter)=data(m, 10);
numsternforcephase(counter)=data(m, 11);
numsternmoment(counter)=data(m, 12);
numsternmomentphase(counter)=data(m, 13);
CoefficientSternForce(counter,:)=PreCoefficientSternForce(m,:);
CoefficientSternMoment(counter,:)=PreCoefficientSternMoment(m,:);
CoefficientSternForcePhase(counter,:)=PreCoefficientSternForcePhase(m,:);
CoefficientSternMomentPhase(counter,:)=PreCoefficientSternMomentPhase(m,:);
counter=counter+1;
end
end
end
%Next, divide the coefficients by the forces and moments to obtain a least
%squares solution. This also accounts for the phases. These solutions
%have the suffix "Sol". These are in essense the wieghting multipliers to
%the coefficients.
Headforcesol=CoefficientHeadForce\headforce';
Headmomentsol=CoefficientHeadMoment\headmoment';
Sternforcesol=CoefficientSternForce\sternforce';
Sternmomentsol=CoefficientSternMoment\sternmoment';
Headforcephasesol=CoefficientHeadForcePhase\headforcephase';
Headmomentphasesol=CoefficientHeadMomentPhase\headmomentphase';
Sternforcephasesol=CoefficientSternForcePhase\sternforcephase';
Sternmomentphasesol=CoefficientSternMomentPhase\sternmomentphase';
%Calculate the numerical fit
NumHeadforcesol=CoefficientHeadForce\numheadforce';
NumHeadmomentsol=CoefficientHeadMoment\numheadmoment';
NumSternforcesol=CoefficientSternForce\numsternforce';
NumSternmomentsol=CoefficientSternMoment\numsternmoment';
NumHeadforcephasesol=CoefficientHeadForcePhase\numheadforcephase';
NumHeadmomentphasesol=CoefficientHeadMomentPhase\numheadmomentphase';
NumSternforcephasesol=CoefficientSternForcePhase\numsternforcephase';
NumSternmomentphasesol=CoefficientSternMomentPhase\numsternmomentphase';
%Create a textmessage display of the coefficients times their respective
%factors. This is simply for the development of the program and to
%visually see what the multipliers in the equation are.
textmsg=sprintf('The equation of motion for head seas is: Fnd= %2.2f + %2.2f %s + %2.2f (%s)A2 + %2.2f (%s) +
%2.2f (%s)A2 + %2.2f (%s)*(%s)+ %2.2f (%s)A2 *(%s)+%2.2f (%s)A2 *(%s)+%2.2f (%s)A2
*(%s)A2',Headforcesol(1, 1),Headforcesol(2, 1),quantity,Headforcesol(3, 1),quantity,Headforcesol(4, 1),quantity2,Hea
dforcesol(5, 1),quantity2,Headforcesol(6, 1),quantity,quantity2,Headforcesol(7, 1),quantity2,quantity,Headforcesol(8,
1),quantity2,quantity,Headforcesol(9, 1),quantity2,quantity);
disp(textmsg)
textmsg2=sprintf('The equation of motion for head seas is: Mnd= %2.2f + %2.2f %s + %2.2f (%s)A2 + %2.2f (%s)
+ %2.2f (%s)A2 + %2.2f (%s)*(%s)+ %2.2f (%s)A2 *(%s)+%2.2f (%s)A2 *(%s)+%2.2f (%s)A2
*(%s)A2',Headmomentsol(1,1),Headmomentsol(2, 1),quantity,Headmomentsol(3, 1),quantity,Headmomentsol(4, 1),qu
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antity2,Headmomentsol(5, 1),quantity2,Headmomentsol(6, 1),quantity,quantity2,Headmomentsol(7, 1),quantity2,quan
tity,Headmomentsol(8, I),quantity2,quantity,Headmomentsol(9, 1),quantity2,quantity);
disp(textmsg2)
textmsg=sprintf('The equation of motion for stern seas is: Fnd= %2.2f + %2.2f %s + %2.2f (%s)A2 + %2.2f (%s) +
%2.2f (%s)A2 + %2.2f (%s)*(%s)+ %2.2f (%s)A2 *(%s)+%2.2f (%s)A2 *(%s)+%2.2f (%s)A2
*(%s)A2',Sternforcesol(1, 1),Sternforcesol(2, 1),quantity,Sternforcesol(3, 1 ),quantity,Sternforcesol(4, 1),quantity2,Ster
nforcesol(5, 1),quantity2,Sternforcesol(6, 1),quantity,quantity2,Sternforcesol(7, 1),quantity2,quantity,Sternforcesol(8,
1),quantity2,quantity,Sternforcesol(9, 1),quantity2,quantity);
disp(textmsg)
textmsg2=sprintf('The equation of motion for stern seas is: Mnd= %2.2f + %2.2f %s + %2.2f (%s)A2 + %2.2f (%s)
+ %2.2f (%s)A2 + %2.2f (%s)*(%s)+ %2.2f (%s)A2 *(%s)+%2.2f (%s)A2 *(%s)+%2.2f (%s)A2
*(%s)A2',Sternmomentsol( 1,1),Sternmomentsol(2, 1),quantity,Sternmomentsol(3, 1),quantity,Sternmomentsol(4, 1),qu
antity2,Sternmomentsol(5, 1),quantity2,Sternmomentsol(6, 1),quantity,quantity2,Sternmomentsol(7, 1),quantity2,quan
tity,Sternmomentsol(8, 1),quantity2,quantity,Sternmomentsol(9, 1),quantity2,quantity);
disp(textmsg2)
%Test to determine the accuracy of the results. Take difference between
%cal. force and actual force and find the standard deviation.
%First, determine the calculated value based upon the least squares solution
%times the coefficients. These results are the calculated forces, moments,
%and phases and are designated with the "calc" in the name.
counter=1;
subcounter= 1;
for m=1:length(data)
if (data(m, 1)<5 1)(data(m, 1)>=77&data(m, 1)<=90)
headcalcforce(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadForce(subcounter,:)*Headforcesol;
headcalcforcephase(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadForcePhase(subcounter,:)*Headforcephasesol;
headcalcmoment(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadMoment(subcounter,:)*Headmomentsol;
headcalcmomentphase(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadMomentPhase(subcounter,:)*Headmomentphasesol;
numheadcalcforce(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadForce(subcounter,:)*NumHeadforcesol;
numheadcalcforcephase(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadForcePhase(subcounter,:) *NumHeadforcephasesol;
numheadcalcmoment(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadMoment(subcounter,:)*NumHeadmomentsol;
numheadcalcmomentphase(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadMomentPhase(subcounter,:)*NumHeadmomentphasesol;
subcounter=subcounter+ 1;
else
if (data(m,1)>=51&data(m,1)<=76)1(data(m,1)>=137)
sterncalcforce(counter)=CoefficientSternForce(counter,:)*Sternforcesol;
sterncalcforcephase(counter)=CoefficientSternForcePhase(counter,:)*Sternforcephasesol;
sterncalcmoment(counter)=CoefficientSternMoment(counter,:)*Sternmomentsol;
sterncalcmomentphase(counter)=CoefficientSternMomentPhase(counter,:)*Sternmomentphasesol;
numsterncalcforce(counter)=CoefficientSternForce(counter,:)*NumSternforcesol;
numsterncalcforcephase(counter)=CoefficientSternForcePhase(counter,:)*NumSternforcephasesol;
numsterncalcmoment(counter)=CoefficientSternMoment(counter,:)*NumSternmomentsol;
numsterncalcmomentphase(counter)=CoefficientSternMomentPhase(counter,:)*NumSternmomentphasesol;
counter=counter+ 1;
end
end
end
%Next, calculate the difference between the calculated force and the actual
%force.
counter= 1;
subcounter=1;
for m=1:length(data)
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if (data(m,1)<51)(data(m,1)>=77&data(m,1)<=90)
headforcediff(subcounter)=abs(headforce(subcounter)-headcalcforce(subcounter)); % Head seas
force difference
headforcediffphase(subcounter)=abs(headforcephase(subcounter)-headcalcforcephase(subcounter)); %
Phase angle of head seas force difference (deg)
headmomentdiff(subcounter)=abs(headmoment(subcounter)-headcalcmoment(subcounter)); %
Head seas moment difference
headmomentdiffphase(subcounter)=abs(headmomentphase(subcounter)-headcalcmomentphase(subcounter));
% Phase angle of head seas moment difference (deg)
numheadforcediff(subcounter)=abs(numheadforce(subcounter)-numheadcalcforce(subcounter));
% Head seas force difference
numheadforcediffphase(subcounter)=abs(numheadforcephase(subcounter)-
numheadcalcforcephase(subcounter)); % Phase angle of head seas force difference (deg)
numheadmomentdiff(subcounter)=abs(numheadmoment(subcounter)-numheadcalcmoment(subcounter));
% Head seas moment difference
numheadmomentdiffphase(subcounter)=abs(numheadmomentphase(subcounter)-
numheadcalcmomentphase(subcounter)); % Phase angle of head seas moment difference (deg)
subcounter=subcounter+ 1;
else
if (data(m,1)>=51&data(m,1)<=76)I(data(m,1)>=137)
sternforcediff(counter)=abs(sternforce(counter)-sterncalcforce(counter)); % Stern seas force
difference
sternforcediffphase(counter)=abs(sternforcephase(counter)-sterncalcforcephase(counter)); % Phase
angle of stern seas force difference (deg)
sternmomentdiff(counter)=abs(sternmoment(counter)-sterncalcmoment(counter)); % Stern seas
moment difference
sternmomentdiffphase(counter)=abs(sternmomentphase(counter)-sterncalcmomentphase(counter)); %
Phase angle of stern seas moment difference (deg)
numsternforcediff(counter)=abs(numsternforce(counter)-numsterncalcforce(counter)); %
Stern seas force difference
numsternforcediffphase(counter)=abs(numsternforcephase(counter)-numsterncalcforcephase(counter));
% Phase angle of stern seas force difference (deg)
numsternmomentdiff(counter)=abs(numsternmoment(counter)-numsterncalcmoment(counter));
% Stern seas moment difference
numsternmomentdiffphase(counter)=abs(numsternmomentphase(counter)-
numsterncalcmomentphase(counter)); % Phase angle of stern seas moment difference (deg)
counter=counter+ 1;
end
end
end
%Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the differences between
%calculated and actual force/moments
headforcemean=mean(headforcediff);
headforcedeviation=std(headforcediff);
headmomentmean=mean(headmomentdiff);
headmomentdeviation=std(headmomentdiff);
sternforcemean=mean(sternforcediff);
sternforcedeviation=std(sternforcediff);
sternmomentmean=mean(sternmomentdiff);
sternmomentdeviation=std(sternmomentdiff);
% Repeat for the numerical results
numheadforcemean=mean(numheadforcediff);
numheadforcedeviation=std(numheadforcediff);
numheadmomentmean=mean(numheadmomentdiff);
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numheadmomentdeviation=std(numheadmomentdiff);
numsternforcemean=mean(numsternforcediff);
numsternforcedeviation=std(numsternforcediff);
numsternmomentmean=mean(numsternmomentdiff);
numsternmomentdeviation=std(numsternmomentdiff);
%Calculate the percentage over the value that the numerical results are
%over the data results. This program finds which is higher, the numerical
%or data results, and determines the percentage difference.
headforcenumpercentage 1 =numheadforce-headforce;
headmomentnumpercentage1=numheadmoment-headmoment;
sternforcenumpercentage 1 =numsternforce-sternforce;
sternmomentnumpercentage 1 =numsternmoment-sternmoment;
for p=l:length(headforcenumpercentagel)
if headforcenumpercentage 1 (p)>0
headforcenumpercentage(p)=round((abs(headforcenumpercentagel(p))/(numheadforce(p))*100)');
else
headforcenumpercentage(p)=round((abs(headforcenumpercentagel(p))/(headforce(p))*100)');
end
end
for p= 1:length(headmomentnumpercentage 1)
if headmomentnumpercentage I(p)>0
headmomentnumpercentage(p)=round((abs(headmomentnumpercentagel(p))/(numheadmoment(p))*100)');
else
headmomentnumpercentage(p)=round((abs(headmomentnumpercentagel(p))/(headmoment(p))*100)');
end
end
for p=l :length(sternforcenumpercentage 1)
if sternforcenumpercentage 1 (p)>0
sternforcenumpercentage(p)=round((abs(sternforcenumpercentage 1 (p))/(numsternforce(p)) * 100)');
else
sternforcenumpercentage(p)=round((abs(sternforcenumpercentage 1 (p))/(sternforce(p)) * 100)');
end
end
for p=l:length(sternmomentnumpercentagel)
if sternmomentnumpercentagel(p)>0
sternmomentnumpercentage(p)=round((abs(sternmomentnumpercentagel(p))/(numsternmoment(p))*100)');
else
sternmomentnumpercentage(p)=round((abs(sternmomentnumpercentagel(p))/(sternmoment(p))*100)');
end
end
avgheadforcepercentage=mean(headforcenumpercentage);
avgheadmomentpercentage=mean(headmomentnumpercentage);
avgsternforcepercentage=mean(sternforcenumpercentage);
avgsternmomentpercentage=mean(sternmomentnumpercentage);
%For Plotting Purposes only. To plot the percentage difference mid-way
%between the experimental and numerical results.
medianheadforce=abs(numheadforce-headforce)/2+headforce;
medianheadmoment=abs(numheadmoment-headmoment)/2+headmoment;
mediansternforce=abs(numsternforce-sternforce)/2+sternforce;
mediansternmoment=abs(numsternmoment-sternmoment)/2+sternmoment;
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%Display the differences for the user to see
textmsg3=sprintf('The head seas force difference average is %2.3f, std is %2.3f
',headforcemean,headforcedeviation);
textmsg4=sprintf('The head seas moment difference average is %2.3f, std is %2.3f
',headmomentmean,headmomentdeviation);
textmsg5=sprintf('The stern seas force difference average is %2.3f, std is %2.3f
',sternforcemean,sternforcedeviation);
textmsg6=sprintf('The stern seas moment difference average is %2.3f, std is %2.3f
,sternmomentmean,sternmomentdeviation);
disp(textmsg3)
disp(textmsg4)
disp(textmsg5)
disp(textmsg6)
textmsg3=sprintf('The numerical head seas force difference average is %2.3f, std is %2.3f
',numheadforcemean,numheadforcedeviation);
textmsg4=sprintf('The numerical head seas moment difference average is %2.3f, std is %2.3f
numheadmomentmean,numheadmomentdeviation);
textmsg5=sprintf('The numerical stern seas force difference average is %2.3f, std is %2.3f
',numsternforcemean,numsternforcedeviation);
textmsg6=sprintf('The numerical stern seas moment difference average is %2.3f, std is %2.3f
',numsternmomentmean,numsternmomentdeviation);
disp(textmsg3)
disp(textmsg4)
disp(textmsg5)
disp(textmsg6)
%Plot the headseas and stern seas differences. This plot is based entirely
%upon run number for the X axis. The data ploted is the experimental and
%numerical results.
headrunnumber=headrunnumber';
sternrunnumber=sternrunnumber';
percentage='%';
figure(1)
clf
plot(headforce,'b.');
hold on
plot(numheadforce,'g*');
hold on
for n=1:length(headforce)
message=sprintf('%3.0f%s',headforcenumpercentage(n),percentage);
set(text(n-.5,medianheadforce(n),message),'fontsize',7);
end
legend('Data Force','SWAN and WAMIT Force');
Xlabel('Data Point')
Ylabel('Non Dimensional Force')
message2=sprintf('Head Sea Force: The average percentage difference is
%3.2f% s',avgheadforcepercentage,percentage);
title(message2)
figure(2)
clf
plot(headmoment,'b.');
hold on
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plot(numheadmoment,'g*');
hold on
for n=1:length(headmoment)
message=sprintf('%3.Off% s',headmomentnumpercentage(n),percentage);
set(text(n-.5,medianheadmoment(n),message),'fontsize',7);
end
message2=sprintf('Head Sea Moment: The average percentage difference is
%3.2fs',avgheadmomentpercentage,percentage);
title(message2)
legend('Data Moment','SWAN and WAMIT Moment');
Xlabel('Data Point')
Ylabel('Non Dimensional Moment')
figure(3)
clf
plot(sternforce,'b.');
hold on
plot(numsternforce,'g*');
hold on
for n=1:length(sternforce)
message=sprintf('%3.0f%s',sternforcenumpercentage(n),percentage);
set(text(n-.5,mediansternforce(n),message),'fontsize',7);
end
message2=sprintf('Stern Sea Force: The average percentage difference is
%3.2fs',avgsternforcepercentage,percentage);
title(message2)
legend('Data Force','SWAN and WAMIT Force');
Xlabel(Data Point')
Ylabel('Non Dimensional Force')
figure(4)
clf
plot(sternmoment,'b.');
hold on
plot(numsternmoment,'g*');
hold on
for n= 1: length(sternmoment)
message=sprintf('%3.Off%s',sternmomentnumpercentage(n),percentage);
set(text(n-.5,mediansternmoment(n),message),'fontsize',7);
end
message2=sprintf('Stern Sea Moment: The average percentage difference is
%3.2f% s',avgsternmomentpercentage,percentage);
title(message2)
legend('Data Moment','SWAN and WAMIT Moment');
Xlabel('Data Point')
Ylabel('Non Dimensional Moment')
%Write calculated forces to a file. These results are formated for easy
%exportation into an excel spreadsheet.
resultsfname = strcat(filename,'nlresults');
warning off
delete(resultsfname)
warning on
resultsid=fopen(resultsfname,'a');
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fprintf(resultsid,'%s \t %s \t %s\t %s\t %s \t %s\t %s \t %s','Run Number','Calc Force','Calc Force Phase',' Cal
Moment','Calc Moment Phase');
counter= 1;
subcounter= 1;
for m=1:length(data)
if (data(m,1)<51)1(data(m,1)>=77&data(m,1)<=90)
fprintf(resultsid,'\n %2.Of \t %8.5f \t %3.2f \t %8.5f \t
%3.2f',data(m, 1),headcalcforce(counter),headcalcforcephase(counter),headcalcmoment(counter),headcalcmomentph
ase(counter));
counter=counter+1;
else
if (data(m,1)>=51&data(m,1)<=76)I(data(m,1)>=137)
fprintf(resultsid,'\n %2.Of \t %8.5f \t %3.2f \t %8.5f \t
%3.2f',data(m, 1),sterncalcforce(subcounter),sterncalcforcephase(subcounter),sterncalcmoment(subcounter),sterncalc
momentphase(subcounter));
subcounter=subcounter+ 1;
end
end
end
status = fclose('all');
%This section is a visible representation of the equations and the data
%points. First, we must create a set of dummy variables which we will use
%to plot the least square fit curves.
lamdadummy=O:. 1:2.1;
speeddummy=O:. 1:2;
%Calculate the forces, moments, and phases based upon the dummy variables
%and the solutions obtained
for m= 1:length(speeddummy)
for n=1:length(lamdadummy)
graphicheadforce(m,n)=Headforcesol(1)+Headforcesol(2)*Iamdadummy(n)+Headforcesol(3)*(lamdadummny(n))^ 2
+Headforcesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))+Headforcesol(5)*(speeddummy(m))A2+Headforcesol(6)*lamdadummy(n)*sp
eeddummy(m)+Headforcesol(7)*(amdadummy(n))A2*(speeddummy(m))+Headforcesol(8)*(lamdadummy(n))*(spe
eddummy(m))A2+Headforcesol(9)*(amdadummy(n))A2*(speeddummy(m))2;
graphicheadforcephase(m,n)=Headforcephasesol(1)+Headforcephasesol(2)*(lamdadummy(n))A2+Headforcephaseso
l(3)*(speeddummy(m))A2+Headforcephasesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))A2*(lamdadummy(n))A2;
graphicheadmoment(m,n)=Headmomentsol(1)+Headmomentsol(2)*lamdadummy(n)+Headmomentsol(3)*(lamdadu
mmy(n))A2+Headmomentsol(4)*(speeddummy(m))+Headmomentsol(5)*(speeddummy(m))A2+Headmomentsol(6)*
lamdadummy(n)*speeddummy(m)+Headmomentsol(7)*(lamdadummy(n))A2*(speeddummy(m))+Headmomentsol(
8)*(lamdadummy(n))*(speeddummy(m))A2+Headmomentsol(9)*(amdadummy(n))A2*(speeddummy(m))2;
graphicheadmomentphase(m,n)=Headmomentphasesol(1)+Headmomentphasesol(2)*(lamdadummy(n))A2+Headmo
mentphasesol(3)*(speeddummy(m))A2+Headmomentphasesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))A2*(amdadummy(n))2;
graphicsternforce(m,n)=Sternforcesol(1)+Sternforcesol(2)*lamdadummy(n)+Sternforcesol(3)*(lamdadummy(n))A2
+Sternforcesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))+Sternforcesol(5)*(speeddUMMy(m))^2+Sternforcesol(6)*Iamdadummy(n)*sp
eeddummy(m)+Sternforcesol(7)*(lamdadummy(n))^ 2*(speeddummy(m))+Sternforcesol(8)*(lamdadummy(n))*(spe
eddummy(m))A2+Sternforcesol(9)*(amdadummy(n))A2*(speeddummy(m))2;
graphicsternforcephase(m,n)=Sternforcephasesol(1)+Sternforcephasesol(2)*(lamdadummy(n))A2+Sternforcephases
ol(3)*(speeddummy(m))A2+Sternforcephasesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))A2*(lamdadummy(n))A2;
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graphicsternmoment(m,n)=Sternmomentsol(1)+Sternmomentsol(2)*lamdadummy(n)+Sternmomentsol(3)*(lamdadu
mmy(n))A2+Sternmomentsol(4)*(speeddummy(m))+Sternmomentsol(5)*(speeddummy(m))A2+Sternmomentsol(6)*
lamdadummy(n)*speeddummy(m)+Sternmomentsol(7)*(lamdadummy(n))^2*(speeddummy(m))+Sternmomentsol(
8)*(lamdadummy(n))*(speeddummy(m))^2+Sternmomentsol(9)*(amdadummy(n))2*(speeddummy(m))2;
graphicsternmomentphase(m,n)=Sternmomentphasesol (1)+Sternmomentphasesol(2) *(lamdadummy(n))A2+Sternmo
mentphasesol(3)*(speeddummy(m))A2+Sternmomentphasesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))2*(amdadummy(n))2;
end
end
for m=1:length(speeddummy)
for n=I:length(lamdadummy)
graphienumheadforce(m,n)=NumHeadforcesol(1)+NumHeadforcesol(2)*lamdadummy(n)+NumHeadforcesol(3)*(1
amdadummy(n))A2+NumHeadforcesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))+NumHeadforcesol(5)*(speeddummy(m))A2+NumHe
adforcesol(6)*lamdadummy(n)*speeddummy(m)+NumHeadforcesol(7)*(lamdadummy(n))A2*(speeddummy(m))+
NumHeadforcesol(8)*(lamdadummy(n))*(speeddummy(m))A2+NumHeadforcesol(9)*(amdadummy(n))A2*(speedd
ummy(m))A2;
graphicnumheadforcephase(m,n)=NumHeadforcephasesol(1)+NumHeadforcephasesol(2)*(lamdadummy(n))A2+Nu
mHeadforcephasesol(3)*(speeddummy(m))2+NumHeadforcephasesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))A2*(lamdadummy(n))
A2;
graphicnumheadmoment(m,n)=NumHeadmomentsol(1)+NumHeadmomentsol(2)*lamdadummy(n)+NumHeadmom
entsol(3)*(lamdadummy(n))A2+NumHeadmomentsol(4)*(speeddummy(m))+NumHeadmomentsol(5)*(speeddumm
y(m))A2+NumHeadmomentsol(6)*lamdadummy(n)*speeddummy(m)+NumHeadmomentsol(7)*(amdadummy(n))A
2*(speeddummy(m))+NumHeadmomentsol(8)*(amdadummy(n))*(speeddummy(m))A2+NumHeadmomentsol(9)*(
lamdadummy(n))A2*(speeddummy(m))A2;
graphienumheadmomentphase(m,n)=NumHeadmomentphasesol(1)+NumHeadmomentphasesol(2)*(lamdadummy(n
))A2+NumHeadmomentphasesol(3)*(speeddummy(m))A2+NumHeadmomentphasesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))A2*(la
mdadummy(n))A2;
graphicnumsternforce(m,n)=NumSternforcesol(1)+NumSternforcesol(2) *Iamdadummy(n)+NumSternforcesol(3) *(1
amdadummy(n))A2+NumSternforcesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))+NumSternforcesol(5)*(speeddummy(m))A2+NumSte
rnforcesol(6)*lamdadummy(n)*speeddummy(m)+NumSternforcesol(7)*(amdadummy(n))2*(speeddummy(m))+N
umSternforcesol(8)*(lamdadummy(n))*(speeddummy(m))A2+NumSternforcesol(9)*(amdadummy(n))A2*(speeddu
mmy(m))A2;
graphicnumsternforcephase(m,n)=NumSternforcephasesol(1)+NumSternforcephasesol(2)*(lamdadummy(n))A2+Nu
mSternforcephasesol(3)*(speeddummy(m))2+NumSternforcephasesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))2*(amdadummy(n))
A2;
graphicnumsternmoment(m,n)=NumSternmomentsol(1)+NumSternmomentsol(2)*lamdadummy(n)+NumSternmom
entsol(3)*(lamdadummy(n))A2+NumSternmomentsol(4)*(speeddummy(m))+NumSternmomentsol(5)*(speeddumm
y(m))A2+NumSternmomentsol(6)*lamdadummy(n)*speeddummy(m)+NumSternmomentsol(7)*(lamdadummy(n))A
2*(speeddummy(m))+NumSternmomentsol(8)*(amdadummy(n))*(speeddummy(m))2+NumSternmomentsol(9)*(
lamdadummy(n))A2*(speeddummy(m))A2;
graphicnumsternmomentphase(m,n)=NumSternmomentphasesol(1)+NumSternmomentphasesol(2)*(lamdadummy(n
))A2+NumSternmomentphasesol(3)*(speeddummy(m))2+NumSternmomentphasesol(4)*(speeddummy(m))2*(la
mdadummy(n))A2;
end
end
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%Modify the graph for run numbers, color bars, zeroplane and show points
%through the transparent graph. Set any quanity to 1 to have them
%effective, 0 for inactive
rnover=O; % Displays the run numbers over the experimental results
addcolorbar=1; %Adds a color bar at the side of the graph
zeroplane=0; % Create a plane at Z=0 to discount any values below it
showpoints= 1; %Make the least squares graph transparent to see the other side
numgraph=1; %Include a plot of the numerical least squares fit
%Head Seas Heave Force
figure(5)
clf
if zeroplane== 1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,zeros(length(speeddummy),length(lamdadummy)))
hold on
end
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicheadforce)
hold on
if numgraph== 1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicnumheadforce)
end
title('Head Seas')
xlabel(quantity)
ylabel(quantity2)
zlabel('ND Heave Force')
hold on
if addcolorbar==1
colorbar('vert')
end
plot3(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),headforce(1,:),'bx')
if rnover==1
text(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),headforce(1,:),num2str(headrunnumber(:, 1)))
end
hold on
plot3(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),numheadforce(1,:),'g*')
legend('Data','Numerical','Calc Value');
legend boxoff
hold on
if showpoints==1
hidden off
end
%Head Sea Heave Phase
figure(6)
clf
if zeroplane== 1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,zeros(length(speeddummy),length(lamdadummy)))
hold on
end
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicheadforcephase)
hold on
if numgraph==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicnumheadforcephase)
end
title('Head Seas')
xlabel(quantity)
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ylabel(quantity2)
zlabel('Heave Phase')
hold on
if addcolorbar==1
colorbar('vert')
end
if phasefit==7
plot3(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),headforcephase(1,:),'bx')
end
if rnover== 1
text(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),headforcephase(1,:),num2str(headrunnumber(:, 1)))
end
hold on
plot3(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),numheadforcephase(1,:),'g*')
if phasefit==7
legend('Data','Numerical','Calc Value');
else
legend('Numerical','Calc Value');
end
legend boxoff
hold on
if showpoints==1
hidden off
end
%Head Seas Pitch Moment
figure(7)
clf
if zeroplane==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,zeros(length(speeddummy),length(lamdadummy)))
hold on
end
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicheadmoment)
hold on
if numgraph==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicnumheadmoment)
end
title('Head Seas')
xlabel(quantity)
ylabel(quantity2)
zlabel('ND Pitch Moment')
hold on
if addcolorbar==1
colorbar('vert')
end
plot3(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),headmoment(1,:),'bx')
if rnover==1
text(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),headmoment(1,:),num2str(headrunnumber(:, 1)))
end
hold on
plot3(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),numheadmoment(1,:),'g*')
legend('Data','Numerical','Calc Value');
legend boxoff
hold on
if showpoints== 1
hidden off
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end
%Head Seas Pitch Phase
figure(8)
clf
if zeroplane==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,zeros(length(speeddummy),length(lamdadummy)))
hold on
end
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicheadmomentphase)
hold on
if numgraph==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicnumheadmomentphase)
end
title('Head Seas')
xlabel(quantity)
ylabel(quantity2)
zlabel('ND Pitch Moment Phase')
hold on
if addcolorbar==1
colorbar('vert')
end
if phasefit==7
plot3(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),headmomentphase(1,:),'bx')
end
if rnover==1
text(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),headmomentphase(1,:),num2str(headrunnumber(:, 1)))
end
hold on
plot3(CoefficientHeadForce(:,2),CoefficientHeadForce(:,4),numheadmomentphase(1,:),'g*')
if phasefit==7
legend('Data','Numerical','Calc Value');
else
legend('Numerical','Calc Value');
end
legend boxoff
hold on
if showpoints==1
hidden off
end
%Stern Seas Heave Force
figure(9)
clf
if zeroplane==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,zeros(length(speeddummy),length(lamdadummy)))
hold on
end
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicsternforce)
hold on
if numgraph==1
mesh(] amdadummy, speeddummy,graphicnumsternforce)
end
title('Stern Seas')
xlabel(quantity)
ylabel(quantity2)
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zlabel('ND Heave Force')
hold on
if addcolorbar== 1
colorbar('vert')
end
plot3(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),sternforce(1,:),'bx')
if rnover==1
text(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),sternforce(1,:),num2str(sternrunnumber(:, 1)))
end
hold on
plot3(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),numsternforce(1,:),'g*')
legend('Data','Numerical','Calc Value');
legend boxoff
hold on
if showpoints==1
hidden off
end
%Stern Seas Heave Phase
figure(10)
clf
if zeroplane==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,zeros(length(speeddummy),length(lamdadummy)))
hold on
end
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicsternforcephase)
hold on
if numgraph==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicnumsternforcephase)
end
title('Stern Seas')
xlabel(quantity)
ylabel(quantity2)
zlabel('Heave Phase')
hold on
if addcolorbar==1
colorbar('vert')
end
if phasefit==7
plot3(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),sternforcephase(1,:),'bx')
end
if rnover==1
text(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),sternforcephase( 1,:),num2str(sternrunnumber(:, 1)))
end
hold on
plot3(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),numsternforcephase(1,:),'g*')
if phasefit==7
legend('Data','Numerical','Calc Value');
else
legend('Numerical','Calc Value');
end
legend boxoff
hold on
if showpoints==I
hidden off
end
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%Stern Seas Pitch Moment
figure(1 1)
clf
if zeroplane==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,zeros(length(speeddummy),length(lamdadummy)))
hold on
end
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicsternmoment)
hold on
if numgraph== 1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicnumsternmoment)
end
title('Stern Seas')
xlabel(quantity)
ylabel(quantity2)
zlabel('ND Pitch Moment')
hold on
if addcolorbar==1
colorbar('vert')
end
plot3(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),sternmoment(1,:),'bx')
if rnover==1
text(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),sternmoment(1,:),num2str(sternrunnumber(:, 1)))
end
hold on
plot3(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),numsternmoment(1,:),'g*')
legend('Data','Numerical','Calc Value');
legend boxoff
hold on
if showpoints==1
hidden off
end
%Stern Seas Pitch Phase
figure(12)
clf
if zeroplane==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,zeros(length(speeddummy),length(lamdadummy)))
hold on
end
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicsternmomentphase)
hold on
if numgraph==1
mesh(lamdadummy,speeddummy,graphicnumsternmomentphase)
end
title('Stern Seas')
xlabel(quantity)
ylabel(quantity2)
zlabel('ND Pitch Moment Phase')
hold on
if addcolorbar==1
colorbar('vert')
end
if phasefit==7
plot3(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),sternmomentphase(1,:),'bx')
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end
if rnover==1
text(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),sternmomentphase(1,:),num2str(sternrunnumber(:, 1)))
end
hold on
plot3(CoefficientSternForce(:,2),CoefficientSternForce(:,4),numsternmomentphase(1,:),'g*')
if phasefit==7
legend('Data','Numerical','Calc Value');
else
legend('Numerical','Calc Value');
end
legend boxoff
hold on
if showpoints==1
hidden off
end
%Finally, use the calculated experimental least squares fit and the numerical
%least squares fit to find an equation which relates a numerical results to
%an actual data results.
Headforcediffeqn=Headforcesol-NumHeadforcesol;
Headforcephasediffeqn=Headforcephasesol-NumHeadforcephasesol;
Headmomentdiffeqn=Headmomentsol-NumHeadmomentsol;
Headmomentphasediffeqn=Headmomentphasesol-NumHeadmomentphasesol;
Sternforcediffeqn=Sternforcesol-NumSternforcesol;
Sternforcephasediffeqn=Sternforcephasesol-NumSternforcephasesol;
Sternmomentdiffeqn=Sternmomentsol-NumSternmomentsol;
Sternmomentphasediffeqn=Sternmomentphasesol-NumSternmomentphasesol;
%Use the above equations to calculate the correction factors to the numerical
%data
counter=1;
subcounter= 1;
for m=1:length(data)
if (data(m, 1)<5 1)(data(m, 1)>=77&data(m, 1)<=90)
headcalcforcediffeqn(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadForce(subcounter,:)*Headforcediffeqn;
headcalcforcephasediffeqn(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadForcePhase(subcounter,:)*Headforcephasediffeqn;
headcalcmomentdiffeqn(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadMoment(subcounter,:)*Headmomentdiffeqn;
headcalcmomentphasediffeqn(subcounter)=CoefficientHeadMomentPhase(subcounter,:)*Headmomentphasediffeqn;
subcounter=subcounter+ 1;
else
if (data(m,1)>=51&data(m,1)<=76)I(data(m,1)>=137)
sterncalcforcediffeqn(counter)=CoefficientSternForce(counter,:)*Sternforcediffeqn;
sterncalcforcephasediffeqn(counter)=CoefficientSternForcePhase(counter,:) *Sternforcephasediffeqn;
sterncalcmomentdiffeqn(counter)=CoefficientSternMoment(counter,:)*Sternmomentdiffeqn;
sterncalcmomentphasediffeqn(counter)=CoefficientSternMomentPhase(counter,:) *Sternmomentphasediffeqn;
counter=counter+ 1;
end
end
end
%With the above corrections, now change all the numerical results and then
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%compare these results to the data results
correctednumheadforce=numheadcalcforce+headcalcforcediffeqn;
correctednumheadforcephase=numheadcalcforcephase+headcalcforcephasediffeqn;
correctednumheadmoment=numheadcalcmoment+headcalcmomentdiffeqn;
correctednumheadmomentphase=numheadcalcmomentphase+headcalcmomentphasediffeqn;
correctednumsternforce=numsterncalcforce+sterncalcforcediffeqn;
correctednumsternforcephase=numsterncalcforcephase+sterncalcforcephasediffeqn;
correctednumsternmoment=numsterncalcmoment+sterncalcmomentdiffeqn;
correctednumsternmomentphase=numsterncalcmomentphase+sterncalcmomentphasediffeqn;
%With the numerical solutions corrected, we can then compare these to the
%actual experimental results and find the difference
counter= 1;
subcounter= 1;
for m=1:length(data)
if (data(m, 1)<5 1)(data(m, 1)>=77&data(m, 1)<=90)
headforcecompare(subcounter)=abs(headforce(subcounter)-correctednumheadforce(subcounter));
% Head seas force difference
headforcephasecompare(subcounter)=abs(headforcephase(subcounter)-
correctednumheadforcephase(subcounter)); % Phase angle of head seas force difference (deg)
headmomentcompare(subcounter)=abs(headmoment(subcounter)-correctednumheadmoment(subcounter));
% Head seas moment difference
headmomentphasecompare(subcounter)=abs(headmomentphase(subcounter)-
correctednumheadmomentphase(subcounter)); % Phase angle of head seas moment difference (deg)
subcounter=subcounter+ 1;
else
if (data(m,1)>=51&data(m,1)<=76)I(data(m,1)>=137)
sternforcecompare(counter)=abs(sternforce(counter)-correctednumsternforce(counter)); %
Stern seas force difference
sternforcephasecompare(counter)=abs(sternforcephase(counter)-correctednumsternforcephase(counter));
% Phase angle of stern seas force difference (deg)
sternmomentcompare(counter)=abs(sternmoment(counter)-correctednumsternmoment(counter));
% Stern seas moment difference
sternmomentphasecompare(counter)=abs(sternmomentphase(counter)-
correctednumsternmomentphase(counter)); % Phase angle of stern seas moment difference (deg)
counter=counter+ 1;
end
end
end
finalheadforcemean=mean(headforcecompare);
finalheadforcedeviation=std(headforcecompare);
finalheadmomentmean=mean(headmomentcompare);
finalheadmomentdeviation=std(headmomentcompare);
finalsternforcemean=mean(sternforcecompare);
finalsternforcedeviation=std(sternforcecompare);
finalsternmomentmean=mean(sternmomentcompare);
finalsternmomentdeviation=std(sternmomentcompare);
%Calculate the percentage over the value that the numerical results are
%over the data results. This program finds which is higher, the numerical
%or data results, and determines the percentage difference.
headforcecomparepercentage 1 =correctednumheadforce-headforce;
headmomentcomparepercentage 1 =correctednumheadmoment-headmoment;
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sternforcecomparepercentage 1 =correctednumsternforce-sternforce;
sternmomentcomparepercentage 1 =correctednumsternmoment-sternmoment;
for p=l:length(headforcecomparepercentagel)
if headforcecomparepercentagel(p)>0
headforcecomparepercentage(p)=round((abs(headforcecomparepercentage1(p))/(correctednumheadforce(p))*100)');
else
headforcecomparepercentage(p)=round((abs(headforcecomparepercentagel (p))/(headforce(p))* 100)');
end
end
for p=1: length(headmomentcomparepercentage 1)
if headmomentcomparepercentagel (p)>0
headmomentcomparepercentage(p)=round((abs(headmomentcomparepercentage 1 (p))/(correctednumheadmoment(p)
)100)');
else
headmomentcomparepercentage(p)=round((abs(headmomentcomparepercentage 1 (p))/(headmoment(p)) *100)');
end
end
for p=l:length(sternforcecomparepercentage 1)
if sternforcecomparepercentage 1 (p)>0
sternforcecomparepercentage(p)=round((abs(sternforcecomparepercentage 1 (p))/(correctednumsternforce(p)) *100)');
else
sternforcecomparepercentage(p)=round((abs(sternforcecomparepercentage 1 (p))/(sternforce(p)) *100)');
end
end
for p=l :length(sternmomentcomparepercentage 1)
if sternmomentcomparepercentagel(p)>0
sternmomentcomparepercentage(p)=round((abs(sternmomentcomparepercentage 1 (p))/(correctednumsternmoment(p
)* 100)');
else
sternmomentcomparepercentage(p)=round((abs(sternmomentcomparepercentage 1 (p))/(sternmoment(p)) *100)');
end
end
compareavgheadforcepercentage=mean(headforcecomparepercentage);
compareavgheadmomentpercentage=mean(headmomentcomparepercentage);
compareavgsternforcepercentage=mean(sternforcecomparepercentage);
compareavgsternmomentpercentage=mean(sternmomentcomparepercentage);
%For Plotting Purposes only. To plot the percentage difference mid-way
%between the experimental and numerical results.
comparemedianheadforce=abs(correctednumheadforce-headforce)/2+headforce;
comparemedianheadmoment=abs(correctednumheadmoment-headmoment)/2+headmoment;
comparemediansternforce=abs(correctednumsternforce-sternforce)/2+sternforce;
comparemediansternmoment=abs(correctednumsternmoment-sternmoment)/2+sternmoment;
figure( 13)
clf
plot(headforce,'b.');
hold on
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plot(correctednumheadforce,'g*');
hold on
for n=1:length(headforce)
message=sprintf('%3.Off%s',headforcecomparepercentage(n),percentage);
set(text(n-.5,comparemedianheadforce(n),message),'fontsize',7);
end
legend('Data Force','Corrected SWAN and WAMIT Force');
Xlabel('Data Point')
Ylabel('Non Dimensional Force')
message2=sprintf('Head Sea Force: The average percentage difference is
%3.2f%s ',compareavgheadforcepercentage,percentage);
title(message2)
figure(14)
clf
plot(headmoment,'b.');
hold on
plot(correctednumheadmoment,'g*');
hold on
for n= 1:length(headmoment)
message=sprintf('%3.Of% s',headmomentcomparepercentage(n),percentage);
set(text(n-.5,comparemedianheadmoment(n),message),'fontsize',7);
end
message2=sprintf('Head Sea Moment: The average percentage difference is
%3.2f% s',compareavgheadmomentpercentage,percentage);
title(message2)
legend('Data Moment','Corrected SWAN and WAMIT Moment');
Xlabel('Data Point')
Ylabel('Non Dimensional Moment')
figure(15)
clf
plot(sternforce,'b.');
hold on
plot(correctednumsternforce,'g*');
hold on
for n=1:length(sternforce)
message=sprintf('%3.0f%s',sternforcecomparepercentage(n),percentage);
set(text(n-.5,comparemediansternforce(n),message),'fontsize',7);
end
message2=sprintf('Stern Sea Force: The average percentage difference is
%3.2fs',compareavgsternforcepercentage,percentage);
title(message2)
legend('Data Force','Corrected SWAN and WAMIT Force');
Xlabel('Data Point')
Ylabel('Non Dimensional Force')
figure(16)
clf
plot(sternmoment,'b.');
hold on
plot(correctednumsternmoment,'g*');
hold on
for n=1:length(sternmoment)
message=sprintf('%3.Off%s',sternmomentcomparepercentage(n),percentage);
set(text(n-.5,comparemediansternmoment(n),message),'fontsize',7);
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end
message2=sprintf('Stern Sea Moment: The average percentage difference is
%3.2f%s ',compareavgsternmomentpercentage,percentage);
title(message2)
legend('Data Moment','Corrected SWAN and WAMIT Moment');
Xlabel('Data Point')
Ylabel('Non Dimensional Moment')
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Appendix E Total Results Matrix
This appendix contains all of the experimental results. Appendix E. 1 contains the test
conditions. The first two columns are arbitrarily assigned run and test numbers. The third
column is the angle of attack, with head seas being 180'. The fourth column is speed; the fifth is
submergence to the centerline. The sixth column is the wavelength; the sixth is the frequency of
the waves. The seventh column is the wave height; the eight is the frequency in radians per
second. The ninth column is the encounter frequency, and the tenth column is the wave number.
The last four columns are the rudder angle, stern plane angle, vehicle pitch, and vehicle yaw.
Appendices E.2 through E.5 contain the sway force, heave force, pitch moment, and yaw
moment for all of the tests. The columns are shown as the steady force, fundamental frequency,
two times the fundamental frequency, and three times the fundamental frequency. Each
frequency has an amplitude and phase. The amplitudes are in Newtons, and the phases are in
degrees.
E. 1 Test Conditions
_Test Conditions
Run# Test # a (deg) U (m/s) Sub (m) X (m) f (hz) Height (cm) o Fregenc k (1/m) Rdr Sp Pit Y
1N1 180 2.06 0.85725 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
2N2 172 1.03 0.85725 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 08
3N3 180 2.06 0.85725 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0
4N4redo 180 2.06 0.85725 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0
5N5 180 1.03 0.85725 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 00
6N6 180 0.515 0.47625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
7N7 180 1.03 0.47625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
8N8 180 2.06 0.47625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 010
9N9 180 2.06 0.47625 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 00
1N10 180 2.06 0.47625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 00
11N11 180 2.06 0.47625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40
12N12 180 2.06 0.47625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80
13N13 176 2.06 0.47625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 014
14N14 172 2.06 0.47625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 08
15N15 180 0.515 0.28625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16N16 180 2.06 0.28625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17N17 172 2.06 0.28625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 018
18N18 180 2.06 0.28625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80
19N19 180 2.06 0.28625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -80
2qN20 180 2.06 0.28625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 00
21N21 180 2.06 0.28625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 -810
22N22 180 2.06 0.28625 0 q 0 0 0 0 7 0 00
23N23 180 2.06 0.28625 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 -8 0
24N24 180 2.06 0.28625 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0 0
25S1 180 0.515 0.85725 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.862461 1.9821 0 0 0 0
26S2 180 0.515 0.85725 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.55423 0.991 0 0 0 0
27S3 180 1.03 0.85725 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 1.024921 1.9821 0 0 0 0
2 S4 180 2.06 0.85725 6.34 0.473 9.88 2.9719 0.797921 0.991 0 0 0 0
29S5 180 0.515 0.47625 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 1.316921 3.9642 0 0 0 0
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31S7 180 1.03 0.47625 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 1.641842 3.9642 0 0 0 0
32S8 180 2.06 0.47625 1.585 0.992 2.523 6.2329 2.291685 3.9642 0 0 0 0
33S9 180 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 1.349842 1.9821 0 0 0 0
34S10 180 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 1.349842 1.9821 0 0 0 0
35S11 180 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 1.349842 1.9821 0 7 0 0
36S12 180 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 1.349842 1.9821 0 0 4 0
37S13 176 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 1.349842 1.9821 0 0 0 4
38S14 180 2.06 0.47625 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.797921 0.991 0 0 0 C
39S15 180 1.03 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 1.024921 1.9821 0 0 0_0
40S16 180 1.03 0.47625 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 1.641842 3.9642 0 0 0 0
41S17 180 0.515 0.28525 0.792 1.404 3.305 8.8216 2.054253 7.9333 0 0 0 0
42S18 180 0.515 0.28525 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 1.316921 3.9642 0 0 0 0
43S19 180 2.06 0.28525 0.792 1.404 2.283 8.8216 4.00501 7.9333 0 0 0 0
44S20 180 2.06 0.28525 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 2.291685 3.9642 0 0 0 0
45S21 180 2.06 0.28525 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 1.349842 1.9821 0 0 0 0
46S22 180 0.515 0.28525 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.55423 0.991 0 0 0 0
47S23 180 0.515 0.28525 0.792 1.404 1.261 8.8216 2.054253 7.9333 0 0 0 0
48324 180 2.06 0.28525 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.797921 0.991 0 0 0 0
49 25 180 2.06 0.28525 0.792 1.404 1.261 8.8216 4.00501 7.9333 0 0 0 0
5 S26 180 2.06 0.28525 0.792 1.404 3.305 8.8216 4.00501 7.9333 0 0 0 0
51327 0 0.515 0.85725 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.537539 1.9821 0 0 0 0
52S28 0 0.515 0.85725 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.39177 0.991 0 0 0 0
53S29 0 2.06 0.85725 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.148079 0.991 0 0 0 0
54S30 0 1.03 0.85725 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.375079 1.9821 0 0 0 0
55S31 0 0.515 0.47625 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.667079 3.9642 0 0 0 0
56S32 0 0.515 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.537539 1.9821 0 0 0 0
5 S33 0 1.03 0.47625 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.342158 3.9642 0 0 0 0
58S34 0 1.03 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.375079 1.9821 0 0 0 0
59S35 0 1.03 0.47625 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.342158 3.9642 0 0 0 0
60S36 0 2.06 0.47625 1.585 0.992 2.523 6.2329 -0.307685 3.9642 0 0 0 0
61S37 0 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.050158 1.9821 0 0 0 0
62338 0 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.050158 1.9821 0 0 0 0
63S39 0 2.06 0.47625 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.148079 0.991 0 0 0 0
64 S40 0 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.050158 1.9821 0 7 0 0
65S41 0 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.050158 1.9821 0 0 4 0
66S42 4 2.06 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.050158 1.9821 0 0 0 4
6 S43 0 0.515 0.28525 0.792 1.404 3.305 8.8216 0.753747 7.9333 0 0 0 0
6 344 0 0.515 0.28525 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.667079 3.9642 0 0 0 0
69S45 0 0.515 0.28525 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.39177 0.991 0 0 0 0
70S46 0 0.515 0.28525 0.792 1.404 1.261 8.8216 0.753747 7.9333 0 0 0 0
71S47 0 2.06 0.28525 0.792 1.404 2.283 8.8216 -1.19701 7.9333 0 0 0 0
72S48 0 2.06 0.28525 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 -0.307685 3.9642 0 0 0 0
73S49 0 2.06 0.28525 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.050158 1.9821 0 0 0 0
74350 0 2.06 0.28525 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.148079 0.991 0 0 0 C
75S51 0 2.06 0.28525 0.792 1.404 1.261 8.8216 -1.19701 7.9333 0 0 0 C
76S52 0 2.06 0.28525 0.792 1.404 3.305 8.8216 -1.19701 7.9333 0 0 0 C
77Z1 18 0 0.85725 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
134
3 S6 180 0.515 0.47625 3.171 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.862461 1.9821 0l l 0l c
7 Z3 180 0 0.85725 3.1 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
80 Z4 180 0 0.47625 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
81 Z5 18C 0 0.47625 3.1 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
82 6 180 0 0.47625 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0C C
8 7 180 0 0.47625 3.1 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
84 8 180 0 0.47625 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 C
8 9 180 0 0.28525 0.792 1.404 3.305 8.821E 1.40 7.9333 0 C
86 10 180 0 0.28525 1.58 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
8 11 180 0 0.28525 0.792 1.404 2.283 8.8216 1.404 7.9333 0 0 0 C
88 12 180 0 0.28525 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
89 13 180 0 0.28525 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
90 14 180 0 0.28525 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 C
92 16 90 0 0.85725 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
9 17 90 0 0.85725 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 C
94 18 90 0 0.85725 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
9 519 90 0 0.47625 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
9. 20 90 0 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
9 721 90 0 0.47625 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 C
9: 22 90 0 0.47625 3.1 0. 5.045 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
99 23 9( 0 0.47625 6.34 0.47 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 C
10 Z24 90 ( 0.28525 0.792 1.40 3.305 8.8216 1.404 7.9333 0 0 0 C
101 25 90 0 0.28525 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 01 0 0 C
102 26 90 ( 0.28525 0.792 1.40 2.283 8.821E 1.404 7.9333 0 0 0 C
10 27 90 0 0.28525 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
10 28 90 0 0.28525 3.1 0. 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
10 29 90 ( 0.28525 6.3 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 C
10 31 135 0 0.85725 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
10: 32 135 0 0.85725 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 01 0 0 C
109 33 135 0 0.85725 3.1 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
11 OZ34 135 0 0.47625 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 01 0 0 C
111 35 135 0 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0. 1.9821 0 0 0 C
112 36 135 0 0.47625 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
11 337 135 0 0.47625 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
11 438 135 C 0.47625 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 C
11 539 135 0 0.28525 0.792 1.404 3.305 8.8216 1.404 7.9333 0 0 0 C
116 40 135 C 0.28525 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
11 741 135 0 0.28525 0.792 1.404 2.283 8.8216 1.404 7.9333 01 0 0 C
118 42 135 C 0.28525 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
119 43 135 C 0.28525 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
12 Z44 135 C 0.28525 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 C
122 46 45 0 0.85725 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 C0 0 C
12 347 45 C 0.85725 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 C
124 48 45 0 0.85725 3.17 0. 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
12 549 45 C 0.47625 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
12. 50 45 C 0.47625 3.1~ 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
12 751 45 C 0.47625 1.585 0.992 8.37 6.2322 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 C
128 52 45 C 0.47625 3.17 0. 5.04 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 C
135
18C c 0.85725 6.341 0.473 9. 88,c, 2.97191 0.991 01 c 01 c78|Z2 0. 4 72
130Z54 45 0 0.28525 0.792 1.404 3.305 8.8216 1.404 7.9333 0 0 0 0
131 Z55 45 0 0.28525 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 0
132Z56 45 0 0.28525 0.792 1.404 2.283 8.8216 1.404 7.9333 0 0 0 0
133Z57 45 0 0.28525 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 0
134Z58 45 0 0.28525 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 0
135Z59 45 0 0.28525 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 0
137Z61 0 0 0.28525 0.792 1.404 3.305 8.8216 1.404 7.9333 0 0 0 0
138Z62 0 0 0.28525 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 0
139Z63 0 0 0.28525 0.792 1.404 2.283 8.8216 1.404 7.9333 0 0 0 0
140Z64 0 0 0.28525 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 0
141 Z65 0 0 0.28525 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 0
142Z66 0 0 0.28525 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 0
144Z68 0 0 0.47625 1.585 0.992 5.449 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 0
145Z69 0 0 0.47625 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 0
146Z70 0 0 0.47625 1.585 0.992 8.375 6.2329 0.992 3.9642 0 0 0 0
147Z71 0 0 0.47625 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 0
148 72 0 0 0.47625 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 0
14 73 0 0 0.85725 3.17 0.7 5.045 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 0
150 74 0 0 0.85725 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 0 0 0 0
151 Z75 0 0 0.85725 3.17 0.7 10.898 4.3982 0.7 1.9821 0 0 0 0
E.2 Sway Forces
Test Y Force
Run# Test# Ofreq force Ophase ifreq iforce 1phase 2freq 2force 2phase 3f req force 3phase
N1 0 0.915 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2N2 0 6.154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3N3 0 10.075 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4N4redo 0 2.165 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5N5 0 9.602 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6N6 0 0.259 180 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0
7N7 0 1.729 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8N8 0 7.349 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9N9 0 12.267 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1ON10 0 2.448 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0
11iN11 0 1.156 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12N12 0 2.093 180 0 0 0 0_ 0 0 0 0 0
13N13 0 17.719 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0
14N14 0 40.636 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15N15 0 0.28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16N16 0 2.81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17N17 0 38.13 __ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18N18 0 4.598 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19N19 0 2.913 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20N20 0 4.748 180 0 0 0 0 __ 0 0 0 0
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45 0l129Z53 C 0.47625 6.34 0.473 9.889 2.9719 0.473 0.991 C C 0
22N22 0 8.001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23N23 0 14.271 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24N24 0 7.922 0 0 0 _ 0 _0 0 0 0 0
25S1 0 0.089 0 0.85 0.395 -41.396 0 0 0 2.551 0.206 -156.763
26S2 0 0.069 0 0.548 0.275 -53.973 1.096 0.074 -32.342 1.645 0.076 59.153
27S3 0 0.14 180 1.032 0.471 -75.273 0 0 0 0 0 0
28S4 0 0.854 180 0.815 0.65 -55.054 0 __ 0 0 0 0
2935 0 0.277 180 1.304 0.844 -76.097 2.609 0.078 -63.332 0 0 0
30S6 0 0.313 180 0.852 1.183 -77.748 1.705 0.109 -85.905 0 0 0
31S7 0 1.721 180 1.653 0.988 -71.122 0 0 0 0 0 0
32S8 0 6.52 180 1.744 2.692 48.85 5.233 7.02 -53.785 6.395 1.785 93.862
33S9 0 6.993 180 1.389 0.99 -13.599 0 0 0 0 0 0
34S10 0 7.318 180 1.389 1.778 169.752 2.778 1.123 129.895 4.167 1.864 -140.185
35S11 0 3.394 180 1.389 2.621 -69.71 0 0 0 0 0 0
36S12 0 2.174 180 0 0 0 2.778 1.124 89.456 4.167 1.431 -125.276
37S13 0 16.453 0 1.389 1.667 104.779 0 0 0 0 0
38S14 0 6.093 180 0.815 1.542 -132.437 0 0 0 0 0 0
39315 0 1.699 180 1.025 0.871 -133.98 0 0 0 0 0 0
40S16 0 1.797 180 1.667 1.081 -105.414 3.333 0.695 -115.565 5 2.489 179.169
41S17 0 0.35 0 2.006 0.168 24.937 0 0 0 0 0 0
42S18 0 0.973 0 1.307 2.614 -88.13 2.614 0.135 -22.931 3.922 0.082 38.754
43S19 0 5.001 180 4.167 1.291 -69.175 8.333 0.751 -106.167 0 0 0
44S20 0 3.318 180 2.368 3.716 -111.109 5 1.576 -125.649 6.842 0.906 -159.025
45S21 0 3.218 180 1.389 2.568 -110.491 3.125 0.63 7.895 3.819 1.223 -151.241
46S22 0 0.646 0 0.549 0.716 -25.456 1.099 0.132 -81.658 1.648 0.12 -172.435
47S23 0 0.381 180 2.027 0.116 168.204 0 0 0 0 0 0
48S24 0 4.402 180 0.82 2.038 -124.54 0 0 0 0 0 0
49S25 0 3.309 180 4.128 1.011 -99.241 8.028 0.365 127.914 12.156 0.076 -58.957
50S26 0 3.873 180 4.054 2.126 -13.738 7.432 1.498 -153.809 11.486 0.345 -161.992
51S27 0 0.01 0 0.547 0.202 4.802 0 0 0 1.642 0.073 -47.496
52S28 0 0.011 0 0.399 0.477 7.462 0.798 0.143 57.69 0 0 0
53S29 0 0.051 0 0.122 0.794 -45.803 0 0 0 0 0 0
54S30 0 0.26 0 0.368 0.652 20.82 0 0 0 0 0 0
55S31 0 0.785 0 0.685 0.587 59.029 0 0 0 2.055 0.122 46.824
56S32 0 0.765 0 0.546 0.832 -29.576 1.092 0.15 173.674 1.638 0.135 -109.218
57S33 0 0.411 0 0.335 0.676 55.142 0 0 0 0 0 0
58S34 0 0.35q 0 0.364 1.127 -1.511 0.728 0.244 -95.538 0 0 0
59335 0 0.283 0 0.319 0.342 34.34 0.638 0.305 -72.259 0 0 0
60S36 0 0.443 180 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0
61337 0 0.844 0 _ 0_ 0 0 0 0 0 0
62S38 0 0.79 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0
63S39 0 0.886 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0.403 0.767 -103.831
64S40 0 10.479 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
65S41 0 1.104 0 0 0 0 0 C_ 0 0 0 0
66S42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0
67S43 0 0.219 180 0.789 0.244 -114.152 0 C 0 0 0 0
68S44 0 0.221 180 0.688 1.68 62.548 0 C 0 1.95 0.333 82.764
137
0l 0 0 021N21 0 0.629 0 0 0 0 0 0
70S46 0 0.246 180 0 0 0 0 C 0 2.361 0.032 -28.229
71S47 0 4.345 180 0 0 0 2.419 1.405 -80.751 3.763 2.043 88.318
72S48 0 3.675 180 0.538 1.36 -7.521 0 C 0 0 0 C
73S49 0 0.025 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
74S50 0 0.074 0 0 0 0 0.476 0.837 -116.509 0 0 0
75S51 0 4.27 180 1.68 1.844 137.145 2.365 1.097 177.099 4.054 1.463 -179.227
76S52 0 4.19 180 1.667 1.39 33.661 2.667 0.87 -92.008 4.333 2.498 8.155
77 1 0 0.199 0 0.704 0.44 134.696 1.408 0.01 -78.721 0 0 0
78 2 0 0.188 0 0.47 0.259 151.171 0 C 0 1.426 0.108 -85.18
79 3 0 0.289 0 0.701 0.922 154.562 1.402 0.081 121.319 2.103 0.087 -54.847
80 4 0 0.130 0 0.993 1.315 159.617 1.987 0.131 -173.735 2.98 0.02 126.8
81 5 0 0.117 0 0.69 0.638 -70.222 1.394 0.083 168.452 2.092 0.063 -1.39
82 6 0 0.123 0 1.008 1.516 39.91 2.016 0.03 -168.181 3.024 0.036 80.012
83 7 0 0.08 0 0.983 0.211 -177.176 1.264 0.03 -34.564 2.107 0.014 173.79
84Z8 0 0.06 0 0.47 0.309 -88.512 0.952 0.127 28.567 0 0
85 9 0 0.453 0 1.40E 0.583 -80.909 2.817 0.124 177.465 0 0 0
86Z10 0 0.873 0 1 1.737 -87.194 2 0.50 17.458 3 0.128 -14.776
87 11 0 0.804 180 0 C 0 2.8 0.05 -34.333 0 0 0
88 12 0 1.11 180 0.991 2.33E -76.631 1.982 0.197 -157.166 2.974 0.03 -77.521
89 13 0 1.2 180 0.699 1.09 -36.879 0 C 0 2.098 0.065 -123.038
90 14 0 0.777 0 0.47q 0.684 161.222 0.946 0.27, 25.271 1.42 0.048 -160.894
92 16 0 0.03 ( 0.704 7.25E 86.233 1.408 0.024 -124.493 2.113 0.103 91.077
93 17 0 0.051 180 0.473 20.868 74.595 0.946 0.18 11.176 1.42 0.423 -142.57
94Z18 ( 0 0 C 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0
95 19 0 1.425 180 1 13.958 71.956 0 C 0 3 0.814 -153.55
96 20 C 1.635 180 0.701 32.412 82.322 1.402 0.846 36.999 2.103 0.482 4.894
97 21 0 1.537 180 0.991 21.731 77.093 1.982 0.128 -45.324 2.974 1.618 37.989
98 22 0 1.377 180 0.702 15.302 83.595 1.404 0.119 25.582 2.105 0.093 64.763
99 23 C 1.629 18( 0.47q 26.68 77.151 0.947 0.897 -14.944 1.42 0.325 68.466
100 24 0 1.284 180 1.401 10.821 90.768 2.802 0.252 -161.028 4.203 0.371 -52.501
101 25 0 1.45 180 1 37.605 71.939 2 0.648 -161.261 3 1.128 66.033
102 26 C 1.205 180 1.429 6.814 77.896 2.857 0.11 -72.369 4.286 0.161 38.189
103 27 0 1.325 180 0.989 24.991 73.516 0 0 2.968 0.435 -27.443
104 28 0 1.771 180 0.701 42.668 78.052 1.402 2.512 35.903 2.103 0.257 77.918
105 29 C 1.598 180 0.478 30.562 71.66 0.956 0.304 -12.09 1.434 0.497 52.946
107 31 0 0.002 0 0.701 4.64 82.527 1.402 0.324 121.702 2.103 1.517 -163.346
108Z32 C 0.059 180 0.475 15.764 71.996 0.949 2.49 -135.936 1.424 1.283 -116.009
109 33 0 0.106 180 0.698 12.342 70.441 1.395 6.55 -176.387 2.093 7.966 89.957
110 34 0 0.223 0 0.991 4.958 74.89 1.982 1.285 -21.069 2.974 0.772 132.173
111 35 0 0.032 0 0.704 20.545 74.185 1.408 3.292 115.883 2.113 7.745 163.809
112Z36 0 0.122 0 0.993 7.706 72.142 1.986 2.741 -72.825 2.978 2.326 101.859
113 37 0 0.145 0 0.701 9.238 76.884 1.402 1.10 165.152 2.103 1.452 -37.65
114Z38 0 0.01 0 0.473 18.81 73.185 0.946 0.847 -171.595 1.42 0.925 20.296
115Z39 0 0.224 0 1.404 0.919 -117.027 2.809 0.11 67.153 4.213 0.268 56.379
11640 0 0.017 18( 0.992 15.11 64.361 1.984 3.29 -25.143 2.976 4.346 -88.401
117 41 0 0.24 0 1.389 0.627 -137.339 2.778 0.07 167.645 4.167 0.332 108.275
118 42 0 0.157 0 0.9 8.901 64.51 1.98 1.214 -105.222 2.97 0.791 -86.471
138
5.7871 0.794 -176.7371691S45 c 0.314 1801 0.397 0.971 0.218 28.445 1.19 0.058
120Z44 0 0.078 180 0.473 20.826 69.589 0.946 0.908 148.468 1.42 0.433 174.545
122Z46 0 1.259 180 0.701 4.653 -112.192 1.402 0.02 73.348 2.103 0.09 179.241
123Z47 0 1.201 180 0.473 14.964 -110.884 0.947 0.157 110.724 1.42 0.183 136.779
124Z48 0 1.284 180 0.703 10.379 -111.549 1.406 0.128 66.535 2.108 0.439 123.465
125Z49 0 1.055 180 1 4.808 -137.267 2 0.226 -2.955 3 0.753 -170.961
126Z50 0 0.946 180 0.7 21.03 -114.819 1.4 0.093 -28.187 2.1 0.25 -17.006
127Z51 0 1.006 180 0.989 7.339 -171.753 1.977 0.522 -112.452 2.966 1.194 87.272
128Z52 0 1.022 180 0.702 9.274 -112.487 1.404 0.066 162.189 2.105 0.037 130.87
129Z53 0 0.945 180 0.474 19.079 -110.656 0.948 0.569 157.045 1.422 0.119 -156.781
130Z54 0 1.022 180 1.399 1.338 70.03 2.797 0.224 12.807 4.196 0.076 101.198
131 Z55 0 1.157 180 0.995 14.65 -142.423 1.99 0.835 -171.226 2.985 1.15 119.739
132Z56 0 1 180 1.398 0.775 54.802 2.795 0.07 -31.021 4.193 0.048 135.299
133Z57 0 1.085 180 0.995 10.318 -144.747 1.99 0.394 76.35 2.985 0.418 134.561
134Z58 0 0.826 180 0.703 27.774 -119.064 1.406 0.858 -11.653 2.108 0.51 110.893
135Z59 0 0.774 180 0.475 22.051 -113.427 0.951 0.671 -163.615 1.426 0.161 116.245
137Z61 0 0.101 0 1.394 0.201 -147.519 2.789 0.152 -128.736 0 0 0
138Z62 0 0.037 0 0.995 1.216 115.153 1.99 0.187 -173.04 2.985 0.184 78.566
139Z63 0 0.101 0 1.401 0.229 -147.444 2.802 0.077 -111.391 0 0 0
140Z64 0 0.263 0 0.996 0.445 130.44 1.992 0.131 133.34 2.988 0.068 -124.821
141 Z65 0 0.111 0 0.698 1.713 34.523 1.395 0.231 -122.893 2.093 0.117 151.095
142Z66 0 0.1931 0 0.476 0.849 27.324 0.951 0.208 122.037 0 0 0
144Z68 0 1.023 0 0.994 0.545 112.503 1.989 0.12 93.016 2.983 0.124 -153.91
145Z69 0 0.981 0 0.704 1.17 36.672 1.408 0.07q 13.938 2.113 0.084 -161.105
146Z70 0 1.005 0 0.991 0.754 128.898 1.987 0.234 -113.272 2.98 0.3 76.242
147Z71 0 0.994 0 0.702 0.542 39.163 1.404 0.027 46.781 2.105 0.02 74.144
148Z72 0 0.993 0 0.475 0.717 29.659 0.951 0.07 71.765 0 0 0
149Z73 0 0.102 0 0.701 0.219 24.305 1.402 0.007 8.175 2.103 0.007 -4.074
150Z74 0 0.086 0 0.476 0.383 18.613 0.952 0.007 131.451 0 0 0
151 Z75 0 0.089 0 0.703 0.568 16.381 1.406 0.094 35.64 2.109 0.012 123.026
E.3 Heave Forces
Test Z Force
Run# Test # Ofreq Oforce Ophase 1freq 1force 1phase 2freq 2force 23freq 3force 3phase
1N1 0 2.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2N2 0 2.249 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3N3 0 18.095 180 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4N4redo 0 19.131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5N5 0 0.078 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6N6 0 0.21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7N7 0 0.394 00 0 _0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8N8 0 4.556 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9N9 0 1.878 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1ON10 0 13.273 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11N11 0 6.033 180 0_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12N12 0 21.486 180 0 0 0_ 0 0 0 0_ 0_ 0
13N13 0 5.7631 0 0 0 __ _ 0 0 0 0
139
0.274 18d 0.701126.309 2.10311 9Z43 0 70.685 1.402 3.33 85.028 2.393 -163.156
15N15 0 0.337 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16N16 0 4.034 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17N17 0 5.125 0 0 __ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18N18 0 22.231 180 0 0 _ 0 _ 0 0 0 0
19N19 0 33.349 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20N20 0 11.085 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21N21 0 22.15 0__ 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22N22 0 1.791 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23N23 0 36.643 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24N24 0 17.08 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25S1 0 0.015 180 0.85 4.864 20.685 1.701 0.331 -134.597 0 0 0
26S2 0 0.656 180 0.548 11.527 11.376 0 0 0 0 0 0
27S3 0 0.518 180 1.032 11.508 -5.641 0 0 0 3.096 0.308 -61.702
28S4 0 2.26 0 0.815 12.874 17.132 0 0 0 2.446 0.799 16.448
29S5 0 0.015 0 1.304 2.861 19.705 2.609 0.322 -97.215 3.913 0.13 98.323
30S6 _ 1.137 180 0.852 24.496 -1.768 1.705 0.333 129.834 2.557 0.187 80.989
31S7 0 0.092 180 1.653 5.338 39.674 3.306 0.609 -101.789 0 0 0
32S8 0 5.191 0 2.907 1.479 -56.851 5.233 0.604 -58.909 6.977 2.876 78.692
33S9 0 3.822 0 1.389 11.853 -8.516 0 0 0 0 0 0
34S10 0 3.266 0 1.389 24.52 29.586 0 0 0 4.167 0.714 -105.136
35S11 0 11.71 180 1.389 24.502 6.268 2.778 1.611 -75.506 0 0 0
36S12 0 22.372 180 1.389 24.52 31.176 0 0 0 4.167 0.584 -120.842
37S13 0 5.786 0 1.389 24.062 8.014 2.778 0.721 3.787 0 0 0
38S14 0 3.169 0 0.815 22.12 0.739 1.63 1.361 -46.639 0 0 0
39S15 0 0.7 180 1.025 24.576 -10.606 2.049 0.231 -96.636 0 0 0
40S16 0 0.354 0 1.667 3.037 4.777 0 0 0 5 0.598 -179.26
41S17 0 0.348 0 2.006 0.883 148.084 0 0 0 0 0 0
42S18 0 1.261 180 1.307 8.017 -0.98 2.614 0.77 -67.257 3.922 0.371 -3.367
43S19 0 3.194 0 4.167 2.578 -107.107 8.333 0.751 61.628 0 0 0
44S20 0 2.179 0 2.368 1.134 150.731 4.737 0.571 -78.068 7.105 2.942 90.507
45S21 0 0.938 0 1.389 30.972 -1.809 2.778 0.647 -86.325 3.819 0.98 -68.781
46S22 0 0.898 180 0.549 25.01 6.096 0 0 0 1.648 0.328 -49.792
47S23 0 0.042 0 2.027 0.346 -105.554 4.054 0.261 -170.554 6.081 0.105 -14.469
48S24 0 0.85 0 0.82 24.857 -23.446 1.639 0.71 -33.948 0 0 0
49S25 0 2.614 _ 0 4.128 1.909 -108.759 8.257 0.234 53.15 11.697 0.184 45.748
50S26 0 2.744 0 4.054 3.524 -80.483 8.784 1.669 -132.124 0 0 0
51S27 0 0.165 0 0.547 4.113 -16.206 0 0 0 0 0 0
52S28 0 0.201 180 0.399 10.517 -10.608 0.798 0.772 75.513 0 0 0
53S29 0 2.711 0 0.122 8.473 -52.251 0 0 0 0 0 0
54S30 0 0.002 0 0.368 9.133 -13.645 0 0 0 1.103 0.496 -135.355
55S31 0 48.068 180 0.685 3.061 -25.727 1.37 0.449 126.517 0 0 0
56S32 0 49.047 180 0.546 23.838 -20.202 0 0 0 1.747 0.395 45.217
57S33 0 48.982 180 0.335 5.612 -31.761 0.67 0.316 -100.457 0.893 0.167 -164.531
58S34 0 49.583 180 0.364 21.528 -17.974 0 0 0 1.092 0.566 -78.33
59S35 0 48.549 180 0.319 3.118 -34.81 0 0 0 0 0 0
60S36 0 46.664 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
61IS37 0 49.15 180 0 __ __ 0 0 0 0 0
140
c 0l 0 c 0141N14 0 7.824 c 0 0 c c
63S39 0 48.309 180 0 0 0 0.354 22.475 88.68 0.537 24.24 -69.069
64S40 0 55.708 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
65S41 0 47.878 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
66S42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
67S43 0 0.359 180 0.789 1.254 79.219 0 0 0 2.368 0.101 -4.862
68S44 0 2.395 180 0.688 8.919 -32.729 1.491 0.501 85.012 2.179 0.12 -48.861
69S45 0 1.33 180 0.397 22.823 -13.305 0.794 0.699 -56.074 1.19 0.294 -66.777
70S46 0 0.164 180 0.787 0.317 74.285 0 0 0 2.361 0.131 47.766
71S47 0 1.46 0 1.075 0.675 -69.841 2.688 0.912 -85.255 3.763 1.166 -12.489
72S48 0 2.022 0 0.538 2.337 10.487 0 0 0 0 0 C
73S49 0 2.611 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
74S50 0 0.086 180 0 0 0 0.476 27.889 -141.914 0.708 1.647 142.621
75S51 0 1.088 0 1.014 0.842 -109.853 2.703 1.123 68.816 4.392 0.398 119.235
76S52 0 0.61 0 1 2.414 169.619 3 1.223 -69.771 4.333 1.027 130.512
77Z1 0 0.18 180 0.704 4.632 -164.465 0 0 0 2.113 0.053 -158.296
78Z2 0 0.402 180 0.475 8.992 -144.601 0.951 0.544 43.911 0 0 0
79Z3 0 0.553 180 0.701 10.562 -158.83 1.402 0.036 -102.09 2.103 0.06 -112.675
80Z4 0 0.077 180 0.993 2.67 -89.765 1.987 0.079 26.373 2.98 0.078 93.024
81 Z5 0 1.103 180 0.697 23.244 -27.46 0 0 0 2.092 0.082 -27.448
82Z6 0 0.354 180 1.008 3.819 97.554 2.016 0.312 86.021 3.024 0.109 44.017
83Z7 0 0.108 180 0.702 10.92 25.062 1.545 0.031 -0.683 2.388 0.017 16.058
84Z8 0 0.361 180 0.476 14.658 -45.061 0.952 0.305 -145.617 1.429 0.102 -78.013
85Z9 0 0.267 0 1.408 1.544 -30.824 2.817 0.157 112.057 4.225 0.08 31.334
86Z10 0 1.259 180 1 6.842 -61.221 2 0.066 -154.558 3 0.223 -77.193
87Z 11 0 0.08 0 1.4 0.995 -145.944 2.8 0.042 -114.573 4.2 0.027 -145.934
88Z12 0 0.578 180 0.991 4.114 22.278 1.982 0.132 2.647 2.974 0.112 -104.588
89Z13 0 2.458 180 0.699 32.427 4.772 1.399 0.499 -25.985 2.098 0.174 -51.415
90Z14 0 0.631 180 0.473 23.211 -147.83 1.104 0.107 123.683 1.42 0.117 163.343
92Z16 0 0.021 0 0.704 6.12 -6.652 0 0 0 2.113 0.009 16.534
93Z17 0 0.391 180 0.473 8.94 -7.871 0.946 0.281 -34.132 1.42 0.027 -34.036
94Z18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
95Z19 0 0.199 180 1 12.835 -12.77 2 0.16 -118.076 3 0.066 28.894
96Z20 0 1.771 180 0.701 30.463 -5.143 1.402 0.642 -60.565 2.103 0.176 96.986
97Z21 0 0.584 180 0.991 20.314 -7.108 1.982 0.355 66.858 2.974 0.146 -176.132
98Z22 0 0.29 180 0.702 15.044 -3.853 1.404 0.06 -21.831 0 0 0
99Z23 0 1.042 180 0.473 14.937 -22.588 0.947 0.322 -54.496 1.42 0.131 -47.81
100Z24 0 0.128 180 1.401 10.056 4.975 2.802 0.148 -84.81 4.203 0.049 -108.799
101 Z25 0 2.29 180 1 36.285 -13.834 2 0.714 66.054 3 0.525 -157.14
102Z26 0 0.014 0 1.429 6.215 -8.357 2.857 0.067 -23.533 4.286 0.022 10.32
103Z27 0 0.847 180 0.989 24.118 -12.369 1.978 0.313 147.542 2.968 0.115 79.289
104Z28 0 3.948 180 0.701 41.078 -7.242 1.402 2.638 -44.952 2.103 0.537 117.274
105Z29 0 1.676 180 0.478 16.92 -19.144 0.956 1.312 -63.789 1.434 0.413 -86.634
107Z31 0 0.059 0 0.701 4.971 -8.863 1.402 0.042 150.094 2.103 0.065 -140.474
108Z32 0 0.154 180 0.475 8.384 -11.436 0.949 0.373 -98.88 1.424 0.096 -90.036
109Z33 0 0.172 180 0.698 10.879 -5.28 1.395 0.621 -160.097 2.093 0.284 102.46
110 Z34 0 0.06 180 0.991 5.7 -18.711 1.982 0.27 -50.434 2.974 0.121 -61.801
111 Z35 0 1.174 180 0.704 25.05N -9.149 1.408 0.568 127.126 2.113 1.068 166.977
141
0 0621S38 01 51.010 180 c 0 c 0 0 c0
113Z37 0 0.082 180 0.701 12.399 -10.893 1.402 0.217 177.833 2.103 0.196 -31.995
114Z38 0 0.565 180 0.473 14.401 -15.275 0.946 0.467 -116.162 1.42 0.114 60.306
115Z39 0 0.164 0 1.404 1.699 143.038 2.809 0.191 42.18 4.213 0.064 47.001
116Z40 0 1.835 180 0.992 13.916 -13.738 1.984 1.141 -21.194 2.976 0.259 -54.072
117Z41 0 0.225 0 1.389 1.099 144.791 2.778 0.093 90.165 4.167 0.06 99.855
118Z42 0 0.553 180 0.99 8.521 -14.916 1.98 0.316 -118.22 2.97 0.115 110.608
119Z43 0 3.132 180 0.701 35.917 -10.474 1.402 0.265 -168.111 2.103 0.542 -162.929
120Z44 0 0.969 180 0.473 18.163 -3.405 0.946 0.729 -36.295 1.42 0.139 -142.449
122Z46 0 0.758 180 0.701 5.343 -18.621 1.402 0.021 -84.156 2.103 0.032 -23.874
123Z47 0 0.99 180 0.473 8.971 -17.305 0.947 0.184 -109.329 0 0 0
124Z48 0 0.93 180 0.703 11.244 -14.939 1.406 0.042 -114.381 2.108 0.139 -70.4
125Z49 0 0.923 180 1 7.015 -42.642 2 0.225 102.478 3 0.395 18.96
126Z50 0 2.124 180 0.7 27.131 -20.255 1.4 0.101 -44.471 2.1 0.033 -10.02
127Z51 0 1.212 180 0.989 11.191 -77.658 1.977 0.541 -15.144 2.966 0.51 -84.508
128Z52 0 0.935 180 0.702 12.782 -18.547 0 0 0 2.105 0.048 -65.54
129Z53 _ 1.392 180 0.474 15.838 -20.167 0.948 0.495 -76.94 1.422 0.124 -129.602
130Z54 0 0.821 180 1.399 1.704 154.979 2.797 0.392 -178.455 4.196 0.018 93.363
131 Z55 0 2.818 180 0.995 19.814 -55.645 1.99 0.681 -47.048 2.985 1.045 -15.262
132Z56 0 0.709 180 1.398 1.097 155.497 2.795 0.233 163.541 4.193 0.012 152.249
133Z57 0 1.602 180 0.995 12.658 -54.835 1.99 0.47 -161.682 2.985 0.3 -83.611
134Z58 0 3.611 180 0.703 38.644 -21.469 1.406 1.052 113.019 2.108 1.646 -31.609
135Z59 0 1.895 180 0.475 19.25 -24.102 0.951 1.142 -24.786 1.426 0.169 165.295
137Z61 0 0.118 180 1.394 1.294 151.651 2.789 0.27 -133.427 4.183 0.01 58.204
138Z62 0 1.934 180 0.995 9.764 -26.962 1.99 0.223 -172.605 2.985 0.364 14.936
139Z63 0 0.023 180 1.401 0.893 122.872 2.802 0.121 -128.839 4.203 0.009 -68.413
140Z64 0 0.444 180 0.996 5.521 -36.138 1.992 0.062 4.702 2.988 0.16 -179.455
141Z65 0 2.554 180 0.698 37.953 -15.087 1.395 0.887 -24.551 2.093 0.203 15.53
142Z66 0 0.727 180 0.476 27.27 4.65 0.951 0.81 -29.232 1.427 0.199 141.715
144Z68 0 48.14 180 0.994 3.412 -29.742 0 0 0 2.983 0.124 41.326
145Z69 0 49.075 180 0.704 26.108 -14.768 1.408 0.166 -101.607 2.113 0.248 44.709
146Z70 0 48.461 180 0.993 5.709 -20.719 1.987 0.023 65.686 2.98 0.271 -101.641
147Z71 0 48.169 180 0.702 12.022 -10.1 1.404 0.073 -142.062 2.105 0.068 -32.785
148Z72 0 48.622 180 0.475 22.416 6.615 0.951 0.707 -76.275 1.426 0.137 105.424
149Z73 0 0.053 0 0.701 4.636 -13.561 1.402 0.026 -98.033 2.103 0.029 -65.535
150 74 0 0.158 180 0.476 12.421 5.69R 0.952 0.25 -68.9 1.429 0.064 28.898
151Z75 0 0.125 180 0.703 10.664 -21.326 1.406 0.035 -78.34 2.109 0.068 51.187
E.4 Pitch Moment
Test Pitch Moment
Run# Test # Of req mom Ophase 1f req 1mom 1phase f req 1mom phase 3freq 3mom 3phase
INI 0 3.227 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2N2 0 0.685 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3N3 0 5.338 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4N4redo 0 4.982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5N5 0 2.763 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6N6 0 0.157 18q _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
142
0 0.372 180 0.993 -16.802 1.986112Z36 9.059 0.638 -81.227 2.978 0.279 -91.187
8N8 0 6.761 18C 0 C 0 0 o 0 0 0 C
9N9 0 3.825 180 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 C
1ON10 0 8.46 18C 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 C
lNl 0 0.26 18C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
12N12 0 3.818 0 0 C 0 C_ 0 0 0 C
13N13 0 3.522 180 0 C 0 0 C 0 0 0 C
14N14 0 3.217 180 0 C 0 0 C 0 0 0 C
15N15 0.162 180 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 C
16N16 0 8.868 180 0 C 0 0 0 0 C
17N17 0 8.15 180 C 0 0 0 0 0 C
18N18 00.336 18C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
19N19 0 13.948 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
20N20 0 20.558 18C 0 C 0 C 0C 0 C 0 C
21 N21 0 24.768 180 0_ C 0 0 C 0 0 0 C
22N22 0 7.77 180 0 C__ 0 0C 0 0 0 C
23N23 0 14.163 180 C0 0 0 C 0 0 ( C
24N24 0 23.65 18C _ C 0 C C 0 0 0 C
25S1 0 0.093 18 0.85 1.547 -85.07 C C 0 2.551 0.221 -77.78
26S2 0 0.043 18 0.548 1.993 -113.1 1.096 0.16 74.494 1.645 0.063 -175.5
27S3 0 0.441 18C 1.032 3.725 -121.8 2.0640.074 119.03 0 0 0
28S4 0 3.492 18C 0.815 2.586 -135.1 C C 0 0 0 C
29S5 0 0.166 180 1.304 4.247 -89.04 2.609 0.15 -70.23 3.913 0.099 15.787
30S6 0 0.068 18C 0.852 8.11 -108.2 1.705 0.21 -146.6 2.557 0.238 -164.4
31S7 0 0.844 18C 1.653 7.252 -73.37 C C 0 0 0 C
32S8 0 6.794 18C 2.326 3.214 -72.7 C C 0 6.977 0.777 -80.73
33S9 0 6.693 18C 1.389 4.651 -138.3 2.778 0.552 -14.79 0 0 C
3 4S10 0 6.415 18C 1.38q 9.831 -95.51 2.77 0.538 -23.77 0 0 0
35S11 0 7.969 18C 1.389 6.847 -140.6 2.778 0.45 36.526 0 0 0
36S12 0 3.813 0 1.38 6.97 -117.7 2.778 0.217 120.82 0 0 C
37S13 0 3.724 180 1.389 6.862 -128.8 C C 0 4.167 0.148 13.417
38S14 0 6.321 18C 0.815 4.073 -141.5 C_ C 0 0 0 0
39S15 0 0.718 18C 1.025 8.251 -126 2.049 0.192 -58.41 C C c
40S16 0 0.859 18C 1.667 4.626 -101 3.333 0.892 -47.65 0 0 C
41S17 0 0.171 18C 2.006 0.512 18.564 C C 0 0 0 C
42S18 0 0.02 18C 1.30A 6.118 -108.9 2.614 0.211 44.594 3.922 0.042 -152.2
43S19 0 10.551 180 4.167 0.936 24.098 8.333 0.252 -98.32 0 0 C
44S20 0 10.381 18C 2.368 12.79 -93.99 4.737 0.634 104.86 7.105 0.993 -69.08
45S21 0 10.665 18C 1.389 14.53 -119.2 3.125 0.72 -63.77 3.819 1.039 103.18
46S22 0 0.019 180 0.549 3.978 -148.1 0_0 0 0 0 C
47523 0 0.148 18C 2.027 0.394 99.484 0 0 6.081 0.023 165.17
48S24 0 10.13 18C 0.82 4.708 -141.8 C 0 0 0 C
49525 0 10.181 180 3.67 0.678 0.536 7.790 0.152 -86.36 12.156 0.034 104.05
50S26 0 10.113 18C 3.378 2.211 -105.3 8.784 0.315 53.65 0 0 C
51527 0 0.089 180 0.547 1.69 49.305 C C 0 C 0 C
525S28 C 0.158 180 0.399 3.076 29.615 0.798 0.143 60.625 0 0 C
53 29 0 2.773 18C 0.122 4.537 15.261 0 C 0 0 0 C
54S30 0 0.683 18 0.368 4.119 44.792 C___ 0C 1.103 0.181 -76.89
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N7 c 0.778 180 c 0 0 0 0 0 c c c7
56S32 0 1.007 180 0.54 9.69 40.641 1.092 0.138 -115.3 1.638 0.088 66.62
57S33 0 1.342 180 0.335 5.08 65.456 0.67 0.162 -92.85 0.893 0.118 -159.9
58S34 0 1.535 180 0.364 10.2 37.283 0 0 0 0 0 0
591S35 0 1.351 180 0.319 3.06~ 63.867 0 0 0 0 0 0
60S36 C 5.75 180 0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 C 0
61S37 0 4.824 180 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
62S38 0 5.607 180 0 ( 0 o 0 C 0 0
631S39 0 4.972 180 0 0 0 0 o 0 0.5 7.898 -78.37
64S40 0 5.683 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
65S41 0 3.692 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
66S42 0 0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
67S43 0 0.189 180 0.789 0.543 -121.4 1.579 0.072 -8.764 2.368 0.03 -0.661
68S44 0 0.508 180 0.688 9.902 63.918 1.261 0.382 -145.1 2.179 0.055 -44.11
69S45 0 0.43 180 0.397 6.728 26.788 0.794 0.708 52.279 0 0 0
70S46 0 0.149 180 0.787 0.149 -149.5 0 0 0 2.361 0.017 26.559
71IS47 0 10.143 180 1.344 0.712 -111.8 01 ( 0 3.763 1.174 64.859
72S48 0 8.085 18 0.269 4.479 -8.972 0 0 0 0 0 0
73S49 0 0.641 180 C 0 0 (_ 0 0 C 0 0
74S50 0 0.003 180 0 0 0 0.476 9.317 -115.4 0.708 0.402 145.96
75S51 0 9.923 180 1.351 0.72 -129.9 3.041 0.63 -159.9 3.716 1.357 161.08
761S52 0 10.123 180 1.333 1.376 -119.8 3 0.447 15.494 3.667 1.095 8.634
77 1 0 0.063 0 0.704 1.705 87.569 ( 0 0 2.113 0.016 70.822
78Z2 0 0.077 0 0.475 1.92 116.82 0.951 0.07~ 85.135 1.426 0.02 148.83
79 3 0 0.106 0 0.701 3.656 93.362 1.402 0.039 19.769 2.103 0.05! 83.957
80 4 0 0.004 0 0.993 3.926 151.49 1.987 0.032 -56.92 2.98 0.056 115.41
81 5 0 0.082 0 0.697 8.768 -130.2 1.394 0.07 157.13 2.092 0.085 -75.07
82 6 0 0.034 18 1.008 5.953 -14.39 2.016 0.105 -26.89 3.024 0.118 53.516
83V 7 0.004 0 0.702 3.966 -78.28 1.404 0.018 151.62 2.107 0.007 -155.8
84Z8 0 0.037 0 0.476 3.592 -146.2 0.952 0.193 104.59 1.429 0.024 -35.41
85 E9 0 0.067 18( 1.40E 0.32 -152.6 2.817 0.041 -59.85 4.225 0.011 -146.7
8610 0 0.072 0 1 5.43 -164.9 2 0.034 -127.7 3 0.22 15.173
87 1 0 0.013 0 1. 0.416 91.376 2.8 0.039 -119.2 4.2 0.004 -37.17
88Z12 0 0.03 0 0.991 7.05 -88.69 1.982 0.06 -84.99 2.974 0.123 -56.42
891 3 0 0.162 0 0.699 12.59 -99.45 1.399 0.269 -136.4 2.098 0.111 -156.2
90 14 0 0.009 0 0.473 4.288 62.553 0.946 0.345 -14.3 1.42 0.067 7.227
92Z16 0 0.023 0 0.704 0.83 -1.867 1.408 0.003 160.89 2.113 0.003 76.895
93 17 0 0.005 180 0.473 1.108 -11.01 0.94Q 0.025 -50.19 1.42 0.017 -4.375
9418 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
95Z19 o 0.091 0 1 1.586 -10.78 2 0.068 -23.31 3 0.087 -130
96 20 0 0.071 180 0.701 3.83 -6.217 1.402 0.108 -50.08 2.103 0.066 104.83
97 21 0 0.022 0 0.991 2.999 -13.75 1.982 0.176 -167.6 2.974 0.17 61.374
98 22 0 0.08 0 0.702 2.00 -1.828 1.404 0.009 -11.01 2.105 0.007 103
99 23 0 0.018 0 0.473 1.76 -32.06 0.947 0.05 -83.67 1.42 0.022 -87.38
100 24 0 0.049 0 1.401 1.569 14.419 2.802 0.096 26.416 4.203 0.028 153.49
101 25 0 0.246 180 1 4.6 -11.03 2 0.331 95.239 3 0.068 -139.8
102 26 0 0.074 C 1.429 0.962 -5.24 2.857 0.039 123.52 4.28E 0.004 145.17
103 27 0 0.051 180 0.989 3.004 -15.45 1.978 0.151 -147.2 2.968 0.087 -10.63
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0551S31 0 0.826 1801 0.685 3.55E 66.645 c 0 0 0 0
104Z28 0 0.349 180 0.701 5.358 11.51 1.402 0.357 -43.75 2.103 0.201 96.327
105Z29 0 0.078 180 0.478 2.073 -26.92 0.956 0.179 -78.07 1.434 0.101 -91.54
107Z31 0 0.007 0 0.701 1.262 -95.9 1.402 0.018 119.51 2.103 0.036 -153.9
108Z32 0 0.015 0 0.475 1.517 -103.7 0.949 0.134 -144.5 1.424 0.056 -110.3
109Z33 0 0.001 180 0.698 2.712 -96.36 1.395 0.353 -172.1 2.093 0.25 116.9
110 Z34 0 0.112 180 0.991 4.261 -118.3 1.982 0.149 -16.97 2.974 0.02 48.383
111Z35 0 0.121 18q 0.704 6.753 -102.6 1.408 0.258 145.32 2.113 0.845 167.85
112Z36 0 0.139 180 0.993 6.726 -113.7 1.986 0.356 -67.38 2.978 0.189 122.22
113Z37 0 0.107 180 0.701 3.022 -99.95 1.402 0.12 178.48 2.103 0.127 -41.3
114Z38 0 0.069 180 0.473 2.674 -106.9 0.946 0.195 136.72 1.42 0.034 36.072
115 39 0 0.153 180 1.404 0.937 -122.5 2.809 0.07 177.02 4.213 0.031 -139.1
116 40 0 0.189 180 0.992 10.79 -116.8 1.984 0.829 -13.4 2.976 1.318 -77.11
117 41 0 0.146 180 1.389 0.776 -114.9 2.778 0.048 -170.2 4.167 0.022 -70.21
118 42 0 0.201 180 0.99 7.32 -112.3 1.98 0.273 -107 2.97 0.153 -120.5
119Z43 0 0.088 180 0.701 9.504 -105.4 1.402 0.611 177.24 2.103 0.414 178.76
120Z44 0 0.114 180 0.473 3.182 -109.4 0.946 0.38 -64.13 1.42 0.081 -166.7
122Z46 0 0.36 180 0.701 1.578 37.647 0 0 0 2.103 0.027 -28.99
123Z47 0 0.403 180 0.473 2.087 26.448 0.947 0.051 -62.76 1.42 0.018 140.89
124Z48 0 0.39 180 0.703 3.485 39.931 1.406 0.015 -168.9 2.108 0.098 -63.34
125Z49 0 0.489 180 1 4.427 33.015 2 0.057 85.688 3 0.234 68.507
126Z50 0 0.733 180 0.7 7.87 32.491 1.4 0.138 130.61 2.1 0.099 163.22
127Z51 0 0.612 180 0.989 6.894 -1.106 1.977 0.238 -28.46 2.966 0.321 -57.78
128Z52 0 0.5 180 0.702 3.634 35.124 1.404 0.045 73.757 2.105 0.065 -26.56
129Z53 0 0.564 180 0.474 3.391 22.175 0.948 0.259 -38.88 1.422 0.051 -169.7
130Z54 0 0.525 180 1.399 1.123 65.02 2.797 0.208 -161.8 4.196 0.013 138.02
131 Z55 0 0.877 180 0.995 10.93 21.416 1.99 0.4 159.02 2.985 1.734 12.066
132Z56 0 0.506 180 1.398 0.658 53.488 2.795 0.139 -178.1 4.193 0.007 -141.7
133Z57 0 0.674 180 0.995 7.511 23.398 1.99 0.171 149.58 2.985 0.449 -65.12
134Z58 0 1.022 180 0.703 11.42 27.995 1.406 1.473 141.65 2.108 2.636 -16.25
135Z59 0 0.695 180 0.475 4.162 20.226 0.951 0.582 0.108 1.426 0.157 121.27
137Z61 0 0.024 0 1.394 0.864 -101.4 2.789 0.29 -122.1 4.183 0.009 -20.41
138Z62 0 0.33 180 0.995 11.04 70.68 1.99 0.132 -142 2.985 0.721 54.192
139Z63 0 0.046 0 1.401 0.444 -96.22 2.802 0.135 -115.4 4.203 0.005 119.35
140Z64 0 0.038 180 0.996 6.552 66.44 1.992 0.04 31.182 2.988 0.29 -138.6
141Z65 0 0.575 180 0.698 14.25 41.169 1.395 0.623 57.804 2.093 0.332 86.433
142Z66 0 0.094 180 0.476 7.003 27.994 0.951 0.272 21.7 1.427 0.132 152.31
144Z68 0 0.635 180 0.994 3.836 70.038 1.989 0.036 -22.02 2.983 0.16 73.874
145Z69 0 0.822 180 0.704 10.05 43.082 1.408 0.113 11.934 2.113 0.308 53.397
146Z70 0 0.7 180 0.993 6.161 74.789 1.987 0.034 121.47 2.98 0.285 -78.29
147Z71 0 0.645 180 0.702 4.587 49.441 1.404 0.029 -52.05 2.105 0.077 -23.02
148Z72 0 0.719 18q 0.475 5.89 30.588 0.951 0.236 -24.2 1.426 0.096 139.05
149Z73 0 0.038 0 0.701 1.841 49.408 1.402 0.008 -52.92 2.103 0.025 -8.786
150Z74 0 0.002 180 0.476 3.314 32.732 0.952 0.08 -41.65 1.429 0.032 83.967
151 Z75 0 0.0041 0 0.703 4.239 40.179 1.406 0.01 -59.82 2.109 0.064 111.92
E.5 Yaw Moments
Test Yaw Moment
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1Ml 00.333 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0
2N2 0 2.894 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3N3 0 2.756 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
_ N4redo 0 1.846 0 0 0 q 0 0 0 01 0 0
5N5 0 5.399 18(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6N6 0 0.302 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7N7 0 1.336 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0
8N8 0 6.402 0 0 0 q 0 0 0 0 0 0
9N9 0 10.914 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1ON10 0 0.379 180 0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0
lNl 0 0.56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12N12 0 0.845 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13N13 0 8.186 0 0 0 0_0 0 0 0 0 0
14N14 0 13.764 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15N15 00.196 0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0
16N16 0 1.512 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17N17 0 10.471 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18N18 C 0.262 0 ( 0 0 0 0C 0 0 0 0
19N19 0 0.957 180 0 0 0 0
20N20 0 1.565 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 N21 C 0.162 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22N22 0 10.594 180 0_ 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0
23N23 C 10.681 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24N24 0 13.083 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25S1 0 0.067 0 0.85 0.035 -21.165 1.701 0.023 5.933 0 0 0
26S2 0 0.064 0 0.548 0.047 -10.955 1.096 0.014 -21.37 1.65 0.036 -18.86
27 3 0 0.133 0 1.032 0.098 -55.875 2.064 0.084 -1.048 0 0 0
28S4 0.34 0 0_0 0 1.63 0.192 -94.63 0 0 0
29S5 0 0.312 0 1.304 0.204 -66.303 0 C_ 0 0 0 0
30S6 0.324 0 0.852 0.307 -74.133 1.705 0.073 -67.89 0 0 C
31 S7 0 1.354 0 1.653 0.388 -47.745 3.306 0.3E -71.66 0 0 0
32S8 0 6.538 0 0 0 5.233 1.688 -37.98 7.56 0.174 92.559
33S9 0 6.46 0 1.389 0.687 -32.953 C 0 0 0 0 0
34S10 0 6.323 0 1.389 1.419 8.018 2.778 0.67 34.723 4.17 0.551 -115.688
35S11 C 0.241 180 1.389 0.476 -18.117 2.778 0.566 72.116 0 0 0
36S12 0 0.868 0 1.389 0.618 -106.45 2.778 0.544 -10.98 4.17 0.701 -112.047
37S13 C 8.166 0 1.389 0.332 124.9122.778 0.735 122.51 4.17 0.41 32.15
38S14 C 6.458 0 0.815 1.226 47.258 0 0 0 0 0- 0
39S15 0 1.288 0 1.025 0.482 -86.576 2.049 0.103 8.597 3.07 0.237 5.671
4 S16 0 1.311 0 q 0 0 0 q 0 5 0.639 -165.449
41S17 0 0.208 0 2.006 0.098 51.932 0 0 0 0
42S18 0 0.382 0 1.307 0.5 -83.189 2.614 0.043 -30.66 3.92 0.062 26.317
43S19 0 0.356 180 4.16 0.727 -22.405 8.333 0.13 -138.7 0 0 0
44S20 0 0.603 180 2.368 0.519 -83.04 4.737 0.431 -136.1 6.84 0.161 -147.971
45S21 0 0.609 180 1.389 0.657 -17.031 3.125 0.902 148.64 3.82 0.524 -139.812
46S22 0 0.323 0 0.549 0.276 -27.308 0 0 1.65 0.02 146.974
47S23 0 0.03 180 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Run# Test # |bfreqbmom Ophase 1ifreq |1mom 1iphase 2freq I1mom |2phase |3freq l momn 3phase
49S25 0 0.632 180 4.128 0.534 -64.355 8.028 0.057 135.93 12.2 0.025 -86.848
50S26 0 0.537 180 4.054 1.266 39.338 8.108 0.202 -17.85 0 0 0
51S27 0 0.035 0 0.547 0.071 173.464 1.095 0.013 -22.15 1.64 0.04 156.291
52S28 0 0.036 0 0.399 0.109 173.543 0.798 0.031 -147.5 0 0 0
53S29 0 0.346 0 0.122 0.461 141.475 0 0 0 0 0 0
54S30 0 0.137 0 0.368 0.213 156.611 0 0 0 1.1 0.131 -176.495
55S31 0 0.965 180 0.685 0.07 -118.17 0 0 0 0 0 0
56S32 0 0.959 180 0.546 0.411 149.159 1.092 0.065 -2.736 1.64 0.065 86.264
57S33 0 0.769 180 0.335 0.166 137.83 0 0 0 0 0 0
58S34 0 0.728 180 0.364 0.458 139.121 0 0 0 0 0 0
59S35 0 0.787 180 0.319 0.146 139.497 0.638 0.095 150.12 0 0 0
60S36 0 0.23 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
61S37 0 0.747 180 0 0 __0 0 0 0 0 0
62S38 0 0.75 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
63S39 0 0.771 180 0 0 0 0.342 0.34 37.885 0 0 0
64S40 0 0.714 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
65S41 0 0.73 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
66S42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
67S43 0 0.086 0 0 0 0 1.579 0.044 104.95 0 0 0
68S44 0 0.096 0 0.688 0.234 -142.38 1.376 0.128 116.6 2.06 0.071 165.481
69S45 0 0.121 0 0.397 0.208 175.571 0 0 0 0 0 0
70S46 0 0.085 0 0 0 0 1.574 0.03 -127.1 2.36 0.013 164.584
71S47 0 1.177 0 1.075 0.231 -33.023 0 0 0 0 0 0
72S48 0 1.004 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
73S49 0 0.023 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
74S50 0 0.039 0 0 0 0 0.488 0.102 -129.9 0.71 0.006 136.634
75S51 0 1.169 0 1.689 0.383 -62.727 0 0 0 4.39 0.358 43.491
76S52 0 0.974 0 1.667 0.399 -125.19 0 0 0 4 0.318 16.553
77Z1 0 0.055 0 0.704 0.04 175.802 1.408 0.005 -134.5 2.11 0.003 122.266
78Z2 0 0.058 0 0.475 0.078 141.339 0.951 0.011 56.85 1.43 0.026 116.168
79Z3 0 0.082 0 0.701 0.026 -154.51 1.402 0.018 75.9 2.1 0.02 122.509
80Z4 0 0.053 0 0.993 0.176 86.305 1.987 0.051 -54.41 2.98 0.006 107.208
81Z5 0 0.048 0 0.697 0.144 -145.26 1.394 0.025 -90.98 2.09 0.02 -89.14
82Z6 0 0.043 0 1.008 0.357 11.058 2.016 0.117 53.614 3.02 0.011 2.694
83Z7 0 0.049 0 0.983 0.01 -138.3 1.685 0.005 159.81 2.11 0.003 118.779
84Z8 0 0.046 0 0.476 0.162 -115.49 0.952 0.018 38.097 1.43 0.01 -30.136
85Z9 0 0.201 0 1.408 0.098 -107.75 2.817 0.036 -37.33 0 0 0
86Z10 0 0.313 0 1 0.802 -111.57 2 0.163 152.87 0 0 0
87Z11 0 0.21 180 1.4 0.091 159.333 2.8 0.034 100.49 0 0 0
88Z12 0 0.305 180 0.991 0.609 -101.01 1.982 0.081 -50.16 2.97 0.02 -14.318
89Z13 0 0.321 180 0.699 0.391 -100.13 1.399 0.09 174.31 2.1 0.037 58.643
90Z14 0 0.291 0 0.473 0.306 131.556 0.946 0.051 13.716 1.42 0.013 177.704
92Z16 0 0.013 0 0.704 0.997 -88.976 1.408 0.005 59.55 2.11 0.025 -81.248
93Z17 0 0.003 0 0.473 2.761 -106.99 0.946 0.023 178.97 1.42 0.081 47.969
94Z18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
95Z19 0 0.051 180 1 2.163 -98.925 2 0.053 -112.6 3 0.506 45.043
96Z20 0 0.105 180 0.701 4.236 -93.63q 1.402 0.145 -142.9 2.1 0.103 -155.147
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0.808 0.82 0.538| 048S24 0 180 21.095 1.639 0.33E -162.5 c c
98Z22 0 0.065 180 0.702 2.107 -91.049 1.404 0.019 -141.6 2.11 0.029 -87.933
99 23 0 0.081 180 0.473 3.371 -104.2 0.947 0.109 157.85 1.42 0.094 -114.483
100 24 0 0.08 180 1.401 1.953 -71.0 2.802 0.064 -11.28 4.2 0.083 -38.791
101 Z25 0 0.136 180 1 6.055 -102.0 2 0.296 9.656 3 0.628 -99.449
102Z26 0 0.083 180 1.429 1.144 -90.054 2.857 0.017 51.333 4.29 0.037 52.001
103 Z27 0 0.09 180 0.989 4.056 -99.50 1.978 0.124 132.75 2.97 0.267 170.471
104 Z28 0 0.187 180 0.701 5.618 -100.4 1.402 0.382 -136.2 2.1 0.112 177.229
105 Z29 0 0.118 180 0.478 3.947 -109.0 0 0 0 1.43 0.179 -98.083
107 31 0 0.018 0 0.701 1.013 173.68 1.402 0.01 -42.3 2.1 0.139 38.259
108 32 0 0.105 0 0.475 1.23 166.06 0.949 0.066 -59.41 1.42 0.013 117.743
109 33 0 0.05 0 0.698 2.21 173.8 1.395 0.152 32.275 2.09 0.69 -65.421
110 34 0 0.005 180 0.991 3.191 160.943 1.982 0.083 -157.7 2.97 0.403 -33.967
111 35 0 0.051 0 0.704 4.366 166.176 1.408 0.095 -84.64 2.11 0.496 4.38
112 36 0 0.009 180 0.993 4.813 166.21 1.986 0.179 156.24 2.98 1.188 -65.838
113 37 0 0.006 0 0.701 2.235 170.107 1.402 0.007 51.885 2.1 0.102 162.388
114 38 0 0.117 0 0.473 1.52 156.731 0.946 0.082 -129.7 1.42 0.04 6.814
115 39 0 0.023 180 1.404 0.831 134.5 2.809 0.099 34.19 4.21 0.104 64.48
116Z40 0 0.03 180 0.992 8.734 158.503 1.984 0.18 -65.7 2.98 1.982 101.256
117 41 0 0.024 180 1.389 0.689 156.935 2.778 0.052 63.052 4.17 0.126 118.359
118 42 0 0.036 180 0.99 5.715 159.553 1.98 0.087 165.5 2.97 0.43 105.897
119 43 0 0.053 0 0.701 5.8 162.411 1.402 0.536 150.98 2.1 0.125 65.242
120 44 0 0.132 0 0.473 1.754 165.994 0.946 0.052 159.13 1.42 0.04 60.633
122 46 0 0.653 180 0.701 1.299 125.804 1.402 0.011 -99.63 2.1 0.024 -5.682
123 47 0 0.561 180 0.473 2.857 92.978 0.947 0.063 -129.7 1.42 0.043 5.6
124 48 0 0.637 180 0.70 2.72 125.077 1.406 0.052 -104 2.11 0.117 -56.163
125 49 0 0.697 180 1 2.993 131.592 2 0.04 141.79 3 0.482 22.423
126 50 0 0.604 180 0.7 5.761 119.745 1.4 0.187 -138.8 2.1 0.077 147.57
127Z51 0 0.71 180 0.989 4.536 97.351 1.977 0.229 49.795 2.97 0.817 -81.227
128Z52 0 0.698 180 0.702 2.7 126.233 1.404 0.004 -142.3 2.11 0.034 -80.028
12953 0.542 180 0.474 3.616 93.127 0 0 0 1.42 0.054 104.314
13054 0 0.738 180 1.399 1.143 147.507 2.797 0.256 -163 4.2 0.014 141.909
131 55 0 0.636 180 0.995 8.404 128.906 1.99 0.449 -31.46 2.99 0.647 -50.737
132Z56 0 0.742 180 1.39 0.826 143.775 2.795 0.127 -179.4 4.19 0.006 173.596
133757 C 0.697 180 0.0.19 -137.9 2.99 0.246 -25.233
134Z58 0 0.53 180 0.703 7.26 116.519 1.406 0.772 -104.6 2.11 0.219 -110.321
135 Z59 0 0.543 180 0.475 4.133 90.183 0.951 0.049 -156 1.43 0.073 56.718
137 61 0 0.018 0 0 2.789 0.091 89.412 4.18 0.001 -86.688
138 I62 0 0.024 0 0.995 0.229 -159.22 1.99 0.041 -141.4 2.99 0.199 -78.204
139 63 0 0.019 0 1.401 0.069 44.36 2.802 0.04 106 4.2 0.002 97.74
140 64 0 0.006 180 0.996 0.114 150.763 0 0 0 2.99 0.067 65.691
141 65 0 0.014 0 0.698 0.385 -104.32 1.395 0.06 -132.6 2.09 0.025 -77.487
142 66 0 0.005 0 0.476 0.14 -135.43 0.951 0.062 -36.24 0 0 C
144 68 0 1.033 180 0.994 0.062 -141.53 1.989 0.023 -61.43 2.98 0.092 38.078
145 69 0 1.022 180 0.704 0.25 -102.49 1.408 0.041 -109.8 2.11 0.033 9.148
146 70 0 1.033 180 0.993 0.089 -168.66 1.987 0.044 48.944 2.98 0.238 -90.976
147 71 0 1.029 180 0.702 0.109 -105.1 1.404 0.007 -139.7 2.11 0.008 -57.4
148 72 0 1.032 180 0.475 0.129 -140.8 0.951 0.01 -41.96 1.43 0.008 140.677
148
124.710 0.061 180 0.991 3.48E -91.38 1.982 0.129 2.97 0.8E -127.19297 21
149Z73 0 0.009 180 0.701 0.042 -121.67 1.402 0.003 -122 0 0 0
150Z74 0 0.009 180 0.476 0.087 -152.29 0.952 0.005 -43.62 1.43 0.003 56.318
151 Z75 0 0.007 180 0.703 0.109 -118.45 1.406 0.023 -116.2 2.11 0.003 -1.235
149
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